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ABSTRACT 
 
China is one of the top 13 countries in the world in terms of water scarcity. 
Unforeseen crop failures caused by drought are often reported in the media and have 
been documented by previous studies. The water management system plays an 
important role in coordinating water use and economic growth. However, the reform of 
the water management system is still in progress. Therefore, in the context of drought, 
competition for water among agricultural and industrial users as well as households 
becomes one of the key concerns in protecting agricultural production and rural 
households from the limited quantity of water under various water management systems. 
The objective is to measure the impacts of an irrigation water shortage caused by 
drought on agricultural economy and rural households. First, we simulate the drought of 
2000, the most widespread drought in recent years, to measure its impacts on 
agricultural production and 16 regions’ rural households. Second, policy analysis 
focuses on the simulation of severe droughts under two water management systems, the 
water parallel pricing system and the water pricing system, and the latter system will be 
separated into the system under the case of current reform and another system under the 
case of further reform. The purpose is to identify the superior system for agricultural 
economy and rural households. 
This study is composed of three main parts. First, based on a literature review and 
an interview survey of farmers, we found that the present pricing processes for irrigation 
water and pipe water are parallel due to the fragmented water management system, 
where the total supply of irrigation water was regulated by the government and that of 
pipe water was dependent on the pipe water production (namely, the water parallel 
pricing system, or WPP). However, this water parallel pricing system caused significant 
price distortions between the irrigation water price and the pipe water price. 
Accordingly, future water pricing reforms will lead to improved integrated water 
management and both irrigation water and pipe water will be priced together according 
to social marginal costs (namely, the water pricing system, or WP). Precisely, in the 
current reform of WP for some regions, the price of integrated water for irrigation still 
contain the subsidy (Case A of WP, or WP_A); and it is projected that in the further 
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reform of the WP, this subsidy will be moved out from the integrated water price and be 
imposed on the price of farming products undertaken by all consumers (Case B of WP, 
or WP_B). Second, we constructed three specific social accounting matrixes (SAMs) 
and four related static computable general equilibrium (SCGE) models of China’s 
macro economy. Third, these three SAMs and four SCGE models were used to make 
above two simulations, the drought of 2000 and the severe drought, where three cases of 
water management systems, including the WPP, the WP_A and the WP_B, were 
introduced into the latter simulation to identify the best policy option. 
Overall, this study features six originalities. First, to clearly understand the impacts 
of drought under the water parallel pricing system, we conducted an interview survey of 
farmers living in seriously drought-affected areas. Second, in these four SCGE models, 
a new type of production structure for non-farming, industrial and service sectors was 
constructed. In this structure, the water demand was combined with the value-added 
demand. Third, we introduced 16 regions’ irrigation water and their subsidies into the 
macro SAM for the farming production sectors (SAM-16R), and modified the structure 
of farming productions of related SCGE model (SCGE-16R), where the WPP was also 
considered. Fourth, we aggregated the regional sectors of the SAM-16R into macro 
level to construct two macro SAMs including the SAM with the WPP (SAM-WPP) and 
another SAM with the WP (SAM-WP). Fifth, based on the SAM-WPP and SAM-WP, 
we constructed three corresponding static CGE models (SCGE-WPP, SCGE-WP_A and 
SCGE-WP_B) in terms of three cases of water management systems respectively. 
Precisely, in the former two systems, the subsidy for irrigation was imposed on the price 
of irrigation water within the SCGE-WPP and on that of integrated water within the 
SCGE-WP_A, respectively; in the last one system, the SCGE-WP_B, the irrigation 
subsidy was moved out from the price of integrated water and then was undertaken by 
the producer price of farming products. Sixth, the changes in the equilibrium price (we 
call quasi shadow price) of irrigation water within the water parallel pricing system 
were calculated from the two simulations of drought of 2000 and severe drought. 
In conclusion, based on the SCGE-16R, we estimated the negative effect of the 
drought of 2000 on the agricultural economy by simulating the regional changes in the 
supply of cropland and irrigation water. In detail, we developed two hypotheses: i) all 
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agricultural production outputs, particularly farming outputs, will be under significant 
stress; ii) at the macro level, households, especially for rural households, will 
experience declining welfare, and reduced total consumption, particularly food 
consumption. The results supported these two hypotheses. Furthermore, the declines in 
some farming outputs were significant, particularly for sorghum, wheat and oil seed, 
which were mainly cultivated in northern areas. Moreover, households, especially rural 
households, would be worse off than before because of the increase in consumer price 
index, specifically the increasing prices of agricultural products, and the worst region’s 
rural households were from both of northern and southern areas. 
By applying the SCGE-WPP, the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B, the results 
derived from the simulation of severe drought indicated that the WP_B was the best 
policy option for protecting rural households, where their losses in welfare were less 
than in the WPP and in the WP_A. The reason for this finding was that rural households 
would benefit from higher increase in income and less decline in consumption including 
food and water consumption in the WP_B. Furthermore, the price of integrated water 
derived from the WP_B is lower than all of the water prices from other two systems 
including the prices of irrigation water and pipe water within the WPP and the price of 
integrated water within the WP_A. However, the domestic supply of farming 
commodities would decrease more significantly in the WP and especially in the WP_B 
than in the WPP, because in the WP_B, more water would be reallocated from farming 
productions to the industrial and service productions as well as to households, and 
thereby the water demand of farming production would be narrowed more significantly. 
In addition, it was more likely to increase their imports of almost all farming 
commodities in the WP_B than in the other two systems. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Water Resources in China: Background 
Water resources, as defined by Shiklomanov (1998), are resources based on water 
exchange characteristics. Two concepts are often used in hydrology and water 
management to assess the water resources in regions: the static storage component and 
renewable waters. The static storage conventionally includes freshwater with complete 
renewal taking place over many years or decades, such as large lakes, groundwater or 
glaciers. Intensive use of this component unavoidably results in depleting the storage 
and has unfavorable consequences. It also disturbs the natural equilibrium established 
over centuries, whose restoration would require tens or hundreds of years. 
Many reports and studies have stated that water availability is a major constraint 
for China’s economic growth and household welfare; thus, China’s water resource 
issues have attracted extensive worldwide attention (Yardley, 2007; Economist, 2009; Li, 
2010; CNN, 2010; Harrison, 2010; Wong, 2011). China has only 7 percent of the 
world’s supply of renewable freshwater, and its per-capital water resource was 1730.2 
m
3
 in 2009, just one-fourth of the world average and 5 percent of South America’s 
average (Rong, 2011). The impact of the growing water demand---combined with 
limited supplies and the deteriorating water quality caused by widespread 
pollution---suggests that a severe water scarcity crisis is imminent if decisive actions are 
not taken soon (Xie, 2009).  
Agriculture is the largest consumer of water and accounts for over 70% of total 
water use. More than 75% of China’s grain production is from irrigated land (Xiong et 
al., 2009). Water stress is already affecting China’s grain production, particularly in 
northern parts of the country (Li, 2006). In fact, drought, flood and water pollution have 
become the three most serious water problems in China due to the uneven spatial 
distribution of land and water resources and rapid industrialization and urbanization 
(Mu et al., 2009). With rapid economic growth, water is increasingly being shifted from 
low-value agricultural uses to high-value industrial and domestic uses in China 
(Matsuno, Giardano and Barker, 2007). Water shortage is limiting agricultural 
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development and urbanization in many parts of China (Loeve et al., 2007). Therefore, a 
clearing understanding of the issues and trends in agricultural water management is 
essential for supporting a national development policy that focuses on food security 
(Khan, Hanjra and Mu, 2009). 
Indeed, China’s water resources are scare and unevenly distributed despite 
appearing to be very high in total amount. In 2011, China’s total water resources 
amounted to approximately 2325.7 billion m
3. The North’s share the total water 
resources was only 19%, while its territory, population, cultivated land and gross 
domestic product (GDP) account for 64%, 46%, 60% and 45% of the country’s total, 
respectively. For example, the per-capita water resources of Shanghai, Tianjin, Beijing, 
Hebei and Shandong provinces were merely 89.1, 116, 134.7 217.7 and 361.6 m
3
, 
respectively (see Table 1.1). These numbers were significantly lower than the “absolute 
scarcity” level of 500 m3 per person (this standard adopted from Wang and Jin (2006)). 
As is well known, these top five regions in terms of water scarcity also play an 
important role in China’s macro economy. Shandong, for instance, had just 1.49 percent 
of the country’s water resources but needed to support 7.2 percent of its population, 6.7 
percent of its cropland and 9.6percent of its gross domestic product (GDP). Shanghai, 
Beijing and Tianjin, the three largest cities in China, had to sustain a total of 9.9 percent 
of the country’s GDP with just 0.28 percent of its total water resources. Moreover, it 
was believed that certain regions in China of 2011, particularly those in the North, were 
facing severe water scarcity, including Beijing, Hebei, Shanxi, Shandong and Henan 
(see Figure 1.1). Therefore, the distribution mismatch between water supply and 
demand warrants attention.  
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Table 1.1 Land, population, GRP, and water resources by province in China, 2011 
Items Cultivated land Population 
Gross Regional 
Product 
Water resources 
Per-capita 
Water 
unit 1000 ha % 
10000 
persons 
% 
100 
million 
yuan 
% 
100 
million 
m3 
% m3 
Total 162283 100 134735 100 472882 100 23256.7 100 1730.2 
Beijing 303 0.2 2019 1.5 16252 3.4 26.8 0.12  134.7 
Tianjin 468 0.3 1355 1.0 11307 2.4 15.4 0.07  116 
Hebei 8774 5.4 7241 5.4 24516 5.2 157.2 0.68  217.7 
Shanxi 3797 2.3 3593 2.7 11238 2.4 124.3 0.53  347 
Inner Mongolia 7110 4.4 2482 1.8 14360 3.0 419 1.80  1691.6 
Liaoning 4146 2.6 4383 3.3 22227 4.7 294.8 1.27  673.2 
Jilin 5222 3.2 2749 2.0 10569 2.2 315.9 1.36  1149.5 
Heilongjiang 12223 7.5 3834 2.8 12582 2.7 629.5 2.71  1642 
Shanghai 401 0.2 2347 1.7 19196 4.1 20.7 0.09  89.1 
Jiangsu 7663 4.7 7899 5.9 49110 10.4 492.4 2.12  624.6 
Zhejiang 2463 1.5 5463 4.1 32319 6.8 745 3.20  1365.7 
Anhui 9023 5.6 5968 4.4 15301 3.2 602.1 2.59  1009.8 
Fujian 2286 1.4 3720 2.8 17560 3.7 774.9 3.33  2090.5 
Jiangxi 5487 3.4 4488 3.3 11703 2.5 1037.9 4.46  2319.1 
Shandong 10865 6.7 9637 7.2 45362 9.6 347.6 1.49  361.6 
Henan 14259 8.8 9388 7.0 26931 5.7 328 1.41  349 
Hubei 8010 4.9 5758 4.3 19632 4.2 757.5 3.26  1319.1 
Hunan 8402 5.2 6596 4.9 19670 4.2 1126.9 4.85  1711.9 
Guangdong 4572 2.8 10505 7.8 53210 11.3 1471.3 6.33  1404.8 
Guangxi 5997 3.7 4645 3.4 11721 2.5 1350 5.80  2917.4 
Hainan 838 0.5 877 0.7 2523 0.5 484.1 2.08  5545.6 
Chongqing 3413 2.1 2919 2.2 10011 2.1 514.6 2.21  1773.3 
Sichuan 9566 5.9 8050 6.0 21027 4.4 2239.5 9.63  2782.9 
Guizhou 5021 3.1 3469 2.6 5702 1.2 624.3 2.68  1797.3 
Yunnan 6668 4.1 4631 3.4 8893 1.9 1480.2 6.36  3206.5 
Tibet 241 0.1 303 0.2 606 0.1 4402.7 18.9  145779.8 
Shaanxi 4181 2.6 3743 2.8 12512 2.6 604.4 2.60  1616.6 
Gansu 4095 2.5 2564 1.9 5020 1.1 242.2 1.04  945.4 
Qinghai 548 0.3 568 0.4 1670 0.4 733.1 3.15  12956.8 
Ningxia 1260 0.8 639 0.5 2102 0.4 8.8 0.04  137.7 
Xinjiang 4984 3.1 2209 1.6 6610 1.4 885.7 3.81  4032.3 
Data source: China Statistic Yearbook 2012 (NBSC, 2000-2012a). 
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Figure 1.1 Map of water resources-per capita in China of 2011 
Data source: China Statistic Yearbook 2012 (NBSC, 2000-2012a). 
Note: the increasing brownness indicates increasing available annual per-capita water resource 
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1.2 Objectives of this Study 
Based on a literature review and an interview survey of farmers, we constructed 
three macro social accounting matrixes (SAM) and four corresponding macro static 
computer general equilibrium (SCGE) models. By applying these SCGE models, the 
objective of this study is to measure the impacts of an irrigation water shortage caused 
by drought regarding the constant water supply. More precisely, we introduce two 
different water management systems, the water parallel pricing system and the water 
pricing system, into the SAMs and the SCGE models to identify the better policy option 
for rural households and agricultural economy. In general, (1) we measure the negative 
effects of the 2000 drought on the agricultural economy based on the SCGE model with 
16 regions’ irrigation water and; (2) under the constant water supply, we evaluate the 
impacts of several droughts based on three SCGE models including the SCGE model 
with the water parallel pricing system and the other two SCGE models with the water 
pricing system under two cases including the case of current reform and another case of 
further reform respectively. Policy analysis focuses on the results derived from latter 
simulation to select the superior system for rural households and agricultural economy. 
 
1.3 Methodology for Analysis 
    The basic tool used in this study is a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. 
This study refers to several previous CGE models, particularly those focused on 
agricultural and water issues. Furthermore, compared with other policy-assessment 
methods, such as partial equilibrium analysis and input-output (IO) analysis, the CGE 
method is able to reveal comprehensive relationships in the economy as a whole and 
conduct policy simulations under the assumption of general equilibrium. In practice, 
China’s CGE model has been widely used to analyze economic, energy and 
environmental policies (Fan, Liang, Wei, and Okada, 2007; Horridge and Wittwer, 2008; 
He et al., 2010). 
The first CGE model, developed for Norway by Leif Johansen (Johansen, 1960), 
was intended for use in policy analysis, and its descendants are still used by the 
Norwegian government today. Early applications of models in the US also focused on 
policy issues (Shoven and Whalley, 1972; Jorgenson, Scarf and Shoven, 1984). In 
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parallel, there has been an equally rich and varied tradition of application to developing 
countries, beginning with input-output and programming models, which were 
precursors to CGE models (Adelman and Robinson, 1978; Dervis, and Robinson, 1982).  
In CGE models, the behavior of economic agents is modeled based on 
microeconomic optimization principles, whereas macroeconomic models pay less 
attention to economic theory and more attention to time-series data. Structural 
parameters represent preference and technology in utility functions and production 
functions, making CGE model less vulnerable to the Lucas critique (Lucas, 1976) that 
past behavior may no longer hold true in the light of rational expectations regarding 
policy actions (Mankiw, 1991; Zhang, 1996). While macroeconomic models pay 
specific attention to modeling transitional adjustment costs associated with policy 
changes or exogenous shock, CGE models place emphasis on examining the economy 
in different states of equilibrium instead (Boero, Clarke and Winters, 1991; Folmer, 
Gabel and Opschoor, 1995; Zhang, 1996). In policy analysis, CGE models have 
typically been used to explore different “scenarios” by changing policies and then 
solving the model to investigate how the changes affect the economy. Scenarios are then 
built by altering some exogenous variables or parameters of the model to reflect the 
intended or experienced change (Scaramucci et al., 2006). The scenarios are not 
necessarily designed to be realistic in the sense that they are “likely” to occur. Rather, 
they are meant to inform policy-makers about the relative strengths of potential impacts 
of policy changes (Devarajan and Robinson, 2013).  
 
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation 
1.4.1 Originalities 
This study is composed of three main parts. First, based on a literature review and 
an interview survey of farmers, we found that the present pricing processes for irrigation 
water and pipe water are parallel due to the fragmented water management system, 
where the total supply of irrigation water was regulated by the government and that of 
pipe water was dependent on the pipe water production (namely, the water parallel 
pricing system, or WPP). However, this water parallel pricing system caused significant 
price distortions between the irrigation water price and the pipe water price. 
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Accordingly, future water pricing reforms will lead to improved integrated water 
management and both irrigation water and pipe water will be priced together according 
to social marginal costs (namely, the water pricing system, or WP). Precisely, in the 
current reform of WP for some regions, the price of integrated water for irrigation still 
contain the subsidy (Case A of WP, or WP_A); and it is projected that in the further 
reform of the WP, this subsidy will be moved out from the integrated water price and be 
imposed on the price of farming products undertaken by all consumers (Case B of WP, 
or WP_B). Second, we constructed three specific social accounting matrixes (SAMs) 
and four related static computable general equilibrium (SCGE) models of China’s 
macro economy. Third, these three SAMs and four SCGE models were used to make 
above two simulations, the drought of 2000 and the severe drought, where three cases of 
water management systems, including the WPP, the WP_A and the WP_B, were 
introduced into the latter simulation to identify the best policy option. 
Overall, this study features six originalities. First, to clearly understand the impacts of 
drought under the water parallel pricing system, we conducted an interview survey of 
farmers living in seriously drought-affected areas. Second, in these four SCGE models, 
a new type of production structure for non-farming, industrial and service sectors was 
constructed. In this structure, the water demand was combined with the value-added 
demand. Third, we introduced 16 regions’ irrigation water and their subsidies into the 
macro SAM for the farming production sectors (SAM-16R), and modified the structure 
of farming productions of related SCGE model (SCGE-16R), where the WPP was also 
considered. Fourth, we aggregated the regional sectors of the SAM-16R into macro 
level to construct two macro SAMs including the SAM with the WPP (SAM-WPP) and 
another SAM with the WP (SAM-WP). Fifth, based on the SAM-WPP and SAM-WP, 
we constructed three corresponding static CGE models (SCGE-WPP, SCGE-WP_A and 
SCGE-WP_B) in terms of three cases of water management systems respectively. 
Precisely, in the former two systems, the subsidy for irrigation was imposed on the price 
of irrigation water within the SCGE-WPP and on that of integrated water within the 
SCGE-WP_A, respectively; in the last one system, the SCGE-WP_B, the irrigation 
subsidy was moved out from the price of integrated water and then was undertaken by 
the producer price of farming products. Sixth, the changes in the equilibrium price (we 
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call quasi shadow price) of irrigation water within the water parallel pricing system 
were calculated from the two simulations of drought of 2000 and severe drought. 
 
1.4.2 Outline 
This study is made up of seven chapters. The framework is presented in Figure 1.3. 
The topics of the remaining chapters are as follows. 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review focusing on issues regarding water supply 
and demand, drought, economic growth and water pricing in China. 
Chapter 3 presents i) an overview of the impacts of drought in China in year 2000; 
ii) a survey with respect to drought, including data survey on the drought of 2000 and an 
interview survey on farmers; and iii) background information on the water parallel 
pricing system and the water pricing system, including the estimation of 16 regions’ 
equilibrium irrigation water input costs and their subsidies which will be introduced into 
the SAM-16R. 
Chapter 4 explains the modification of the SAMs to yield a SAM with 16 regions’ 
irrigation water (SAM-16R), a SAM with the water parallel pricing system (SAM-WPP) 
and a SAM with the water pricing system (SAM-WP). 
Chapter 5 includes two main sections. The first explains the SCGE model with 16 
regions’ irrigation water (SCGE-16R). This model is applied with the water parallel 
pricing system. The second presents three macro SCGE models: the SCGE model with 
the water parallel pricing system (SCGE-WPP) and the other two SCGE models with 
water pricing system under two cases including the case of current reform 
(SCGE-WP_A) and another case of further reform (SCGE-WP_B). 
Based on the SCGE-16R model, the first part of Chapter 6 simulates the drought of 
2000 in China and then discusses the negative effects on agricultural economy and 16 
regions’ rural households. By relying on the models of SCGE-WPP, SCGE-WP_A, 
SCGE-WP_B, the second part simulates a severe drought under constant water supply. 
The aim of these simulations is to identify the superior water management system for 
rural households and agricultural production. 
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the main findings, limitations 
and directions for future research.  
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Figure 1.2 Originalities in this study 
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Interview survey on farmers 
16 regions’ equilibrium irrigation water input 
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Changes in the equilibrium price (we call quasi 
shadow price) of irrigation water within the 
water parallel pricing system 
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Figure 1.3 Framework of the research 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review on Water Supply and Demand in China 
 
2.1 Water Supply, Drought and Agricultural Economy in China 
There is increasing concern about the impacts of future climate change and the 
interaction of climate change, water availability, land use change and socio-economic 
development with food security (Gregory and Ingram, 2000; Parry et al., 2001; 
Rosegrant and Cline, 2003; Gregory, Ingram and Brklacich, 2005). Parry et al. (2007) 
projected that the 1ºC rise in air temperature expected by 2020 will translate into a 6-10% 
increase in the need for irrigation water in East Asia. These problems are already 
emerging, with Northern China generally experiencing higher temperatures (Tao et al., 
2006) and more droughts (Zhai et al., 1999) than in the past. Wei et al. (2009) indicated 
that water availability plays a significant limiting role on future agricultural production 
and economic growth due to the combined effects of higher crop water requirements 
(due to climate change) and increasing demand for non-agricultural water use (due to 
socio-economic development). Climate change modifies precipitation, evaporation, 
runoff and soil moisture storage. The water demand for irrigation is projected to rise in a 
warmer climate due to accelerated evaporation (Rosenzweig and Hillel, 1993). In 
addition, stronger, warming-introduced evaporation will result in a falling water table 
and thus an increase in the energy needed to pump water. Thus, irrigation will become 
more expensive under drought conditions (Wu, Jin and Zhao, 2010).  
Irrigation plays an important role in guaranteeing China’s agricultural production, 
food security and economic and social stability and allowing China to support its 
population, which is 21% of the world total, with just 6% of the world’s renewable 
water resources and 9% of the world’s arable land (Mu et al., 2009). Furthermore, 
irrigated agriculture is the primary consumer of water and accounts for over 70% of 
total use. More than 75% of grain production in China is from irrigated land. Serious 
water deficits are threatening agricultural sustainability in the North China Plain (NCP). 
Mo et al. (2005) suggested that if sufficient irrigation water is supplied, the potential 
exists to increase yield in the NCP. However, given the over allocation of limited 
surface water, an increase in irrigation is unlikely, and increasing importance will be 
12 
placed on maximizing regional water use efficiency (WUE) over the NCP. Enhanced 
irrigation and soli nutrient (mainly nitrogen) management are the focal issues in the 
NCP for enhancing WUE and have been shown to increase WUE by 10-25% (Fang et 
al., 2010).  
Tao et al. (2003) projected that northeast China would face water-related 
challenges in the coming decades due to expected increases in water demands and 
soil-moisture deficit and decreases in precipitation. Furthermore, Tao et al. (2008) 
developed a probabilistic technique to address the uncertainties and to simulate to 
impact of global warming on rice production and water use in China against a global 
mean temperature increase scale relative to 1961-1990 values. The results show that 
evapotranspiration and irrigation water use would decrease, shortening the rice-growing 
period and decreasing the yield. Moreover, a study of grain crop vulnerability to drought 
has shown that investment in fertilizers and modernization is an important factor in 
determining why some regions have only mild crop failures during severe droughts 
(Simelton et al., 2009). Therefore, Challinor et al. (2010) recommended giving priority 
to irrigation/drought tolerance to avoid mild crop failures but giving drought and 
temperature tolerance equal importance to avoid more severe crop failures (above two 
standard deviations). Additionally, Simelton (2011) designed a “theoretical worst-case 
scenario” in which China’s cereal harvest drops by 140 million tonnes and proved that 
the current grain stock of 120-200 million tonnes is sufficient to buffer China’s cereal 
supplies against 1 year of production problems. Furthermore, it was shown that 
provinces with high grain crop diversity over the 13-year period would be less affected 
by floods and more affected by droughts.  
The main studies considering the relationships among water supply, drought and 
agricultural economy are listed in Table 2.1.  
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fo
u
r 
ad
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 c
as
es
: 
n
o
n
e,
 t
em
p
er
at
u
re
, 
w
at
er
, 
an
d
 t
em
p
er
at
u
re
 p
lu
s 
w
at
er
. 
W
at
er
 a
d
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 r
em
o
v
er
s 
an
y
 l
im
it
at
io
n
s 
o
n
 g
ro
w
th
 d
u
e 
to
 w
at
er
 
st
re
ss
. 
T
h
u
s 
th
e 
th
re
e 
ad
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 
si
m
u
la
ti
o
n
s 
re
p
re
se
n
t 
an
 
u
p
p
er
 
li
m
it
 
o
n
 
th
e 
ex
te
n
t 
o
f 
b
io
p
h
y
si
ca
l 
ad
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 p
o
ss
ib
le
. 
T
h
e 
si
m
u
la
ti
o
n
s 
sh
o
w
 
cr
o
p
 
fa
il
u
re
 
ra
te
s 
in
cr
ea
si
n
g
 
u
n
d
er
 
cl
im
at
e 
ch
an
g
e,
 
d
u
e 
to
 
in
cr
ea
si
n
g
 e
x
tr
e
m
es
 o
f 
b
o
th
 h
ea
t 
an
d
 w
at
er
 s
tr
es
s.
 T
h
e 
re
su
lt
s 
su
g
g
es
t 
th
at
 s
ig
n
if
ic
an
t 
ad
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 
is
 
p
o
ss
ib
le
 
th
ro
u
g
h
 
ei
th
er
 
so
ci
o
-e
co
n
o
m
ic
 
m
ea
su
re
s 
su
ch
 
as
 
g
re
at
er
 
in
v
es
tm
en
t,
 o
r 
b
io
p
h
y
si
ca
l 
m
ea
su
re
s 
su
ch
 a
s 
d
ro
u
g
h
t 
o
r 
h
ea
t 
to
le
ra
n
ce
 i
n
 c
ro
p
s.
 T
h
e 
re
su
lt
s 
al
so
 
sh
o
w
 
th
at
 
ad
ap
ta
ti
o
n
 
b
ec
o
m
es
 
in
cr
ea
si
n
g
 
n
ec
es
si
ta
te
d
 
as
 
m
ea
n
 
te
m
p
er
at
u
re
 a
n
d
 t
h
e 
as
so
ci
at
ed
 n
u
m
b
er
s 
o
f 
ex
tr
em
es
 r
is
e.
 
W
u
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
1
0
) 
C
li
m
at
e 
ch
an
g
e,
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 t
ec
h
n
o
lo
g
y
 a
d
v
an
ce
m
en
t,
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
; 
 
T
h
e 
P
al
m
er
 D
ro
u
g
h
t 
S
ev
er
it
y
 I
n
d
ex
 (
P
D
S
I)
 i
s 
ad
o
p
te
d
 t
o
 e
x
am
in
e 
h
o
w
 c
li
m
at
e 
ch
an
g
e 
af
fe
ct
 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 
u
se
, 
an
d
 
th
e 
G
ro
ss
 
Ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 
Q
u
o
ta
 
(G
IQ
),
 
d
ef
in
ed
 
as
 
th
e 
ra
ti
o
 
o
f 
th
e 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 q
u
an
ti
ty
 t
o
 t
h
e 
ef
fe
ct
iv
e 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 a
re
a,
 i
s 
u
se
d
 t
o
 c
h
ar
ac
te
ri
ze
 t
h
e 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
. 
T
h
e 
G
IQ
 c
o
rr
el
at
es
 w
el
l 
w
it
h
 t
h
e 
P
D
S
I 
in
 C
h
in
es
e 
ir
ri
g
at
ed
 a
re
as
 f
o
r 
th
e 
p
er
io
d
 o
f 
1
9
4
9
-1
9
9
0
. 
T
h
e 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 
te
ch
n
o
lo
g
y
 
ad
v
an
ce
m
en
t 
ex
er
ts
 
a 
d
o
m
in
an
t 
im
p
ac
t 
o
n
 
re
d
u
ci
n
g
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
 i
n
te
n
si
ty
 i
n
 C
h
in
a.
 
S
im
el
to
n
 
(2
0
11
) 
D
ro
u
g
h
t,
 F
lo
o
d
, 
G
ra
in
 c
ro
p
s,
 L
an
d
 u
se
, 
F
o
o
d
 s
el
f-
su
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
; 
T
h
e 
fo
ll
o
w
in
g
 i
n
d
ic
at
o
rs
 w
er
e 
d
er
iv
ed
 f
o
r 
th
e 
an
al
y
si
s 
o
f 
ad
eq
u
ac
y
 o
f 
th
e 
g
ra
in
 s
to
ck
, 
fo
r 
th
e 
in
fl
u
en
ce
 
o
f 
g
ra
in
 
cr
o
p
 
d
iv
er
si
ty
 
o
n
 
n
at
u
ra
l 
h
az
ar
d
 
im
p
ac
ts
, 
an
d
 
fo
r 
th
e 
lo
ca
ti
o
n
 
o
f 
le
ss
 
“n
at
u
ra
l 
h
az
ar
d
s”
 –
 p
ro
n
e 
fa
rm
la
n
d
: 
(1
) 
A
ct
u
al
 w
o
rs
t 
sh
o
rt
fa
ll
; 
(2
) 
T
h
eo
re
ti
ca
l 
w
o
rs
t 
sh
o
rt
fa
ll
; 
(3
) 
G
ra
in
 
cr
o
p
s 
d
iv
er
si
ty
; 
(4
) 
F
o
o
d
 
se
lf
-s
u
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
; 
(5
) 
Im
p
ac
t 
o
f 
n
at
u
ra
l 
h
az
ar
d
; 
(6
) 
S
en
si
ti
v
it
y
 t
o
 n
at
u
ra
l 
h
az
ar
d
. 
T
h
e 
re
su
lt
s 
sh
o
w
 t
h
at
 C
h
in
a’
s 
ce
re
al
 h
ar
v
es
t 
m
ig
h
t 
d
ro
p
 b
y
 1
4
0
 m
il
li
o
n
 t
o
n
es
, 
an
d
 
p
ro
v
e 
th
at
 c
u
rr
en
t 
g
ra
in
 s
to
ck
 o
f 
1
2
0
-2
0
0
 m
il
li
o
n
 t
o
n
es
 i
s 
su
ff
ic
ie
n
t 
to
 b
u
ff
er
 C
h
in
a’
s 
ce
re
al
 s
u
p
p
li
es
 a
g
ai
n
st
 1
 y
ea
r 
o
f 
p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 p
ro
b
le
m
s,
 f
u
rt
h
er
m
o
re
, 
p
ro
v
in
ce
s 
w
it
h
 a
 
h
ig
h
 d
eg
re
e 
o
f 
g
ra
in
 c
ro
p
 d
iv
er
si
ty
 o
v
er
 t
h
e 
1
3
-y
ea
rs
 p
er
io
d
 w
er
e 
le
ss
 a
ff
ec
te
d
 b
y
 
fl
o
o
d
s 
an
d
 m
o
re
 a
ff
ec
te
d
 b
y
 d
ro
u
g
h
ts
. 
P
o
li
ci
es
 n
ee
d
 t
o
 e
n
ab
le
 f
ar
m
er
s 
o
f 
al
l 
si
ze
s 
to
 
ad
ap
t 
to
 c
h
an
g
e 
an
d
 t
o
 c
o
n
tr
ib
u
te
 t
o
 f
o
o
d
 s
el
f-
su
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
. 
S
o
u
rc
e:
 c
o
n
st
ru
ct
ed
 b
y
 a
u
th
o
r 
15 
2.2 Water Demand, Economic Growth and Food Security in China 
In addition to population growth and the externalities of uncontrolled economic 
growth, water scarcity is increasingly recognized as a major threat to sustainable 
development (Koudstaal, Rijsberman and Savenije, 1992; Postel, Paily and Ehrlich, 
1996; Vörösmarty et al., 2000; Oki and Kanae, 2006). Its global importance is measured 
by the fact that Chinese agriculture supports the staple food supply for most of its 
population (~20% of the global population) and produced 30, 15 and 17% of the global 
production of rice, wheat and maize in 2003, respectively (Winters and Yusuf, 2007). As 
the population continues to rise, irrigation will be called upon to provide an increasing 
share of the total food production to meet the growing demand (Rozelle and Rosegrant, 
1997). However, water shortages are limiting agricultural development in many parts of 
the country (Lobell and Field, 2007). China’s annual per capita water supply is 
equivalent to 1856 m
3, or only 25% of the world’s average (Khan, Hanjra and Mu, 
2009). The issue of water scarcity, in essence, originates from insufficient water for the 
production of food.  
Indeed, agriculture is now the largest consumer of water, accounting for 70% of 
total water use. The average water-use efficiency is only 50% (MWRC, 2010). Almost 
90% of an individual’s water requirement is needed for food production (Savenije, 
2000). As a general rule, approximately 1-2 m
3
 of water is required to produce 1 kg of 
cereal (Yang et al., 2003). More water is needed to produce 1 kg of meat. For example, 
it takes approximately 13.5 m
3
 of water to produce 1 kg of beef in California 
(Rijsberman, 2006). This means that the water requirement for consuming 1 kg of beef 
is equivalent to almost three-fourths of the recommended human’s annual basic water 
requirement for drinking, human hygiene, sanitation and modest household needs for 
preparing food (i.e., 50 liter cap
-1
 day
-1
, or 18 m
3
 cap
-1
 y
-1
) (Gleick, 1996). Therefore, 
food security issues, while not very pressing in China at the moment, will heavily 
dominate the national political agenda in next 20 years as the population reaches its 
peak by 2030 (Mu et al., 2009). Zhao et al. (2008) projected that China’s grain demand 
will increase from 648 to 700 Mt between 2020 and 2050, while its potential supply 
would increase from 526 to 656 Mt over the same time period. Thus, due to the 
expected population peak, self-sufficiency levels could increase from 365 to 468 
16 
kg/capita per annum between 2020 and 2050.  
With the transfer of water and land resources to non-agricultural sectors in recent 
years, whether China’s water and land resources can sustain national food security while 
retaining its rapid national economic development has become a global concern 
(Alexandratos, 1997, 2005). The rapid industrial development over the last 30 years in 
China has led to an unprecedentedly high water demand, resulting in more severe 
competition between agricultural and industrial water uses (Wu, Jin and Zhao, 2010). As 
urbanization rates are projected to increase from 40% in 2000 to 80% in 2050, water 
transfer from low-value agricultural uses to high-value industrial and domestic uses is 
increasing in China (Ye and Van Ranst, 2009). As populations and industries have been 
centralizing in urban areas and most China’s industries are still characterized as highly 
labor- and water-resource-intensive, it is necessary to pay more attention to municipal 
and industrial water use as well as the water management system, and the system of 
Integrated Water Resource Management should be strengthened (Bao and Fang, 2012).  
A case study of Chongqing proved that integrated management including 
socio-economic factors in each basin unit is effective (Okadera, Watanabe and Xu, 
2006). Qin, Su and Khu (2011) developed a system dynamics and water environmental 
model (SyDWEM) to better understand the integrated socio-economic and water 
management system in a rapidly urbanizing catchment using the Shenzhen River 
catchment as a case study to demonstrate usage of the functionality and purpose of the 
integrated model. Urbanization is usually thought to intensify inter-sectoral water 
conflicts, while Kendy et al. (2007) argued that urbanization has a positive role to play 
in lessening inter-sectoral water competition and in reversing groundwater declines, 
particularly under two conditions: (1) both the industrial and agricultural sectors adopt 
water-saving technologies and (2) urban wastewater and runoff are treated and reused 
directly in agriculture or indirectly through artificial recharge. Combined, these two 
conditions would result in a net decrease in water consumption at the regional scale. 
The main studies involving water demand related to economic growth and food 
security are shown in Table 2.2. 
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T
ab
le
 2
.2
 M
ai
n
 s
tu
d
ie
s 
o
n
 w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
, 
ec
o
n
o
m
ic
 g
ro
w
th
 a
n
d
 f
o
o
d
 s
ec
u
ri
ty
 i
n
 C
h
in
a 
A
u
th
o
rs
 
&
 Y
ea
r 
F
o
cu
s 
&
 M
et
h
o
d
o
lo
g
y
 
M
ai
n
 F
in
d
in
g
 &
 P
o
li
cy
 R
ec
o
m
m
en
d
at
io
n
 
O
k
ad
er
a,
 
W
at
an
ab
e,
 
an
d
 
X
u
, 
 
(2
0
0
6
) 
W
at
er
 d
em
an
d
, 
T
h
e 
C
it
y
 o
f 
C
h
o
n
g
q
in
g
, 
In
p
u
t 
o
u
tp
u
t 
an
al
y
si
s;
 
T
h
e 
w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
 a
n
d
 w
at
er
 p
o
ll
u
ta
n
t 
in
v
en
to
ry
 s
y
st
em
 i
n
 t
h
e 
C
it
y
 o
f 
C
h
o
n
g
q
in
g
 c
o
n
si
st
s 
o
f 
fo
u
r 
p
ro
ce
ss
es
: 
(1
) 
D
at
ab
as
e 
b
u
il
d
in
g
 i
n
 w
h
ic
h
 d
at
a 
o
n
 w
at
er
, 
in
d
u
st
ri
es
 a
n
d
 p
o
p
u
la
ti
o
n
 a
re
 a
cq
u
ir
ed
; 
(2
) 
P
ar
am
et
er
s 
se
tt
in
g
 f
o
r 
in
p
u
ts
 t
o
 
th
e 
m
o
d
el
s 
w
it
h
 r
es
p
ec
t 
to
 i
n
d
u
st
ri
es
 a
n
d
 h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s;
 (
3
) 
T
h
e 
d
ev
el
o
p
m
en
t 
o
f 
a 
m
o
d
el
 f
o
r 
ca
lc
u
la
ti
n
g
 w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
 
an
d
 
w
at
er
 
p
o
ll
u
ta
n
t 
d
is
ch
ar
g
e 
fr
o
m
 
in
d
u
st
ri
es
 
an
d
 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s:
 
th
e 
w
at
er
 
d
em
an
d
 
o
f 
se
ct
o
r 
i 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
an
d
 
th
e 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
 w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 a
re
 d
ef
in
ed
 a
s 
fo
ll
o
w
in
g
: 
(
)
1
n
p
p
i
i
ij
j
j
G
E
L
d
b
f



; 
an
d
 
(
)
(
)
1
n
p
p
l
l
h
sh
h
sh
j
G
E
L
P




 
(4
) 
V
er
if
y
in
g
 t
h
e 
re
su
lt
s 
an
d
 e
v
al
u
at
in
g
 t
h
e 
st
ru
ct
u
re
 o
f 
w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
 a
n
d
 w
at
er
 p
o
ll
u
ta
n
ts
. 
In
d
u
st
ry
 
is
 
th
e 
la
rg
es
t 
so
u
rc
e 
o
f 
w
at
er
 
d
em
an
d
 
an
d
 
w
at
er
 
p
o
ll
u
ta
n
ts
 i
n
 t
h
e 
C
it
y
 o
f 
C
h
o
n
g
q
in
g
 a
n
d
 a
cc
o
u
n
ts
 f
o
r 
m
o
re
 t
h
an
 
5
0
%
 
o
f 
th
e 
to
ta
l 
o
f 
ea
ch
. 
W
at
er
 
d
em
an
d
 
fr
o
m
 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
re
, 
fo
re
st
ry
 a
n
d
 l
iv
es
to
ck
 a
cc
o
u
n
ts
 f
o
r 
3
5
%
 o
f 
th
e 
to
ta
l,
 a
n
d
 a
b
o
u
t 
2
0
%
 o
f 
w
at
er
 p
o
ll
u
ta
n
ts
 a
re
 d
is
ch
ar
g
ed
 f
ro
m
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
re
, 
fo
re
st
ry
 
an
d
 
li
v
es
to
ck
. 
F
u
rt
h
er
m
o
re
, 
w
at
er
 
p
o
ll
u
ta
n
ts
 
fr
o
m
 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s 
co
n
st
it
u
te
 m
o
re
 t
h
an
 2
0
%
 o
f 
th
e 
to
ta
l 
in
 t
h
e 
C
it
y
 o
f 
C
h
o
n
g
q
in
g
 
th
o
u
g
h
 w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
 a
n
d
 w
as
te
w
at
er
 a
cc
o
u
n
t 
fo
r 
le
ss
 t
h
an
 1
5
%
 
o
f 
ea
ch
 t
o
ta
l.
 
 
K
en
d
y
 
et
 
a
l.
 (
2
0
0
7
) 
G
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
, 
Ir
ri
g
at
io
n
, 
U
rb
an
iz
at
io
n
, 
W
at
er
 b
al
an
ce
, 
W
at
er
 u
se
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
; 
E
v
al
u
at
in
g
 w
at
er
 c
o
n
su
m
p
ti
o
n
, 
o
r 
d
ep
le
ti
o
n
, 
in
 t
er
m
s 
o
f 
ac
tu
al
 e
v
ap
o
ra
ti
o
n
 a
n
d
 t
ra
n
sp
ir
at
io
n
, 
as
 o
p
p
o
se
d
 t
o
 t
h
e 
am
o
u
n
t 
w
it
h
d
ra
w
n
 f
ro
m
 w
at
er
 s
o
u
rc
es
. 
T
h
e 
re
su
lt
s 
ar
g
u
ed
 t
h
at
 u
rb
an
iz
at
io
n
 h
as
 a
 p
o
si
ti
v
e 
ro
le
 t
o
 p
la
y
 i
n
 
le
ss
en
in
g
 
in
te
r-
se
ct
o
ra
l 
w
at
er
 
co
m
p
et
it
io
n
 
an
d
 
in
 
re
v
er
si
n
g
 
g
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
 d
ec
li
n
es
, 
p
ar
ti
cu
la
rl
y
 u
n
d
er
 t
w
o
 c
o
n
d
it
io
n
s:
 (
1
) 
b
o
th
 
th
e 
in
d
u
st
ri
al
 
an
d
 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
se
ct
o
rs
 
ad
o
p
t 
w
at
er
-s
av
in
g
 
te
ch
n
o
lo
g
ie
s,
 a
n
d
 (
2
) 
u
rb
an
 w
as
te
w
at
er
 a
n
d
 r
u
n
o
ff
 a
re
 t
re
at
ed
 
an
d
 r
eu
se
d
 d
ir
ec
tl
y
 i
n
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
re
 o
r 
in
d
ir
ec
tl
y
 t
h
ro
u
g
h
 a
rt
if
ic
ia
l 
re
ch
ar
g
e.
 
C
o
m
b
in
ed
, 
th
e 
tw
o
 
co
n
d
it
io
n
s 
m
u
st
 
re
su
lt
 
in
 
a 
n
et
 
d
ec
re
as
e 
in
 w
at
er
 c
o
n
su
m
p
ti
o
n
 a
t 
th
e 
re
g
io
n
al
 s
ca
le
. 
M
u
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
0
9
) 
F
o
o
d
 s
ec
u
ri
ty
 a
p
p
ro
ac
h
, 
Ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
 i
m
p
ro
v
em
en
t;
 
P
o
li
cy
 
D
ia
lo
g
u
e 
M
o
d
el
 
S
im
u
la
ti
o
n
 
(P
O
D
IU
M
S
im
):
 
(1
) 
C
ro
p
 
co
n
su
m
p
ti
o
n
 
es
ti
m
at
io
n
; 
(2
) 
C
ro
p
 
p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 
es
ti
m
at
io
n
; 
(3
) 
Ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 d
em
an
d
 e
st
im
at
io
n
. 
C
ro
p
 w
at
er
 r
eq
u
ir
em
en
t 
C
W
R
 o
f 
P
ad
d
y
 c
ro
p
s:
 


 
 
 
j
G
ro
w
th
P
er
id
P
a
d
d
y
P
a
d
d
y
P
j
j
j
C
W
R
P
a
d
d
y
A
re
a
E
ff
ec
ti
ve
R
a
in
fa
ll
D
ee
p
P
er
co
la
ti
o
n
kc
E
t













 
T
o
 m
ee
t 
th
e 
to
ta
l 
fo
o
d
 d
em
an
d
 i
n
 2
0
3
0
 a
n
d
 2
0
5
0
, 
1
3
8
 a
n
d
 1
0
9
 
m
il
li
o
n
 h
a 
o
f 
g
ro
ss
 i
rr
ig
at
ed
 a
re
a 
ar
e 
n
ee
d
ed
, 
w
h
ic
h
 r
eq
u
ir
ed
 6
9
 
an
d
 8
5
%
 o
f 
su
rf
ac
e 
w
at
er
 a
n
d
 g
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
ci
es
 
in
 
2
0
3
0
 
an
d
 
6
3
 
an
d
 
8
3
%
 
o
f 
su
rf
ac
e 
w
at
er
 
an
d
 
g
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 
ef
fi
ci
en
ci
es
 
in
 
2
0
5
0
 
p
ro
v
id
ed
 
th
e 
to
ta
l 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 
d
iv
er
si
o
n
 i
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2.3 Water Pricing and Water Management in China 
2.3.1 Water Market, Volumetric Pricing and Non-Volumetric Pricing 
Markets are considered by economic theory to be the most efficient way to allocate 
scarce resources (Coase, 1960). Market efficiency, however, depends on restrictive 
assumptions. The failure of markets due to public intervention is a well-known fact in 
economic theory (Bator, 1958; Randall, 1983). Many different aspects of these failures 
have been analyzed by various researchers (Stiglitz, 2002). The public good nature of 
water, implementation costs of large irrigation projects, incomplete information about 
the scarcity and availability, externalities, scarcity, return to scale and equity concerns 
are among the most important reasons for market failures (Johansson, 2000).  
Indeed, for formal water markets to work efficiently, property rights to water must 
be private, exclusive and transferable (Chong and Sunding, 2006). Furthermore, public 
information of supply and demand (Tsur, 2000) and the physical possibility of trade 
(Roumasset, 1997) are also required as the foundations. Even if some of these 
conditions are not met, a rights-based system of water transfers could equitably improve 
the efficiency of water use (Easter, Rosegrant and Dinar, 1999). We can then expect that 
water markets efficiently allocate water: the price paid by users equals the marginal cost 
of supply and equals the marginal productivity of water for users (Dinar and Mody, 
2004; Johansson, 2000). This recognition of marginal opportunity cost (MOC, or call 
the social marginal cost) pricing is very important. Pearce and Markandya (1987) stated 
a formal definition as MOC = MDC + MEC + MUC, where MDC is the supply cost of 
the resources used by the concerned utility to produce an extra unit of water and 
wastewater management facilities, MEC is the external or environmental cost and MUC 
is the user or depletion cost. However, in economic terms, the real cost of water covers 
operation and maintenance costs, capital cost, opportunity costs and costs of economic 
and environmental externalities. The supply cost includes the first two costs (Rogers, 
Silva and Bhatia, 2002). In most cases, only supply costs are taken into account in 
pricing, but the other cost components are much higher than the supply cost (Rogers, 
Bhatia and Huber, 1998; Johansson et al., 2002). For most countries, these policies have 
failed to perform well, mostly due to faulty approaches and inappropriate institutions 
with complicated political roots (Dinar and Saleth, 2005). 
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Moreover, in practice, the pricing systems are generally classified as volumetric 
and non-volumetric. In volumetric methods, water price is set per volume of water used. 
Thus, the measurement of water consumption is required. A central water agency 
equipped with the appropriate infrastructure to monitor the water consumption and to 
collect the fees is necessary for volumetric pricing (Johansson et al., 2002). In fact, 
because the installation and maintenance of these accessories is relatively expensive and 
economically infeasible in most cases, the difficulty of monitoring the actual amount of 
water consumed is an important deficiency of volumetric pricing (Johansson et al., 
2002). Especially for irrigation water, Bos and Walters (1990) stated that an important 
proportion of farmers throughout the world operate under non-volumetric pricing, and 
the most common non-volumetric method of pricing is per area pricing (or namely, area 
pricing). In per area pricing, users are charged according to the area irrigated. The 
charged price generally depends on the crop choice, season and irrigation method 
(Johansson et al., 2002). This method is easy to implement and administer (Tsur and 
Dinar, 1997), only requiring the collection of data about the farm size and crop choice, 
which is likely to be available in most cases. However, because the fixed costs per area 
are given to farmers, it is not likely to determine effectively water use; thus, the 
allocation of water is likely to be inefficient. Dudu and Chumi (2008) argued that 
non-volumetric pricing will result in a second-best solution, while the volumetric 
pricing will produce the best allocation. However, the former will almost always be 
inferior to the latter. 
 
2.3.2 Fragmented Water Resource Management and Water Parallel Pricing 
Water prices in China are determined politically and by top-down administrative 
commands rather than the market. To promote industrialization, the Ministry of Water 
Resources (MWR) prioritizes water allocation to urban-industrial uses over irrigation 
(Lohmar et al., 2003). During 1949-2004, the share of water allocated to the agricultural 
sector declined from 97% to 65%, while the share of water allocated to the industrial 
sector increased from 2% to 22% (Kendy et al., 2007). Inefficient water allocation 
between sectors deepens the competition for water between agriculture and industry, 
and many analysts (e.g., Lohmar et al., 2003) predict that, as urbanization continues, 
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inter-sectoral competition for water, especially between agricultural and urban-industrial 
users, is likely to intensify. 
Water-pricing reform was introduced in 2000. Meanwhile, the MOC pricing 
approach has been analyzed by a series of studies under the auspices of the China 
Council for International Cooperation on Environment and Development (CCICED). 
China is able to collect revenue from water tariffs to cover at least the operation and 
maintenance costs of most water supply utilities, even in several rural communities 
(World Bank, 2007). All water supply plants, piping water networks and municipal 
water treatment facilities are publicly owned and operated in the vast majority of cases, 
but some plants and networks have been operated by private companies since 1998 
(Zhong and Mol, 2010). In totally, 660 cities with gross populations of more than 350 
million are serviced by their own supply plants. Municipal water supply piping reaches 
over 77 percent of urban residents (Nitikin et al., 2012). 
A case study of Beijing suggested that the uniform price of residential water cannot 
promote efficient water allocation; thus, a block water price will be put into practice in 
the future, particularly to satisfy the basic demand of the poor with a low price range 
(Chen and Yang, 2009). Moreover, a case study of Chongqing presented a multiple 
bounded discrete choice (MBDC) survey model to collect information about the 
acceptability of different water prices by different types of households and to estimate 
households’ willingness to pay for water service improvement. The results showed that 
a significant increase in water price is economically feasible as long as the poorest 
households are properly subsidized (Wang, Xie and Li, 2010). On the other hand, in 17 
provinces, quotes on water use are in effect, replacing uniform water fees with tariff 
structures that vary by district and project (Nitikin et al., 2012). It has been 
demonstrated that urban water quota management has made remarkable contributions 
by not only transforming the pattern of water mode and strengthening water 
management enforcement but also integrating various management methods for saving 
water and preventing pollution (Jiang et al., 2010). 
However, water pricing in China is still inadequate to regulate efficient regional 
and inter-sectoral water allocation to achieve the sustainable long-term development of 
water resources. A previous study by Yang, Zhang and Zehnder (2003) suggested that 
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pricing irrigation alone is not a valid means of encouraging water conservation under 
current irrigation management institutions. Moreover, based on the cases studies of 
three irrigation districts in China, Han and Zhao (2007) indicated that water pricing is 
also not a valid means of significantly reducing agricultural water consumption due to 
the substitution of groundwater for surface water, which will lead to negative 
environmental effects and cause farmers to reduce the rice area in response to the rising 
surface water prices. In fact, farmers will modify their cropping patterns by growing 
less water demanding crops, for instance, from rice to corn and soybean production, as 
responding to the rising water prices. 
In addition, Webber et al. (2008) argued that farmers must pay not only the official 
charges for irrigation water but also the much higher cost of pumping it onto their fields. 
Nitikin et al. (2012) found that in urban areas, progressive volumetric pricing is being 
introduced, while the price increase for irrigation water did not reduce consumption 
because the charges were related to the area irrigated area and not the volume of water, 
namely, water parallel pricing was used. For example, farmers in Beidong village 
(Jinan, Shandong) paid an average of approximately 5.00 yuan per mu per year for 
water but paid another 95.00 yuan per mu for diesel to pump that water from the canal 
and another 60.00 yuan per mu for the pumps (amortized over five years) (Webber et al., 
2008). In fact, the type of irrigation used differs by water source and can be classified as 
surface water irrigation and ground water irrigation. In surface water irrigated areas, a 
lack of volumetric measurement makes it difficult to charge by the actual volume of the 
water supply on farm households. Accordingly, water authorities impose flat fees based 
on the size of the irrigated plots in the case of surface water irrigation. On the other 
hand, groundwater irrigation remains poorly regulated and generates little public 
revenue because the cost of irrigation mainly includes power and equipment, while the 
groundwater itself is free (Yang, Zhang and Zehnder, 2003; Han and Zhao, 2007). 
Therefore, Huang et al. (2010) indicated that reforming groundwater pricing can induce 
water-savings and that higher water prices do not adversely affect the distribution of 
rural household income but do negatively affect crop production and crop income.  
The above studies about the water pricing and the water management of China are 
described in Table 2.3. 
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ci
n
g
 
is
 n
ec
es
sa
ry
 t
o
 a
ch
ie
v
e 
th
e 
ec
o
n
o
m
ic
 a
n
d
 o
th
er
 o
b
je
ct
iv
es
 o
f 
w
at
er
 s
u
p
p
ly
 m
an
ag
em
en
t,
 b
u
t 
th
is
 
re
q
u
ir
es
 m
et
er
s 
to
 m
ea
su
re
 t
h
e 
am
o
u
n
t 
o
f 
w
at
er
 c
o
n
su
m
ed
. 
It
 
w
il
l 
u
su
al
ly
 b
e 
th
e 
ca
se
 t
h
at
 t
h
e 
in
v
es
tm
en
t 
in
 m
et
er
in
g
 i
s 
ju
st
if
ie
d
 f
o
r 
in
d
u
st
ri
al
 a
n
d
 c
o
m
m
er
ci
al
 u
se
rs
; 
(4
) 
T
o
 p
ro
m
o
te
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
t 
w
at
er
 u
se
 a
n
d
 t
o
 a
d
d
re
ss
 w
at
er
 s
h
o
rt
ag
e 
in
 t
h
e 
lo
n
g
 t
er
m
, 
w
at
er
 p
ri
ce
s 
al
so
 n
ee
d
 t
o
 r
ef
le
ct
 t
h
e 
m
ar
g
in
al
 o
p
p
o
rt
u
n
it
y
 c
o
st
 o
f 
su
p
p
ly
 (
M
O
C
),
 e
sp
ec
ia
ll
y
 f
o
r 
th
e 
w
at
er
 u
se
rs
 f
ro
m
 c
o
m
m
er
ce
 a
n
d
 
in
d
u
st
ry
. 
In
 
ad
d
it
io
n
, 
th
e 
w
at
er
 
re
so
u
rc
e 
fe
e 
sh
o
u
ld
 
b
e 
id
ea
ll
y
 
es
ti
m
at
ed
 
w
it
h
in
 
th
e 
M
O
C
; 
(5
) 
P
ar
al
le
l 
p
ri
ci
n
g
 r
ef
o
rm
s 
ar
e 
re
q
u
ir
ed
 f
o
r 
m
aj
o
r 
co
m
p
et
in
g
 u
se
s,
 w
h
ic
h
 a
re
 p
ri
m
ar
il
y
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
 a
n
d
 d
ir
ec
t 
in
d
u
st
ri
al
 a
b
st
ra
ct
io
n
 o
f 
w
at
er
, 
b
o
th
 o
f 
w
h
ic
h
 s
h
o
u
ld
 b
e 
p
ri
ce
d
 o
n
 M
O
C
. 
L
o
h
m
ar
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
0
3
) 
(1
) 
T
o
 p
ro
m
o
te
 t
h
e 
in
d
u
st
ri
al
iz
at
io
n
, 
th
e 
M
in
is
tr
y
 o
f 
W
at
er
 R
es
o
u
rc
es
 
(M
W
R
) 
p
ri
o
ri
ti
ze
s 
w
at
er
 a
ll
o
ca
ti
o
n
 t
o
 u
rb
an
-i
n
d
u
st
ri
al
 u
se
s 
o
v
er
 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
; 
(2
) 
C
h
in
a 
is
 e
x
p
er
im
en
ti
n
g
 w
it
h
 r
ef
o
rm
 t
o
 r
es
o
lv
e 
co
n
fl
ic
ts
 
b
et
w
ee
n
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
an
d
 i
n
d
u
st
ri
al
 u
se
rs
. 
(1
) 
C
h
in
a 
w
o
u
ld
 r
el
ax
 i
ts
 g
ra
in
 s
el
f-
su
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
 p
o
li
cy
 s
o
 t
h
at
 f
ar
m
er
s 
an
d
 l
o
ca
l 
le
ad
er
s 
ar
e 
n
o
t 
u
n
d
er
 
p
re
ss
u
re
 t
o
 p
ro
d
u
ce
 g
ra
in
; 
 
(2
) 
H
ig
h
-v
al
u
e 
cr
o
p
s 
w
o
u
ld
 f
et
ch
 p
ri
ce
s 
m
ak
in
g
 t
h
em
 t
ru
ly
 m
o
re
 p
ro
fi
ta
b
le
. 
 
Y
an
g
, 
Z
h
an
g
 
an
d
 
Z
eh
n
d
er
.,
 (
2
0
0
3
) 
In
 C
h
in
a,
 t
h
e 
ac
tu
al
 p
ri
ce
s 
ch
ar
g
ed
 f
o
r 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 a
re
 t
h
o
u
g
h
t 
to
 b
e 
w
el
l 
b
el
o
w
 l
ev
el
s 
th
at
 a
re
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
t.
 
P
ri
ci
n
g
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 a
lo
n
e 
is
 n
o
t 
a 
v
al
id
 m
ea
n
s 
o
f 
en
co
u
ra
g
in
g
 w
at
er
 c
o
n
se
rv
at
io
n
 u
n
d
er
 t
h
e 
cu
rr
en
t 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 m
an
ag
em
en
t 
in
st
it
u
ti
o
n
 d
u
e 
to
 t
h
e 
su
b
st
it
u
ti
o
n
 o
f 
g
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
 f
o
r 
su
rf
ac
e
 w
at
er
. 
Y
u
an
 
an
d
 
C
h
en
, 
F
iv
e 
p
il
o
t 
w
at
er
 r
ig
h
t 
tr
an
sf
er
 p
ro
je
ct
s 
es
ta
b
li
sh
ed
 i
n
 N
in
g
x
ia
 a
n
d
 I
n
n
er
 
In
 p
ri
n
ci
p
le
, 
th
e 
es
ta
b
li
sh
m
en
t 
o
f 
a 
w
at
er
 m
ar
k
et
 i
s 
n
o
w
 p
o
ss
ib
le
 a
ft
er
 t
h
e 
re
v
is
ed
 n
at
io
n
al
 W
at
er
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(2
0
0
5
) 
M
o
n
g
o
li
a 
p
er
m
it
 f
ac
to
ri
es
 t
o
 i
n
v
es
t 
w
at
er
-s
av
in
g
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 t
ec
h
n
o
lo
g
y
 
an
d
 b
u
y
 f
ro
m
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 d
is
tr
ic
ts
 t
h
e 
w
at
er
 t
h
at
 i
s 
sa
v
ed
. 
L
aw
 c
am
e 
in
to
 f
o
rc
e 
in
 l
at
e 
2
0
0
2
. 
H
u
an
g
, 
et
, 
a
l.
 
(2
0
0
6
) 
T
h
e 
w
il
li
n
g
n
es
s 
to
 
p
ay
 
fo
r 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 
w
at
er
 
(f
o
r 
p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 
w
h
ea
t,
 
m
ea
su
re
d
 o
n
 a
 p
er
 h
ec
ta
re
 b
as
is
) 
is
 m
u
ch
 h
ig
h
er
, 
o
n
 a
v
er
ag
e,
 t
h
an
 t
h
e 
ac
tu
al
 a
m
o
u
n
t 
fa
rm
er
s 
p
ai
d
 f
o
r 
w
at
er
 i
n
 2
0
0
4
. 
(1
) 
W
at
er
 p
ri
ci
n
g
 p
o
li
ci
es
, 
w
h
er
e 
th
e 
w
at
er
 p
ri
ce
 i
s 
in
cr
ea
se
d
 t
o
 t
h
e 
le
v
el
 o
f 
th
e 
m
ar
g
in
al
 c
o
st
, 
o
b
v
io
u
sl
y
 h
av
e 
g
re
at
 p
o
te
n
ti
al
 t
o
 c
u
rb
 d
em
an
d
 a
n
d
 a
d
d
re
ss
 t
h
e 
em
er
g
in
g
 w
at
er
 c
ri
si
s;
 
 
(2
) 
D
ea
li
n
g
 w
it
h
 t
h
e 
n
eg
at
iv
e 
p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 a
n
d
 i
n
co
m
e 
im
p
ac
ts
 o
f 
h
ig
h
er
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 c
o
st
 w
il
l 
p
o
se
 a
 
n
u
m
b
er
 o
f 
ch
al
le
n
g
es
 t
o
 p
o
li
cy
 m
ak
er
s.
 
H
an
 
an
d
 
Z
h
ao
, 
(2
0
0
7
) 
Ir
ri
g
at
o
rs
 
in
 
C
h
in
a 
ar
e 
h
ea
v
il
y
 
su
b
si
d
iz
ed
 
w
it
h
 
w
at
er
 
p
ri
ce
s 
th
at
 
co
rr
es
p
o
n
d
 
ex
cl
u
si
v
el
y
 
to
 
th
e 
co
st
s 
in
cu
rr
ed
 
in
 
th
e 
co
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
 
an
d
 
m
ai
n
te
n
an
ce
 o
f 
th
e 
co
n
v
ey
an
ce
 a
n
d
 s
to
ra
g
e 
fa
ci
li
ti
es
. 
F
ar
m
er
s 
w
il
l 
re
sp
o
n
d
 t
o
 t
h
e 
ri
si
n
g
 w
at
er
 p
ri
ce
s 
w
it
h
 a
 m
o
d
if
ic
at
io
n
 o
f 
th
ei
r 
cr
o
p
p
in
g
 p
at
te
rn
s 
b
y
 
g
ro
w
in
g
 l
es
s 
w
at
er
-d
em
an
d
in
g
 c
ro
p
s,
 f
o
r 
in
st
an
ce
, 
fr
o
m
 r
ic
e 
to
 c
o
rn
 a
n
d
 s
o
y
b
ea
n
 p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
. 
B
y
 
co
n
tr
as
t,
 s
o
m
e 
fa
rm
er
s 
h
av
e 
ch
an
g
ed
 t
h
ei
r 
cr
o
p
p
in
g
 p
at
te
rn
s 
fr
o
m
 r
ic
e 
to
 v
eg
et
ab
le
s 
d
u
e 
to
 t
h
e 
su
b
st
it
u
ti
o
n
 o
f 
g
ro
u
n
d
w
at
er
 f
o
r 
su
rf
ac
e 
w
at
er
. 
W
eb
b
er
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
0
8
) 
T
h
e 
w
ea
k
n
es
s 
o
f 
th
e 
p
re
se
n
t 
p
ro
p
o
sa
l 
fo
r 
p
ri
ci
n
g
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 i
s 
th
at
 
th
ey
 i
n
te
n
d
 t
o
 c
h
ar
g
e 
fa
rm
er
s 
fo
r 
th
ei
r 
w
at
er
 u
se
 w
it
h
o
u
t 
p
ro
v
id
in
g
 t
h
em
 
a 
co
m
p
en
sa
to
ry
 i
n
co
m
e.
 T
h
is
 i
s 
th
e 
so
u
rc
e 
o
f 
th
e 
in
eq
u
it
y.
 
 
W
h
at
ev
er
 t
h
e 
d
es
ig
n
 o
f 
th
e 
sy
st
em
 o
f 
w
at
er
 t
ra
n
sf
er
s 
fr
o
m
 a
g
ri
cu
lt
u
re
 t
o
 u
rb
an
-i
n
d
u
st
ri
al
 u
se
rs
, 
it
 i
s 
cr
it
ic
al
 
th
at
 
th
e 
m
o
n
ey
 
tr
an
sf
er
 
o
cc
u
r 
at
 
th
e 
sa
m
e 
sc
al
e 
b
ec
au
se
 
th
is
 
is
 
th
e 
p
ri
n
ci
p
al
 
so
u
rc
e 
o
f 
in
ef
fi
ci
en
cy
. 
T
h
e 
ap
p
ro
p
ri
at
e 
so
lu
ti
o
n
 w
o
u
ld
 s
ee
m
 t
o
 b
e 
to
 p
ro
v
id
e 
fa
rm
er
s 
w
it
h
 t
h
e 
ri
g
h
t 
to
 s
el
l 
th
ei
r 
w
at
er
 t
o
 u
rb
an
 a
n
d
 o
th
er
 u
se
rs
 a
t 
m
ar
k
et
 p
ri
ce
. 
Z
h
o
u
 (
2
0
1
0
) 
(1
) 
T
h
e 
ef
fi
ci
en
cy
 o
f 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
 i
n
 C
h
in
a 
is
 m
u
ch
 l
o
w
er
 t
h
an
 
th
at
 o
f 
d
ev
el
o
p
ed
 c
o
u
n
tr
ie
s;
 o
n
e 
re
as
o
n
 f
o
r 
th
is
 i
s 
th
e 
w
at
er
 w
as
te
d
 i
n
 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
; 
(2
) 
T
h
er
e 
is
 n
o
t 
an
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
 p
ri
ci
n
g
 s
y
st
em
 f
o
r 
ag
ri
c
u
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 i
n
 C
h
in
a 
d
u
e 
to
 t
h
e 
co
m
p
le
x
 r
eg
io
n
al
 d
if
fe
re
n
ce
s 
o
f 
ag
ri
c
u
lt
u
ra
l 
w
at
er
 u
se
. 
(1
) 
T
h
e 
su
b
si
d
y
 o
f 
ir
ri
g
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 s
h
o
u
ld
 b
e 
u
n
d
er
ta
k
en
 b
y
 a
ll
 s
ec
to
rs
 i
n
cl
u
d
in
g
 p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 s
ec
to
rs
 
an
d
 h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s 
w
h
o
 c
o
n
su
m
e 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
p
ro
d
u
ct
s;
 (
2
) 
T
h
e 
su
b
si
d
y
 s
h
o
u
ld
 b
e 
im
p
o
se
d
 o
n
 t
h
e 
p
ri
ce
 
o
f 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
p
ro
d
u
ct
s,
 a
n
d
 t
h
u
s 
th
e 
p
ri
ce
 o
f 
ag
ri
cu
lt
u
ra
l 
p
ro
d
u
ct
s 
w
il
l 
b
e 
in
cr
ea
se
d
 t
o
 p
ro
m
o
te
 t
h
e 
w
at
er
 s
av
in
g
s 
an
d
 t
o
 p
ro
te
ct
 t
h
e 
w
at
er
 r
es
o
u
rc
es
. 
Z
h
o
n
g
 
an
d
 
M
o
l 
(2
0
1
0
) 
W
at
er
 
ta
ri
ff
s 
in
 
C
h
in
a 
h
av
e 
in
cr
ea
se
d
 
sh
ar
p
ly
 
o
v
er
 
th
is
 
p
er
io
d
 
an
d
 
in
cr
ea
si
n
g
ly
 r
ep
re
se
n
t 
th
e 
fu
ll
 c
o
st
s 
an
d
 i
n
cr
ea
se
d
 w
at
er
 u
se
 e
ff
ic
ie
n
cy
. 
T
h
e 
im
p
le
m
en
ta
ti
o
n
 o
f 
w
at
er
 t
ar
if
fs
 d
o
se
 n
o
t 
ru
n
 i
n
to
 p
ro
b
le
m
s 
o
f 
u
n
cl
ea
r 
re
sp
o
n
si
b
il
it
ie
s,
 p
o
o
r 
co
ll
ec
ti
o
n
 r
at
es
 o
r 
in
st
it
u
ti
o
n
al
 c
ap
ac
it
ie
s.
 
H
u
an
g
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
1
0
) 
A
 l
ar
g
e 
g
ap
 e
x
is
ts
 b
et
w
ee
n
 t
h
e 
co
st
 o
f 
w
at
er
 a
n
d
 t
h
e 
v
al
u
es
 o
f 
w
at
er
 t
o
 
p
ro
d
u
ce
rs
. 
(1
) 
T
h
e 
p
ri
ce
 o
f 
w
at
er
 n
ee
d
s 
to
 b
e 
ra
is
ed
 t
o
 a
 r
el
at
iv
el
y
 h
ig
h
 l
ev
el
; 
 
(2
) 
H
ig
h
er
 w
at
er
 p
ri
ce
s 
d
o
 n
o
t 
ad
v
er
se
ly
 a
ff
ec
t 
th
e 
d
is
tr
ib
u
ti
o
n
 o
f 
ru
ra
l 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
 i
n
co
m
e,
 b
u
t 
ra
is
in
g
 t
h
e 
p
ri
ce
 o
f 
w
at
er
 n
eg
at
iv
el
y
 a
ff
ec
ts
 c
ro
p
 p
ro
d
u
ct
io
n
 a
n
d
 c
ro
p
 i
n
co
m
e.
 
N
it
ik
in
 
et
 
a
l.
 
(2
0
1
2
) 
P
ro
g
re
ss
iv
e 
v
o
lu
m
et
ri
c 
p
ri
ci
n
g
 i
s 
b
ei
n
g
 i
n
tr
o
d
u
ce
d
 i
n
 u
rb
an
 a
re
as
, 
b
u
t 
th
e 
p
ri
ce
 i
n
cr
ea
se
 o
n
 i
rr
ig
at
io
n
 w
at
er
 d
id
 n
o
t 
re
d
u
ce
 c
o
n
su
m
p
ti
o
n
 b
ec
au
se
 t
h
e 
ch
ar
g
es
 w
er
e 
re
la
te
d
 t
o
 a
re
a 
ir
ri
g
at
ed
 a
n
d
 n
o
t 
th
e 
v
o
lu
m
e 
o
f 
w
at
er
. 
W
at
er
 m
an
ag
em
en
t 
sh
o
u
ld
 p
ro
v
id
e 
su
ff
ic
ie
n
t 
fu
n
d
in
g
 f
o
r 
ta
rg
et
ed
 i
n
fr
as
tr
u
ct
u
re
 c
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
 i
n
 p
o
o
r 
ar
ea
s 
an
d
 
sh
o
u
ld
 
ac
co
u
n
t 
fo
r 
a 
n
u
m
b
er
 
o
f 
v
u
ln
er
ab
il
it
ie
s 
in
 
th
e 
p
ro
v
is
io
n
 
o
f 
w
at
er
 
se
rv
ic
e 
b
y
 
ca
rr
y
in
g
 o
u
t 
w
it
h
in
 a
 c
o
m
p
re
h
en
si
v
e 
fr
am
ew
o
rk
. 
S
o
u
rc
e:
 c
o
n
st
ru
ct
ed
 b
y
 a
u
th
o
r 
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2.3.3 Reform of Integrated Water Resources Management and Water Pricing 
In principle, the most effective way to restrict the use of water by irrigation farmers 
is to charge volumetric prices for the water they use (Johansson, 2000). In practice, 
parallel pricing reforms (as well as other market-related and management reforms) are 
still required because both agricultural and urban-industrial water use should be priced 
based on MOC (Xie, 2009). Therefore, the pricing of irrigation water should be 
volumetric to incentivize farmers to conserve water and avoid weakening farm 
production. The practice of volumetric pricing in urban area should be extended and 
variable block tariffs used (Nitikin et al., 2012). Until parallel reforms are undertaken 
for the irrigation and industrial sectors, the true opportunity cost of water used for 
irrigation remains unclear, and the ability of water authorities to contribute to overall 
efficiency in inter-sectoral water use will remain severely constrained. 
Recently, water markets have been introduced in some irrigation districts. Zhangye 
City is currently hosting the first experimental site to create a water-saving society with 
transfer of water rights (Zhang and Zhang, 2008). The Ningxia and Inner Mongolian 
irrigation districts have developed a water rights system in which water rights can be 
transferred between different sectors. In this way, an agricultural water-saving system 
can be sponsored by industry (Zhang, Mu and Shao, 2012). However, in most cases, the 
extent of the market is limited by the size of the irrigation district, as most irrigation 
schemes were not designed or engineered to deliver controllable, monitored flows to 
individual farmers. In short, there are still some the barriers to implementing water 
markets, including management, legal and fiscal barriers (Zhang, 2007). 
 
2.4 Summary 
The issues of water supply and demand as well as the management of China in the 
context of agricultural economy, economic growth and food security have been widely 
discussed over recent years.  
There is a large amount of evidence that drought would affect water provisions, 
especially for the supply of irrigation water in the North China Plain. However, most 
existing studies only focus on the impact of drought on agricultural productions, such as 
the yields of rice, wheat or other crops, while the impacts on rural households, 
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especially those of different regions, have received little attention. The systematic 
analysis of the impacts of drought on the agricultural as well as the macro economy is 
rare in the literature, which involves discussion of agricultural production, income 
distribution in rural areas and the welfare of rural households. For this reason, we apply 
a CGE model for drought analysis in the following sections. 
Water pricing in China is implemented as parallel pricing for irrigation water and 
urban-industrial water. The main reason for the use of this water parallel pricing is the 
fragmented water management. During the past 30 years, the fragmented water 
management has promoted industrialization and urbanization by shifting water 
allocation from agricultural users to urban-industrial users. However, most studies have 
proven that this fragmented management is inefficient and that water parallel pricing 
causes misallocation among agricultural water uses, industrial water uses and 
households’ water uses. However, it is unclear how to best measure this inefficient 
water management. This study attempts this measurement in the following chapters.   
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Chapter 3 
Overview of Drought and Water Management in China 
3.1 Impacts of Drought on Agricultural and Rural Economy 
Over the past several decades, regional and paroxysmal meteorological disasters 
have occurred in many areas of China, causing great economic losses and affecting local 
sustainable development. Overall, the direct economic losses exceeded the average level 
of the previous year each year from 1990 to 2006 (Chen and Yang, 2013). Simelton 
(2011) estimated that if the worst crop failures due to natural disasters in all provinces 
between 1995 and 2008 were to occur in a single year, China’s cereal harvest would 
drop by 140 million tons. The distribution of the occurrence of natural disasters and 
their effects is a reflection of the regional disparities of physical geography and social 
and economic development in China (Liu, Yang and Li, 2012).  
Previous studies have shown that China’s food production has been constrained by 
a scarcity of cropland per capita. This basic characteristic reveals that the loss of 
cropland will have a profound influence on food security in China for decades, if not 
centuries, to come (Yang and Li, 2000). The significance attached to the national 
strategy for cropland protection, particularly in drought situations, should be further 
enhanced on a regular basis. The first half of this chapter will focus on the drought of 
2000, which was the most widespread in recent years, and the widely varying effects 
experienced by farmers across regions. Figure 3.1 indicates the relative occurrence of 
drought-affected areas during droughts since 1999. “Affected” defines those cultivated 
areas where yields are reduced by more than 30% (Center for International Earth 
Science Information Network and Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center 
[CIESIN and SEDAC], 1997-2009). Among these approximately 15 years, the drought 
in 2000 was the most serious, with the total drought-affected rate in cultivated areas 
reaching 17.14%. Furthermore, less water was used in agriculture in 2000 than in the 
preceding and subsequent years. In 1999 and 2001, the total water used for agriculture 
was 386.92 and 382.57 billion m
3
, respectively, whereas only 378.35 billion m
3
 was 
used in 2000. The affected levels during the 2000 drought are shown in detail by region 
in Figure 3.2; the drought-affected rates were greater than 50% in Qinghai, Jilin, and 
Liaoning, followed by Shanxi and Inner Mongolia and finally Ningxia, Gansu, Shaanxi, 
28 
Anhui and Heilongjiang.  
In this study, the year of 2007 is regarded as the baseline due to the limitation of 
database using in the models. So in detailed analysis for top 5 drought regions (see 
Table 3.1) in 2000, we will make a comparison on the diffidence between 2000 and 
2007 by introducing the related agricultural and rural item, and try to identify the main 
loss in agricultural production, rural economy and the income and consumption of rural 
household. This analysis is going to answer the following questions: i) which negative 
effect on agricultural production can be attributed to drought; ii) what the change in 
agricultural economy will be; and how the rural household responds to this change. 
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Figure 3.1 National drought-affected levels between 1999 and 2011 
Note: affected rate = affected area / cultivated area; “area” indicates cultivated area. Data source: 
China Rural Statistics Yearbook 2000-2012 (NBSC, 2000-2012b); China Statistics Yearbook on 
the Environment 2000-2012 (National Bureau of Statistics of China and National Bureau of 
Environmental Protection of China [NBSC & NBEPC], 2000-2012). 
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Figure 3.2 Drought-affected levels by region of year 2000 
Data source: China Rural Statistics Yearbook 2000 (NBSC, 2000-2012b) 
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Table 3.1 Regions in China affected by drought in 2000 
Unit: 1000 
hectares. 
Regions  
 
Drought 
① 
cultivated 
area in 2007 
② 
affected 
area 
affected rate = ② / ① 
(regional) 
Ordering 
total 156300 26784 17.14% 
 
Beijing 457 78 17.06% 16 
Tianjin 533 180 33.76% 6 
Hebei 9024 1640 18.17% 14 
Shanxi 4042 1546 38.24% 4 
Inner Mongolia 5914 2200 37.20% 5 
Liaoning 3622 1860 51.35% 3 
Jilin 4542 2490 54.82% 2 
Heilongjiang 9330 2239 24.00% 11 
Shanghai 521 
 
0.00% 29 
Jiangsu 7945 1360 17.12% 15 
Zhejiang 3554 66 1.86% 26 
Anhui 9006 2250 24.98% 9 
Fujian 2793 40 1.43% 28 
Jiangxi 5651 627 11.10% 17 
Shandong 11147 2106 18.89% 13 
Henan 13137 1320 10.05% 18 
Hubei 7584 1470 19.38% 12 
Hunan 8002 400 5.00% 23 
Guangdong 5157 80 1.55% 27 
Guangxi 6261 541 8.64% 19 
Hainan 906 
 
0.00% 30 
Chongqing 3591 190 5.29% 22 
Sichuan 9609 763 7.94% 20 
Guizhou 4697 160 3.41% 24 
Yunnan 5786 113 1.95% 25 
Tibei 231 
 
0.00% 31 
Shaanxi 4555 1110 24.37% 10 
Gansu 3740 1105 29.54% 8 
Qinghai 554 313 56.53% 1 
Ningxia 1017 320 31.48% 7 
Xinjiang 3392 217 6.40% 21 
Note: “affected area” means in which the yield of crop decreased more than 30% stated by 
office explanation; Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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3.1.1 Impacts on Agricultural Economy 
Table 3.2 lists the main crops, their production efficiency (yield/area) and the 
relative ordering of the top five drought regions according to grain yield for all regions 
in China of 2007. For instance, the grain yield in Jilin was ranked ninth among all 
regions of China, and its production efficiency was ranked eighth. Thus, we can find 
that the top five drought regions included three main grain production areas of China: 
Jilin (No. 9), Inner Liaoning (No. 12) and Inner Mongolia (No. 13). Furthermore, Inner 
Mongolia was also a top area of production of oil plants (No. 10), sugar crops (No. 7), 
and vegetables (No. 14), and Liaoning was an important producer of vegetable and fruit 
(No. 10). In addition, Qinghai (see Table 3.3) and Shanxi (see Table 3.6) were not the 
main grain production areas, so that the following discussion focuses on Jilin, Liaoning 
and Inner Mongolia.  
For Jilin province (see Table 3.4), compared to 2007, the cultivated area and 
production efficiencies of many crops changed in same directions. Specifically, the 
highest-production-efficiency crops, including paddy wheat, corn, millet, sorghum, 
vegetables and fruit, declined with changes in cultivated area. Thus, in total, the 
production efficiencies of crops, grain and cereal decreased to different extents. For 
example, the total cultivated area of grain decreased from 4334.7 thousand hectares to 
3833.7 thousand hectares, and the production efficiencies decreased from 5661 to 4273 
kg/hectare. Thus, the total yield of grain decreased from 2453.8 to 1638.0 ten thousand 
tons. Especially, the production efficiency of cereal decreased from 6459 to 4758 
kg/hectare with a loss of 888.8 ten thousand tons in total yield. 
A similar finding is also found for Liaoning province (see Table 3.5). Overall, for 
crops, grain and cereal, the cultivated area decreased with decreasing production 
efficiency. For example, the cultivated area of grain decreased from 3127.2 thousand 
hectares to 2858.6 thousand hectares, and its production efficiency decreased from 5868 
to 3988 kg/hectare. In detail, wheat, corn, millet, sorghum, beans, tubers, oil plants, 
cotton, sugar crops, vegetable and fruit also experienced a significant decrease in 
production efficiency. 
Furthermore, the case in Inner Mongolia province is also similar. According to 
Table 3.7, many crops in Inner Mongolia province also suffered a decline in production 
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efficiency, including paddy, wheat, corn, millet, sorghum, beans, oil plant, fiber, sugar 
crops, tobacco, vegetables and fruit. For example, Inner Mongolia decreased its 
cultivated area for grain from 5119.9 to 4435.9 thousand hectares, and also the 
production efficiency of grain decreased from 3537 to 2800 kg/hectare. Thus, its total 
yield decreased significantly from 1810.7 to 1241.9 thousand tons. 
However, for most crops in Qinghai province, their production efficiencies 
decreased whereas their cultivated areas increased. For example, for grain production, 
although its cultivated area increased, its production efficiency decreased more 
significantly so that the total yield of grain decreased. The same cases occurred for 
wheat and corn (see Table 3.3). In Shanxi, we find again that the grain production 
efficiency decreased, including those of wheat and corn (see Table 3.6). 
Overall, the regional agricultural outputs for all crops increased between 2000 and 
2007. We also find that the total output of agriculture in Liaoning played an important 
role in China, ranking ninth in 2007 and twelfth in 2000 among all regions. Furthermore, 
its No. 9 in 2009 rank was mainly based on its No. 7 rank for animal husbandry and No. 
6 for fishery. In addition, the outputs of farming and forestry in Liaoning, Jilin and Inner 
Mongolia also made significant contributions for China (see Table 3.8).  
Furthermore, Table 3.9 shows that in the year 2000, the consumer price index of 
food commodities for the top five drought regions decreased significantly by 
approximately 2.5% compared to proceeding price levels. On the other hand, in the year 
2007, the consumer price indexes of grain in above five provinces increased obviously. 
Therefore, the impacts on the price level of commodities were not significant if we only 
consider the annual data of drought affected areas. 
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Table 3.2 Main crops and their orderings in China of top 5 regions affected by drought 
Main crops in 2007  Qinghai Jilin Liaoning Shanxi Inner Mongolia 
Total Cultivated area (1000 hectares) 516.7 4944 3703.9 3653.2 6761.5 
# Share of national level 0.34% 3.22% 2.41% 2.38% 4.41% 
# Ordering 27 17 20 21 10 
G
ra
in
 
Cultivated area (1000 hectares) 301.8 4334.7 3127.2 3028.2 5119.9 
Total Yield (10000 tons) 106.2 2453.8 1835 1007.1 1810.7 
# Share of national level 0.21% 4.89% 3.66% 2.01% 3.61% 
# Ordering 29 9 12 20 13 
Yield Per Hectare (kg/hectare) 3518 5661 5868 3326 3537 
# Ordering 27 8 7 29 26 
O
il
 p
la
n
ts
 
Cultivated area (1000 hectares) 150.6 243.2 106.8 166.8 532.5 
Total Yield (tons) 280175 287000 263800 134537 794372 
# Share of national level 1.09% 1.12% 1.03% 0.52% 3.09% 
# Ordering 19 18 21 25 10 
Yield Per Hectare (kg/hectare) 1861 1180 2470 807 1492 
# Ordering 19 30 8 31 27 
S
u
g
a
r 
cr
o
p
s 
Cultivated area (1000 hectares) 0.2 2.8 0.7 5.8 30.3 
Total Yield (tons) 6859 50000 50300 210929 1181600 
# Share of national level 0.01% 0.04% 0.04% 0.17% 0.97% 
# Ordering 26 24 23 17 7 
Yield Per Hectare (kg/hectare) 32662 17857 67973 36620 38984 
# Ordering 24 27 3 19 21 
 
V
eg
et
a
b
le
 a
n
d
 f
ru
it
 
Cultivated area (1000 hectares) 30.6 277.4 416.2 269.8 265.4 
Total Yield (tons) 1001808 9644313 23986105 8844361 14603021 
# Share of national level 0.16% 1.51% 3.74% 1.38% 2.28% 
# Ordering 30 21 10 23 14 
Yield Per Hectare (kg/hectare) 32787 34766 57637 32787 55014 
# Ordering 12 9 2 11 3 
Note: “ordering” means the place of its belonging index in China compared with other regions. 
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.3 Yield and production efficiency of major farm crops in Qinghai 
Qinghai 
cultivated 
area (1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
cultivated 
area 
(1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
year 2000 2007 
Crops 553.7 
  
516.7 
  
1. Grain 322.7 82.7 2563 301.8 106.2 3518 
1.1 Cereal 225.9 61.2 2709 221.5 79.8 3605 
1.1.1 Paddy 
      
1.1.2 Wheat 165.6 43.9 2651 154 61.4 3986 
1.1.3 Corn 2.1 1.2 5714 2.3 1.3 5808 
1.1.4 Millet 
      
1.1.5 Sorghum 
      
1.1.6 Other cereals 58.2 16.1 2766 65.2 17.1 2627 
1.2 Beans 50.5 6.6 1307 44.8 12 2673 
1.3 Tubers 46.3 14.9 3218 35.5 14.4 4041 
2. Oil plant 191.6 194000 1013 150.6 280175 1861 
3. Cotton 
      
4. Fiber 
      
5. Sugar crops 
 
904 
 
0.2 6859 32662 
6. Tobacco 0.1 179 1790 0.2 941 5881 
7. Medical crops 0.5 
  
0.7 
  
8. Vegetable and fruit 16 608285 38018 30.6 1001808 32787 
8.1 Vegetable 15.8 602809 38152 30.1 982673 32630 
8.2 Fruit 0.2 5476 27380 0.4 19135 43489 
9. Others crops 22.8 
  
32.6 
  
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.4 Yield and production of major farm crops in Jilin 
Jilin 
cultivated 
area (1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
cultivated 
area 
(1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
Year 2000 2007 
Crops 4542.2 
  
4944 
  
1. Grain 3833.7 1638.0 4273 4334.7 2453.8 5661 
1.1 Cereal 3043.8 1448.3 4758 3618.2 2337.1 6459 
1.1.1 Paddy 584.8 374.8 6409 669.9 500 7464 
1.1.2 Wheat 77.31 16.29 2107 5.4 1.6 2876 
1.1.3 Corn 2197.3 993.2 4520 2853.7 1800 6308 
1.1.4 Millet 26.09 6.01 2304 11.7 2.6 2196 
1.1.5 Sorghum 121.84 48.43 3975 67.3 31 4609 
1.1.6 Other cereals 36.46 9.57 2625 10.2 2 1958 
1.2 Beans 666.5 140.6 2110 616.9 92.1 1494 
1.3 Tubers 123.4 49.1 3979 99.6 24.5 2461 
2. Oil plant 271.9 389596 1433 243.2 287000 1180 
3. Cotton 
   
0.5 500 943 
4. Fiber 0.7 1216 1737 0.1 500 3846 
5. Sugar crops 22.7 443906 19555 2.8 50000 17857 
6. Tobacco 26.6 59872 2251 10.5 30400 2904 
7. Medical crops 15.9 
  
16.8 
  
8. Vegetable and fruit 321.5 9879162 30728 277.4 9644313 34766 
8.1 Vegetable 264.9 8364298 31575 215.6 7970907 36974 
8.2 Fruit 56.6 1514864 26764 61.8 1673406 27067 
9. Others crops 49.2 
  
58.0 
  
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.5 Yield and production efficiency of major farm crops in Liaoning 
Liaoning 
cultivated 
area (1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
cultivated 
area 
(1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
year 2000 2007 
Crops 3621.9 
  
3703.9 
  
1. Grain 2858.6 1140.0 3988 3127.2 1835 5868 
1.1 Cereal 2365.3 1029.1 4351 2879.4 1748.1 6071 
1.1.1 Paddy 489.7 377.1 7701 660.6 505 7645 
1.1.2 Wheat 117.6 35.8 3044 12.4 5.3 4236 
1.1.3 Corn 1422.5 551.1 3874 1998.6 1167.8 5843 
1.1.4 Millet 86.9 8.5 978 82.2 23.2 2816 
1.1.5 Sorghum 188.61 50.3 2667 85.1 38.7 4541 
1.1.6 Other cereals 59.99 6.3 1050 40.4 8.2 2023 
1.2 Beans 326.2 50.2 1539 151.5 36.2 2386 
1.3 Tubers 167.1 60.7 3633 96.3 50.8 5275 
2. Oil plant 199.5 295527 1481 106.8 263800 2470 
3. Cotton 7.3 5604 768 1.1 2100 1944 
4. Fiber 0.7 883 1261 0.01 9 900 
5. Sugar crops 16.5 286894 17388 0.7 50300 67973 
6. Tobacco 18.4 31507 1712 8 29100 3638 
7. Medical crops 5.6 
  
1.5 
  
8. Vegetable and fruit 451.6 18514687 40998 416.2 23986105 57637 
8.1 Vegetable 413.2 17570255 42522 376 22320000 59362 
8.2 Fruit 38.4 944432 24595 40.2 1666105 41487 
9. Others crops 63.7 
  
42.4 
  
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.6 Yield and production efficiency of major farm crops in Shanxi 
Gansu 
cultivated 
area (1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
cultivated 
area 
(1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
year 2000 2007 
Crops 4042.5 
  
3653.2 
  
1. Grain 3186.5 853.4 2678 3028.2 1007.1 3326 
1.1 Cereal 2326.7 703.0 3021 2443.4 916.5 3751 
1.1.1 Paddy 4.53 3.28 7241 1.5 0.6 4163 
1.1.2 Wheat 893.2 215.2 2409 712.3 220.2 3091 
1.1.3 Corn 793.7 354.8 4470 1270.5 640.4 5040 
1.1.4 Millet 280.1 60.22 2150 230.8 32 1387 
1.1.5 Sorghum 68.2 30.0 4396 35.5 8.4 2375 
1.1.6 Other cereals 287.0 39.6 1379 192.8 14.9 775 
1.2 Beans 484.1 57.8 1194 348.4 39.7 1140 
1.3 Tubers 375.6 92.6 2465 236.5 50.8 2149 
2. Oil plant 417.1 448259 1075 166.8 134537 807 
3. Cotton 43.0 44796 1042 104 115076 1107 
4. Fiber 0.6 680 1133 0.1 93 1329 
5. Sugar crops 7.56 210313 27819 5.8 210929 36620 
6. Tobacco 7.99 16319 2042 3.5 7733 2197 
7. Medical crops 34.67 
  
28.6 
  
8. Vegetable and fruit 291.3 10344367 35509 269.8 8844361 32787 
8.1 Vegetable 242.1 9203364 38010 240.1 8215047 34211 
8.2 Fruit 49.2 1141003 23196 29.6 629314 21246 
9. Others crops 53.8 
  
46.4 
  
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.7 Yield and production efficiency of major farm crops in Inner Mongolia 
Inner Mongolia 
cultivated 
area (1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
cultivated 
area 
(1000 
hectares) 
Total Yield (for 
total crops and 
grain: 10000 tons; 
for non-grain 
crops：ton) 
Yield Per 
Hectare 
(kg/hectare) 
Year 2000 2007 
Crops 5914.4 
  
6761.5 
  
1. Grain 4435.9 1241.9 2800 5119.9 1810.7 3537 
1.1 Cereal 2648.2 947.9 3579 3296.8 1500.6 4552 
1.1.1 Paddy 118.4 72.2 6098 79.9 60.2 7537 
1.1.2 Wheat 617.1 181.8 2946 533.4 175.6 3292 
1.1.3 Corn 1298.2 629.2 4847 2012.5 1155.3 5741 
1.1.4 Millet 164.0 15.0 915 135.5 18.6 1375 
1.1.5 Sorghum 108.8 28.3 2601 107.1 46.2 4315 
1.1.6 Other cereals 341.7 21.4 626 428.4 44.6 1042 
1.2 Beans 1137.4 109.7 964 1200.7 156.2 1301 
1.3 Tubers 650.3 184.3 2834 622.4 153.9 2473 
2. Oil plant 879.3 1163679 1323 532.5 794372 1492 
3. Cotton 0.6 1935 3225 2.6 3621 1393 
4. Fiber 1.5 860 573 4.3 14013 3259 
5. Sugar crops 58.9 1412762 23986 30.3 1181600 38984 
6. Tobacco 7.9 13639 1726 2.9 15533 5338 
7. Medical crops 22.7 
  
18.5 
  
8. Vegetable and fruit 257.8 9215479 35747 265.4 14603021 55014 
8.1 Vegetable 209.4 7598652 36288 218.2 12774657 58548 
8.2 Fruit 48.4 1616827 33406 47.3 1828364 38696 
9. Others crops 249.8 
  
785.1 
  
Source: China Agricultural Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008). 
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Table 3.8 Regional agricultural economy in top 5 drought regions 
Unit: 0.1 billion yuan 
(constant price) 
Year and their positions 
in all regions 
Qinghai Jilin Liaoning Shanxi 
Inner 
Mongolia 
GDP: farming, forestry, 
animal husbandry and 
fishery 
2000 
(constant price =1990) 
31.7 353.4 586.8 194.3 296.3 
#Share of national level 0.21% 2.38% 3.95% 1.31% 1.99% 
#Ordering 30 17 12 23 19 
2007 
(comparable price) 
106 1125 1809 442 1101 
#Share of national level 0.71% 7.57% 12.17% 2.97% 7.41% 
#Ordering 30 17 9 25 18 
 
GDP: farming 
2000 
(constant price =1990) 
14.8 184.2 237.8 126.9 165.1 
 
#Share of national level 0.19% 2.30% 2.97% 1.59% 2.06% 
 
#Ordering 30 19 13 24 20 
 
2007 
(comparable price) 
44 575 745 288 546 
 
#Share of national level 0.55% 7.19% 9.31% 3.60% 6.83% 
 
#Ordering 30 18 12 24 20 
 
GDP: forestry 
2000 
(constant price =1990) 
1.2 8.2 14 8.6 15.3 
 
#Share of national level 0.18% 1.24% 2.11% 1.30% 2.31% 
 
#Ordering 28 22 19 21 17 
 
2007 
(comparable price) 
2 40 55 16 57 
 
#Share of national level 0.30% 6.03% 8.29% 2.41% 8.59% 
 
#Ordering 31 18 16 26 15 
 
GDP: animal 
husbandry 
2000 
(constant price =1990) 
15.7 156.0 200.9 57.7 112.4 
 
#Share of national level 0.35% 3.52% 4.54% 1.30% 2.54% 
 
#Ordering 30 12 8 23 15 
 
2007 
(comparable price) 
57 472 637 122 466 
 
#Share of national level 1.29% 10.66% 14.38% 2.76% 10.52% 
 
#Ordering 28 13 7 23 14 
 
GDP: fishery 
2000 
(constant price =1990) 
0.1 5.1 134.1 1.1 3.5 
 
#Share of national level 0.01% 0.29% 7.57% 0.06% 0.20% 
 
#Ordering 30 22 6 28 23 
 
2007 
(comparable price) 
0 19 306 3 11 
 
#Share of national level 0.00% 1.07% 17.26% 0.17% 0.62% 
 
#Ordering 31 20 6 28 22 
Source: China Rural Statistics Yearbook 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2000-2012b). 
Note: “Comparable price” is the price where the fluctuation is eliminated. 
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Table 3.9 Regional food’s consumer price index of rural households 
Proceeding price 
= 100 
National level Qinghai Jilin Liaoning Shanxi 
Inner 
Mongolia 
2000 2007 2000 2007 2000 2007 2000 2007 2000 2007 2000 2007 
Food price index 97.5 113.6 97.1 117.6 97.1 112.7 97.6 116.5 96.4 114.1 97.3 113.4 
1. Grain 88.4 106.2 94.1 108.6 90.4 104.4 90.2 106.6 92.3 106.6 91.4 105.7 
2. Starch 98.5 106.3 98.6 105.6 97.9 100.1 102.7 103.7 101.6 118.9 103.8 113.5 
3. Bean and its 
products 
101.5 108.8 93.9 110.0 102.1 112.0 108.8 113.1 102.3 106.7 99.5 107.6 
4. Oil 87.9 128.3 82.7 124.9 79.6 124.5 84.5 132.8 87.6 121.5 90.8 128.1 
5. Meat and poultry 99.4 131.8 97.7 141.0 96.4 145.8 101.4 141.3 104.1 136.0 102.1 134.0 
6. Eggs 84.9 121.1 84.6 115.7 81.4 121.1 83.4 127.3 83.4 126.9 83.2 121.9 
7. Aquatic product 100.8 106.5 100.8 103.0 106.2 110.2 103.2 104.7 105.4 104.7 104.6 104.5 
8. Vegetable 105.3 109.5 101.4 102.2 105.9 103.0 106.5 111.5 100.5 111.1 100.3 106.7 
9. Condiment 102.1 103.7 102.4 108.5 99.2 99.9 103.4 101.7 99.7 105.6 100.3 107.5 
10. Sugar 104.9 100.7 99.8 100.1 100.6 101.0 100.7 101.0 100.1 98.3 99.8 99.0 
11. Fruit 97.9 102.6 96.3 106.0 97.0 98.1 97.1 104.7 99.0 103.2 92.5 107.6 
12. Pastry 99.0 102.8 96.5 108.1 98.1 101.9 98.4 102.1 98.7 102.5 99.1 103.6 
13. Milk and its 
product 
99.3 102.1 99.6 108.4 104.2 101.7 104.6 101.6 99.4 102.0 99.3 99.4 
14. Catering 99.8 107.5 100.1 113.7 99.8 104.8 99.9 105.9 98.8 106.3 99.5 105.6 
15. Other food 99.0 103.3 98.9 101.2 107.5 101.9 98.2 102.6 96.7 104.8 101.9 100.9 
Data source: China Rural Statistic Yearbook, 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2000-2012b) 
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3.1.2 Impacts on Rural Economy and Summary 
In the drought of year 2000, the rural economy among five regions shows a 
negative effect for the studied items. Compared with the level of 2007, the share of 
farming incomes of Qinghai, Jilin, Liaoning and Inner Mongolia decreased significantly 
(Qinghai decreased from 23.33% to 23.15%; Jilin, from 31.49% to 26.15%; Liaoning, 
from 8.89% to 7.53%; and Inner Mongolia, from 36.97% to 28.23%), while the share of 
farming income of Qinghai and Shanxi increased from 10.14% to 13.44% (see Table 
3.10). In addition for all five provinces, the annual gross income per capital of rural 
households benefited from the higher share of income from household business (see 
Table 3.11) compared with that of the baseline 2007. However, for five provinces, their 
shares of food consumption were higher than the baseline 2007 according to Table 3.12.  
For agricultural production, especially crop production, the main finding in the top 
five drought regions is that most of their production efficiencies decreased markedly. 
However, the annual data on the consumer price of food commodities did not reflect the 
negative effects caused by drought. During the year between 2000 and 2007, the 
agricultural and rural economy as well as household income and consumption had been 
exhibiting comprehensive growth. When the drought occurred, we find that the share of 
farming income would be lower, but it is still lack of detailed information to explain the 
negative effects of drought on agricultural and rural economy. The main reason is that 
drought lasted for an only short time, one or two months, and further rural households 
would still receive income from cultivated crops or new crops planted. Moreover, all 
rural households in drought regions benefited from various additional forms of income, 
such as households business. On the other hand, farmers could also found the part-time 
jobs in nearby cities.  
Therefore, it is difficult to understand the negative effects caused by the drought on 
the agricultural economy and rural households according to the annual data. 
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3.2 Interview Survey in the Drought-Affected Areas 
To investigate how farmers and the government protect agricultural production 
when drought occurs, we conducted an interview survey in some areas in which the 
drought was believed be more serious and designed a questionnaire for government 
employees and farmers. We selected Jilin and Liaoning provinces. In each province, we 
selected two different areas for the survey: drought-affected areas and 
drought-unaffected areas. In Jilin province, the drought-affected and drought-unaffected 
areas were Yaobei district (Case A) and Hougang village (Case C), respectively (see 
Figure 3.3). In Liaoning province, the drought-affected and drought-unaffected areas 
were Chaoyang county (Case B) and Panjin city (Case D), respectively (see Figure 3.4). 
This survey was conducted over approximately 10 days from August 9
th
 to August 20
th
 
in 2013. Background information for above four areas is presented in Table 3.13. This is 
information was given from the website of local government. It should be noted that the 
data on Yaobei district and Panjin city of year 2012 was not available for their 
government’s website. Because our research does not focus those four areas, these data 
does not play any important role in our study.  
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Figure 3.3 Survey areas in Jilin Province 
 Source: constructed by author. 
Note: the dark district presented the areas of interview survey: Baicheng and Changchun 
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Figure 3.4 Survey areas in Liaoning Province 
 Source: constructed by author. 
Note: the dark district presented the areas of interview survey: Chaoyang and Panjin 
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Table 3.13 Background information of surveyed areas 
Area Defined Affected area Unaffected area Affected area Unaffected area 
Locations Yaobei District, 
Baicheng City, 
Jilin Province 
(year 2001) 
Yushu County, 
Changchun City, 
Jilin Province 
(year 2012) 
Chaoyang County 
Chaoyang City, 
Liaoning Province 
(year 2012) 
Panjin City, 
Liaoning Province 
(year 2010) 
Local GDP 
(10 thousand yuan) 
114800 3405056 1378585 9265000 
Local agricultural GDP 
(10 thousand yuan) 
49900 1693004 766344 815000 
Farming GDP 
(10 thousand yuan) 
39221 985051 364191 383000 
Population (person) 476238 1307748 564802 1312000 
Agricultural population 221000 1100501 531021 459000 
Per capital net income 
of farmers (yuan/year) 
4430 11001 8533 9750 
Cultivated areas (ha), 
--- Paddy 
--- Corn 
--- Soybean 
--- potato 
--- vegetable 
--- oil seed 
123200 
34400 
51133.3 
1933.3 
1333.3 
 
 
391126 
72240 
6463 
289441 
9949 
11524 
 
77533.6 
 
56876.9 
 
 
10069 
1158.47 
1453000 
109000 
14500 
 
 
14900 
 
yields (ton), 
--- Paddy 
--- Corn 
--- Soybean 
--- potato 
--- vegetable 
 
352000 
466000 
4000 
11000 
 
 
629199 
2392851 
27617 
157722 
630643 
 
 
425108.4 
 
983631 
5250 
 
967000 
67000 
 
 
1212000 
Source: regional statistical bulletin from local government website: 
(1) Yaobei District, http://www.bctb.gov.cn/area/index.asp; 
(2) Yushu County, http://www.zw.yushu.gov.cn/bencandy.php?fid=610&id=23303; 
(3) Chaoyang County, http://www.cyx.gov.cn/showart.asp?action=gongkai&id=545; 
(4) Panjin City, http://www.panjin.gov.cn/pj/zfxx/tjgb/content/47793.html. 
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3.2.1 Background for the Interview Survey 
We interviewed some rural households and farmers working in urban areas, asking 
the following questions: 
(1) For a general rural family with multiple sources of income, in general, how 
much of its total income comes from farming and how much of comes from 
non-farming activities, such as family members who work in nearby towns or cities? 
(2) Did their yield decrease or their selling price increase due to the drought? 
(3) How did they protect their grain production from damage due to the drought? 
(4) If the damage of drought was serious, did they need to find a short-term jobs in 
a distant city for survival? 
(5) Did they obtain subsidies or other financial aid from the local government? If 
so, did they believe it was enough to compensate their losses from the drought? 
Because it was very difficult for the author to conduct this survey alone, the author 
requested help from some friends living in Jilin and Liaoning, who drove the author to 
interview farmers living in different areas. However, due to time limitations and the 
distances of some survey areas from the residences of these friends, the time for 
interviews with farmers was very limited, and the author was usually unable to walk 
around these survey areas to take photographs. 
In reality, more farmers were interviewed than those listed in the following 
analysis, and the survey areas were also comprised of more than four places. However, 
during the survey period, most of the farmers the author met refused to be interviewed. 
Moreover, the other survey areas are not “seriously drought-affected areas”; thus, they 
were not very relevant to the study. Furthermore, although some of interviewed farmers 
were kindly willing to help the author and answer the questions, they did not want to be 
photographed because they were afraid that the photos might get them in trouble.  
Another detail deserves a separate mention. The author’s friend introduced him to a 
former farmer. This former farmer used to have 10 mu of cropland for farming corn, but 
because of the urbanization of Changchun, he had to sell this land to the government 
two years earlier; now, he works in an Animation Industrial Park as a security guard. He 
invited the author to his office and answered the questions, contributing his rich 
experience in farming and knowledge of the background of the drought occurring in 
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Jilin. After this survey, this former farmer also introduced his friends, who are also 
former farmers, to help the author conduct the survey. On another day, the author’s 
friend found a village head who helped the author find four farmers to conduct the 
survey in his village office. In Liaoning province, the author has a friend working in the 
rural government as a civil servant. He also drove the author to find farmers living in 
different areas. Moreover, he provided some documents about agricultural prices, a 
village map including the irrigation system (Appendix 1) and an introduction to the 
agricultural insurance implemented in Liaoning province (Appendix 2). Finally, at the 
end of this survey, he also introduced a former farmer to author, who explained the 
water distribution between the irrigation water and pipe water as well as the irrigation 
system in his village by sketching two drafts of the irrigation system. These two drafts 
are the Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 which can be found in the following sections. 
 
3.2.2 Interviews of Farmers 
    (1) Drought-affected areas 
Case A: Yaobei District, Baicheng City, Jilin Province 
    Yaobei District is an area with a poor ecological environment and frequent natural 
disasters, especially spring and summer droughts. We interviewed seven farmers, whose 
main crops were paddy and corn, whose irrigation level increased from 95% to 100% 
and whose annual income was 11000 ~ 24000 yuan, of which approximately 70% was 
earned from farming and the rest from working in a nearby city (see Table 3.14).  
    They believed that 2001 was the year with the most severe drought, and the decline 
in yield ranged from approximately 50% or near 100%. They had to wait for the 
government to provide food for their basic survival, but there were no subsidies to 
compensate for losses from drought. At present, they have developed many strategies to 
protect their cultivation, such as digging a large well with funding from the government 
or a small well from their cooperative. The government also provided a subsidy and 
technical support for irrigation and cultivation during the drought period (see Table 3.15 
and 3.16). Technical support for water-saving irrigation includes spray irrigation, drip 
irrigation and hole irrigation for seeding as well as fertilization to improve the water 
storage capacity of the soil. Farmer 1 thought the subsidy was not enough to 
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compensate their losses due to the drought. Other farmers did not receive any subsidy 
because their losses were less than 30%. 
Case B: Chaoyang County, Chaoyang City, Liaoning Province 
Chaoyang County is located in the northwestern area of Liaoning province, where 
a severe drought occurs almost every year. We visited seven famers, all of whom 
cultivated corn and none of whom use mechanized irrigation equipment. Their income 
levels were very low and were essentially entirely from farming (see Table 3.17). In 
2009, their losses in yield were close to 100%, and they had to find short-term jobs as 
manual workers in a nearby city, with wages of 100~120 yuan per day. They also 
benefited from agricultural insurance and subsidy (40 yuan/mu for drought) from the 
government (see Table 3.18 and 3.19). In the two years studied, they have not 
experienced any serious droughts. They have developed a density-tolerant maize variety 
with drought resistance with technical support from the government. The government 
funded an irrigation system and reservoir as well as a few artificial precipitation 
enhancements in drought periods. 
    (2) Drought-unaffected areas 
Case C: Hougang Village, Dapo Town, Yushu County, Changchun City, Jilin 
Province 
The village head helped us visit four farmers. Farmers in this village have a high 
income level, most of which is from farming. They experienced almost no losses in 
yield from drought in these years (see Table 3.20 and 3.21). In the two years studied, 
they pumped water from a nearby river and drilled a well for irrigation funded by their 
cooperative and government. Furthermore, they earn a subsidy for cultivating 
drought-resistant crops of approximately 133 yuan per mu. 
Case D: Panjin City, Liaoning Province 
Panjin City is one of the main paddy cultivating areas in China. We interviewed 
three farmers, whose background information and responses to our questions are listed 
in Table 3.22 and 3.23. This area did not suffer serious losses in crop yields during the 
past 10 years. In the two years studied, farmers have been cultivating new varieties with 
help from the government and earning a subsidy for grain cultivation of 86.92 yuan per 
mu and a subsidy for the purchase of agricultural machinery. Therefore, the irrigation 
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level reached 100%. The government also provided funding for the development of a 
U-shaped groove and a T-shaped groove in a water-saving irrigation system. 
Furthermore, to encourage migrant workers back to their hometown to work, the 
government provided funds, skill training and vocational education. 
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Table 3.14 Background information of interviewed farmers of Case A 
Interviewed 
farmers 
Main crop 
and 
cultivated 
area (mu) 
Irrigation 
Rate 
Yield per 
mu 
(kg/mu) 
Selling 
price 
(kg/yuan) 
Income per 
mu 
(yuan/mu) 
Annual income (yuan) 
Total Farming Working 
Farmer 1 Paddy, 9 
Corn, 5 
100% 
100% 
Paddy, 
400; 
Corn, 
400 
Paddy,  
3.0 ~3.2;  
Con, 
1.72~1.74 
Paddy,1200 
Corn, 700 
20000 15000 5000 
Farmer 2 Paddy, 10 100% 400 3 ~3.2 1200 11000 6000 5000 
Farmer 3 Corn, 8 95% 400 1.78 600~700 15000 5000 10000 
Farmer 4 Paddy, 5 
Corn, 10 
100% 
100% 
400 
500 
Paddy, 3.0 
Con, 1.85 
Paddy, 
1200 
Corn, 1000 
24000 16000 8000 
Farmer 5 Corn, 10 100% 600 1.78~1.82 1000 16000 10000 6000 
Farmer 6 Corn, 6 100% 500 1.82 900~1000 14000 6000 8000 
Farmer 7 Paddy, 6 100% 500 3.1~3.2 1500 15000 9000 6000 
Source: constructed by author. Note: “working” means there was a part of income from family 
members working in nearby city. 
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Table 3.15 Changes in affected price and the available subsidy of Case A 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In 2001 In the two years studied 
Yield Selling price Subsidy for 
drought 
Yield Selling price Subsidy for 
drought 
Farmer 1 Paddy, -100% 
Corn, -80% 
No change No subsidy Paddy, -20%; 
Corn, -10% 
Paddy, +10%; 
Corn, +10% 
40 yuan / mu 
Farmer 2 -50% No change No subsidy Unaffected +10% No subsidy 
Farmer 3 -80% No change No subsidy -10% +5% No subsidy 
Farmer 4 Paddy, -60% 
Corn, -40% 
No change No subsidy Unaffected Paddy, +10%; 
Corn, +10% 
No subsidy 
Farmer 5 -80% No change No subsidy Unaffected +15% No subsidy 
Farmer 6 -100% No change No subsidy -10% +5% No subsidy 
Farmer 7 -60% No change No subsidy -10% +10% No subsidy 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table 3.16 Strategies of preventing the lose caused by drought of Case A 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In 2001 In the two years studied 
Farmers’ 
countermeasures 
Help from 
Government  
Farmers’ countermeasures Help from 
Government  
Farmer 1 Waiting for 
government’s bailouts 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Digging a big well with 
funding from government  
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 2 Digging a small and 
shallow well by himself 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Digging a big well with 
funding from government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 3 Waiting for 
government’s bailouts 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Buying water from 
government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 4 Buying water from the 
farmers owning a well 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Digging a big well with 
funding from government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 5 Waiting for 
government’s bailouts 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Digging a big well with 
funding from government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 6 Waiting for 
government’s bailouts 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Buying water from 
government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Farmer 7 Buying water from the 
farmers owning a well 
Providing food 
for basic life 
Buying water from 
government 
Technical support for 
irrigation and 
cultivation 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table 3.17 Background information of interviewed farmers of Case B 
Interviewed 
farmers 
Main crop 
and 
cultivated 
area (mu) 
Irrigation 
Rate 
Yield per 
mu 
(kg/mu) 
Selling price 
(kg/yuan) 
Income 
per mu 
(yuan/mu) 
Annual income (yuan) 
Total Farming Working 
Farmer 1 Corn, 15 0% 500 1.8~1.86 900 33500 13500 20000 
Farmer 2 Corn, 40 0% 400 1.8 700 38000 28000 10000 
Farmer 3 Corn, 30 0% 500 1.78~1.82 900 39000 27000 12000 
Farmer 4 Corn, 20 0% 500 1.78~1.82 900 48000 18000 30000 
Farmer 5 Corn, 25 0% 400~500 1.8 900 32500 22500 10000 
Farmer 6 Corn, 30 0% 400 1.85 700 28000 20000 8000 
Farmer 7 Corn, 10 0% 500 1.8~1.82 900 29000 9000 20000 
Source: constructed by author. Note: “working” means there are family members working in 
nearby city 
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Table 3.18 Changes in affected price and the available subsidy of Case B 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In 2009 In the two years studied 
Yield Selling price Subsidy for drought Yield Selling price Subsidy for 
drought 
Farmer 1 -100% +20%~+30% Agricultural insurance; Unaffected +20% No subsidy 
Farmer 2 -80% +20%~+30% Agricultural insurance; Unaffected +20% No subsidy 
Farmer 3 -100% +30% Agricultural insurance -15% +20% No subsidy 
Farmer 4 -100% +30% Agricultural insurance Unaffected +20% No subsidy 
Farmer 5 -100% +30% Agricultural insurance -20% +20% No subsidy 
Farmer 6 -100% +20% Agricultural insurance Unaffected +20%~+30% No subsidy 
Farmer 7 -100% +30% Subsidy for drought Unaffected +20% No subsidy 
Source: constructed by author. Note: Agricultural insurance for corn at average level: 140 yuan 
per mu; subsidy for drought: 40 per mu; the increase in selling price in present two years mainly 
due to the higher cost of fertilization, which increased more than 50%. 
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Table 3.19 Strategies of preventing the lose caused by drought of Case B 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In 2009 In the two years studied 
Farmers’ countermeasures Help from Government 
Farmers’ countermeasures and the help 
from government 
Farmer 1 
Finding a short-term job 
in nearby city, wage: 
100~120 yuan per day 
Introducing job 
opportunities in nearby 
city. 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government; 
organizing job fairs for farmers who 
want to work in city in short-term. 
Farmer 2 
Replanting corn or other 
crops after drought 
Technical support for 
replanting and water 
diversion by car 
Planting drought-resistant corn and 
introducing irrigation equipment with 
Technical support from government 
Farmer 3 
Replanting corn after 
drought 
Technical support for 
replanting and water 
diversion by car 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government 
Farmer 4 
Replanting corn after 
drought 
Technical support for 
replanting 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government 
Farmer 5 
Replanting corn or other 
crops after drought; 
Finding a short-term job 
in city 
Technical support for 
replanting; introducing 
job opportunities in 
nearby city 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government; 
organizing job fairs for farmers who 
want to work in city in short-term 
Farmer 6 
Replanting corn after 
drought 
Technical support for 
replanting 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government 
Farmer 7 
Finding a short-term job 
in nearby city, wage: 100 
yuan per day 
Introducing job 
opportunities in nearby 
city 
Planting drought-resistant corn with 
technical support from government; 
organizing job fairs for farmers who 
want to work in city in short-term 
Source: constructed by author. Note: “short-term job in city” mainly indicated the manual work 
in construction. “Technical support for drought-resistant corn” means government would 
appoint technical staff to help farmers cultivate new varieties of corn; other contributions of 
government include funding for irrigation system and reservoir as well as artificial 
precipitation-enhancement. 
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Table 3.20 Background information of interviewed farmers of Case C 
Interviewed 
farmers 
Main crop 
and 
cultivated 
area (mu) 
Irrigation 
Rate 
Yield per 
mu 
(kg/mu) 
Selling price 
(kg/yuan) 
Income 
per mu 
(yuan/mu) 
Annual income (yuan) 
Total Farming Working 
Farmer 1 paddy, 45 100% 500 3.1~3.24 2000 90000 90000 --- 
Farmer 2 paddy, 14 100% 500 3.1~3.24 2000 48000 28000 20000 
Farmer 3 paddy, 54 100% 500 3.1~3.24 2000 150000 100000 50000 
Farmer 4 paddy, 45 100% 500 3.1~3.24 2000 140000 90000 50000 
Source: constructed by author. Note: “working” means there are family members working in 
nearby city. 
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Table 3.21 Strategies of preventing the lose caused by drought of Case C 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In the period of drought in these 10 years 
Yield Selling price Help from government 
Farmer 1 Unaffected +30% Pumping water from nearby river, digging well with 
funding from government  Farmer 2 Unaffected +30% 
Farmer 3 -10% +30% 
Farmer 4 Unaffected +30% 
Source: constructed by author. Note: the increases in selling price are mainly attributed to the 
higher wage of farm workers as well as higher cost of fertilization, and both of them increased 
more than 30% in these years. 
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Table 3.22 Background information of interviewed farmers of Case D 
Interviewed 
farmers 
Main crop 
and 
cultivated 
area (mu) 
Irrigation 
Rate 
Yield per 
mu 
(kg/mu) 
Selling 
price 
(kg/yuan) 
Income 
per mu 
(yuan/mu) 
Annual income (yuan) 
Total Farming Working 
Farmer 1 paddy, 20 100% 500~550 3.1~3.5 2000 90000 40000 50000 
Farmer 2 paddy, 10 100% 500~550 3.1~3.5 2000 60000 20000 40000 
Farmer 3 paddy, 35 100% 500~550 3.1~3.5 2000 100000 70000 30000 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table 3.23 Strategies of preventing the lose caused by drought of Case D 
Interviewed 
farmers 
In the period of drought in these 10 years 
Yield Selling 
price 
Help from government 
Farmer 1 Unaffected +10% Cultivating new varieties with technical support provided by 
government; Funding for new irrigation technology for water-saving, for 
example by introducing U-shaped groove and T-shaped groove; 
encouraging migrant workers back to their hometown by providing 
related funds and skill training. 
Farmer 2 Unaffected +10% 
Farmer 3 Unaffected +10% 
Source: constructed by author. Note: the increases in selling price are mainly attributed to the 
policy that government continued to increase the minimum purchasing price of rice 
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3.2.3 Agricultural Insurance 
Agricultural insurance in China is one of the policies aimed at supporting and 
benefiting farmers by transferring risk from agricultural production and providing 
financial compensation to improve the ability of agriculture to withstand natural 
disasters. Both the central and local governments will give a certain percentage of the 
subsidies for the insurance premium. As a result, farmers pay only 20% of the premium 
and then receive financial compensation when the insured crop suffers losses in natural 
disasters. The following example from Liaoning province helps explain the insurance 
liability. During the period of insurance, if the insured crops have suffered loss due to 
the following reasons and the rate of loss is higher than 30%, the insurer is responsible 
for compensation according to this contract (see Table 3.24 and 3.25): (i) rainstorms, 
water-logging, and flooding (except floods induced by the government); (ii) wind 
damage and hail; (iii) drought and freeze-related disasters; and (iv) plant diseases and 
insects. However, the further discussion about the specific case of agricultural insurance 
will be given in the future study rather than in this study because of data limitation. 
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Table 3.24 Agricultural insurance: insured amount, rate and premium 
Insured crops Paddy Peanut Corn Wheat Soybean 
Basic 
insurance 
Amount 400 400 280 240 200 
Rate  4% 5% 6% 6% 6% 
Premium  16 20 16.8 14.4 12 
For drought 
and freeze 
disaster 
Amount 400 280 200 180 140 
Rate  2% 4% 4% 4% 4% 
Premium  8 11.2 8 7.2 5.6 
For plant 
diseases and 
insect pests 
Amount 400 --- --- --- --- 
Rate  2% --- --- --- --- 
Premium  8 --- --- --- --- 
Sum of premium per mu 32 31.2 24.8 21.6 17.6 
Pay by farmer (20%) 6.4 6.24 4.96 4.32 3.52 
Source: given from local government, Liaoning. 
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Table 3.25 Insurance standard start from final singling of seeding to mature and harvest 
Crops Growth period The highest standard of compensation per mu 
Paddy Transplanting to tillering Insurance amount per mu   40% 
Jointing to heading Insurance amount per mu   70% 
Flowering to mature Insurance amount per mu   100% 
Peanut Seeding Insurance amount per mu   40% 
Flowering to fruiting Insurance amount per mu   70% 
Mature Insurance amount per mu   100% 
Corn Seeding Insurance amount per mu   40% 
Jointing to spinning tasseling Insurance amount per mu   70% 
Mature Insurance amount per mu   100% 
Wheat Seeding to heading Insurance amount per mu   40% 
Flowering to grouting Insurance amount per mu   70% 
Mature Insurance amount per mu   100% 
Soybean Budding to early flowering Insurance amount per mu   40% 
early flowering to final flowering Insurance amount per mu   70% 
final flowering to mature Insurance amount per mu   100% 
Source: given from local government, Liaoning. 
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3.3 Water Parallel Pricing System and Water Pricing System 
3.3.1 Water Parallel Pricing System 
China’s NDRC (National Development and Reform Commission) issues regulations 
and provides general guidance on water pricing. Local governments and service providers 
(most are state-owned water companies) are responsible for enforcing these regulations 
(Rong, 2011). Because of a long history of implementing public policy by several 
independent management systems with limited coordination, the water resource 
management system used to be notoriously fragmented, involving multiple government 
agencies at both vertical and horizontal levels (Shen and Liu, 2008; Webber et al., 2008). 
For example, the Ministry of Water Resources (MWR) is responsible for water allocation 
planning and water rights administration and proposes water pricing policy. However, the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban and Rural Construction (MHURC) is responsible for water 
supply and wastewater treatment in urban areas. Finally, the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) 
is responsible for rural and agricultural water use and agricultural nonpoint pollution (Xie, 
2009). As discussed in previous studies, the fragmented water management and the water 
parallel pricing fail to distribute water among the major competing uses, primarily 
agricultural water use and the direct industrial abstraction of water. Moreover, as Zhong 
and Mol (2010) argued, the implementation of water tariffs does not run into problems of 
unclear responsibilities, poor collection rates and institutional capacities. Accordingly, the 
fragmented institutional framework and overlapping functions of different agencies are the 
main reasons for the inefficient water distribution between pipe water and irrigation water 
delivery, leading to a misallocation of water resources (such as Dudu and Chumi, 2008; 
Rong, 2011) (see Figure 3.5). 
Figure 3.6 presents a simplified depiction of the structure of the water distribution 
between pipe water and irrigation water. Near rivers or lakes, the local government 
constructed a water pumping station based on funding from government investment. This 
pumping station transports water from rivers or lakes into the main canal, where it will be 
distributed as pipe water by a main pipe and as irrigation water by a sub-canal. The main 
pipe is operated by the state-owned water production and distribution company, and the 
sub-canal is regulated by several village offices. The pipe water users, which mainly 
include the industrial and service sectors as well as households, should pay the water 
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company according to the amount of water they consume. In contrast, farmers should pay 
the irrigation cost to the village office or local government according to the size of their 
irrigated areas. Therefore, pipe water and irrigation water are formulated by volumetric and 
non-volumetric pricing (or called area pricing), respectively, and this water management 
system is called the water parallel pricing system (Xie, 2009; Nitikin et al., (2012). 
In detail, the pipe water is priced at the social marginal cost with the externalities in 
which the environment costs are included, specifically addressing the cost of environmental 
damage of production and consumption as well as the opportunity costs of depletion. In 
fact, this water price contains i) the direct cost of the resource, ii) user or depletion costs 
and iii) environment costs in the form of the tax imposed by the government to control 
water pollution and environmental damage. The first two costs are included in the marginal 
cost of production, and the last one cost is used to measure the externalities (World Bank, 
2007). 
In rural areas, water authorities directly collect payment from farmers who use the 
water for irrigation. In practice, farmers’ irrigation costs consist of a combination of two or 
three of the following four components: (i) payment to water authorities for the water 
supply, (ii) payment to village collectives for the construction and maintenance of the local 
water irrigation infrastructure, (iii) the cost of water pumping equipment and power and (iv) 
the water resource levy (Yang, Zhang and Zehnder, 2003). Moreover, Nitikin et al. (2012) 
indicated that the flat cost on irrigation severs the link between the payment for water and 
the amount of water consumed. This is why the increased irrigation costs have failed to 
narrow water demand: water authorities have a strong incentive to maximize revenue by 
increasing irrigation costs and expending water supply, and farmers believe that the current 
system of water charges fails to incentivize water conservation. 
Figure 3.7 shows the basic structure of the reservoir irrigation system at the village 
level in Liaoning province, which is similar to other regions. The reservoir, especially for 
those large-scale irrigated areas, is basically funded by government. Thus, the local 
government needs to collect payment from farmers to obtain a return on its investment and 
to maintain the daily operation of the irrigation system. Therefore, the local government or 
village office manages the main valve of the reservoir. If farmers need the water for 
irrigation, they must pay an irrigation cost to operate the sub-valve of the system. The 
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irrigation cost is regulated by non-volumetric pricing because it is formulated according to 
the size of the irrigated area (yuan per mu) and will change with the weather and cultivated 
crops. Actually, during our survey, a village head indicated that this irrigation cost acts as 
the operating cost, only covering the variable cost of the total irrigation cost. In contrast, 
the fixed cost of the construction of the infrastructure is supported by the government, 
acting as a subsidy for farmers to lower their costs in farming production (see Figure 3.8). 
In this study, we select the 15 regions as well as an “other region” entity as the main 
crop-producing areas in China. We also collect the irrigation water cost per mu of ten crops 
cultivated in the above regions from the official database, the National Agricultural 
Production Cost and Revenue Information Summary 2008 (NDRCC, 2008) (see Table 
3.26). If the regional irrigation water costs for a crop at the selected regional level are not 
available in the database, the region’s irrigation water costs for this crop are assumed to be 
equal to the national level; this assumption is applied for fruit, potato, sorghum and other 
crops. Moreover, the values of “other crops,” mainly represented by bean and cotton, are 
calculated by the weighted average method, where the weight is the share of their 
cultivated area in the total cultivated area of other crops. In detail, the national irrigation 
costs of bean and cotton are, respectively, 0.79 and 9.02 yuan per mu, and their cultivated 
areas are 11780 and 5976 thousand ha. Thus, the estimated irrigation water costs of “other 
crops” are           
     
     
       
    
     
, where 30283 is the value of the total 
cultivated areas of other crops. Therefore, we can estimate the irrigation water input costs 
using the following equation (3.1). Here, the data in Table 3.26 and the Table 3.27 are used, 
and the estimated regional irrigation water input costs are presented in Table 3.28. 
        ij ij ij
yuan
Irrigation water input cost yuan irrigation cost Cultivated area mu
mu
 
 
 
      (3.1) 
where i = crops; j = regions. 
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Figure 3.6 Surface water distributions between irrigation water and pipe water  
Source: constructed by author according to interview survey with farmers 
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Figure 3.7 Reservoir irrigation systems at village level 
Source: constructed by author according to interview survey with farmers  
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3.3.2 Regional Water Price Distortions and Equilibrium Irrigation Water Input Costs 
Fragmented water management and water parallel pricing has caused serious price 
distortions for both irrigation water and pipe water for different regions and different 
crops. To show these distortions, we use the volumetric pricing method (water use (yuan) 
divided by water withdrawal (m
3
)) to derive the irrigation water price and pipe water 
price. However, China’s official database does not contain detailed information for 
irrigation water use and withdrawal; rather, it provides data for agricultural water, which 
includes the water consumed by all agricultural sectors, including farming, forestry, 
animal husbandry, fishery and the agriculture services. Furthermore, as mentioned 
previously, pipe water mainly represents the water consumed by the industrial and 
service sectors as well as households. However, according to the Input-Output Tables of 
China 2007 (NBSC, 2009) and the China Regional Input-Output Tables 2007 (NBSC, 
2011), pipe water is also consumed by agricultural sectors, where the pipe water is 
represented by the water production and distribution sector and the agricultural sectors 
include farming, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and the agriculture services, 
although this consumption is not very high. In fact, the use of pipe water for irrigation is 
limited in rural areas very close to urban areas. The main portion of irrigation water 
comes from the local irrigation system, as mentioned previously.  
Furthermore, the water withdrawal data are given by the China Statistical Yearbook 
on the Environment 2008 (NBSC & NBEPC, 2000-2012), where agricultural water 
includes irrigation water, as well as the water used in non-farming sectors, including 
forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and the agriculture services; industrial water 
includes the water consumed by industrial sectors; and residential water includes the 
water consumed by construction and service sectors, as well as households. 
Therefore, by applying the volumetric pricing method, we can estimate the 
agricultural water price and the pipe water price, assuming that the agricultural water 
price is equal to the irrigation water price. The network for this estimation is shown in 
Figure 3.9. Accordingly, we define the agricultural water use to be equal to the sum of 
sectoral irrigation water input costs plus the pipe water used in agricultural water sectors 
(see equation 3.2). Furthermore, the pipe water used in industrial and service sectors as 
well as households is the equal to the sum of industrial and service water uses plus the 
78 
households’ water uses (see equation 3.3) (see Table 3.29). It is assumed that different 
sectors in the same region share the same agricultural water price and pipe water price; 
thus, we only derive the agricultural water price and pipe water price at the regional 
level to reflect the regional water price distortions between the agricultural water price 
and pipe water price (see Table 3.30). Consequently, we can derive the agricultural 
water price and the pipe water price using equations (3.4) and (3.5), where the former is 
assumed to equal the irrigation water price, as mentioned above. 
             ijij ij
i
Pipe water uses of agricultureAgricultural water uses yuan Irrigation water input costs yuan 
(3.2) 
     =
            ( )
      
j
j j j
Pipe water uses of industrial and service sectors as well as households yuan
Industrial water uses yuan service water uses yuan households water uses yuan 
 
  (3.3) 
 
 
 
3
3
 
  
  /
  
j
j
j
Agricultural water uses yuan
Agricultural water price yuan m
Agricultural water withdrawals m
 
  
 
       (3.4) 
 
 
 
3
3
  /
           
    
j
j
j
Pipe water price yuan m
Pipe water uses of industrial and service sectors as well as households yuan
Industrial and residential water withdrawals m

    (3.5) 
where i = crops; j = regions; and the agricultural water price is assumed to be equal 
the irrigation water price: 
 
   3 3  /   /
j j
Agricultural water price yuan m Irrigation water price yuan m
. 
 
According to the results of estimated water prices, we find that the water prices are 
significantly different across regions and sectors. That is, different regions’ agricultural 
water prices are different, as are the pipe water prices, and in the same region, 
agricultural water prices are also different from the pipe water prices. Therefore, water 
price distortions between agricultural water price and the pipe water price are 
significant.  
As mentioned above, the pipe water price in China is equal to the social marginal 
cost. The difference between the irrigation water price (represented by the agricultural 
water price) and the marginal cost can be regarded as the subsidy on irrigation water. 
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Using the irrigation water input costs (Table 3.30) as well as the agricultural water price 
and pipe water price (column “Water price” in Table 3.30), we estimate the equilibrium 
irrigation water input costs according to equation (3.6). The estimated results of the 
actual irrigation water input costs are shown in Table 3.31. Therefore, the subsidy on 
irrigation water can also be calculated using the equations (3.7), and the results are 
shown in Table 3.32. We assume that the agricultural water price and pipe water price 
only vary by region and not sector and thus that the subsidy rates also only vary by 
regions and not sector (see equation 3.8). The results of the estimated subsidy rate are 
shown in Table 3.30. It should be noted that the sectoral actual irrigation water input 
costs of “other regions” are equal to the differences between the national level and the 
sum of the given 15 regions; thus, the subsidy rates of “other regions” vary by crop. 
Hence, the subsidy rate of “other regions” recorded in Table 3.30 is equal to the sum of 
all crops’ subsidies divided by the sum of their actual irrigation water input costs. 
 
 
 
 
3
3
    
   /
   
  /
ij
j
ij
j
Equilibrium irrigation water input costs yuan
Pipe water price yuan m
Irrigation water input costs yuan
Irrigation water price yuan m
 
      (3.6) 
 
   
   
       
ij
ij ij
Subsidy for irrigation water yuan
Irrigation water input costs yuan Equilibrium irrigation water input costs yuan 
  (3.7) 
 
 
   
    
    
ij
ij
ij
Subsidy for irrigation water yuan
Subsidy rate for irrigation water
Equilibrium irrigation water input costs yuan

  (3.8) 
Additionally, the relationship between irrigation water price and pipe water price 
for given 16 regions can be derived by the following equation (3.9). 
 
   3
3
  /
1       /
j
ij j
Irrigation water price yuan m
Subsidy rate for irrigation water Pipe water price yuan m  
       (3.9) 
where i = crops; j = regions; and the irrigation water price is assumed to be equal 
the agricultural water price: 
   3 3  /   /
j j
Irrigation water price yuan m Agricultural water price yuan m
.
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3.3.3 Reform to Water Pricing System 
During these years, China has been experimenting with reform to resolve conflicts 
between agricultural and industrial users (Lohmar et al., 2003). China’s first integrated 
urban and rural water affairs management reform began in 1993 in Shenzhen, 
Guangdong Province. The main objective was to restructure the water management by 
setting up the Water Affairs Bureau (WAB) to incorporate part of all of the functions of 
resources management, service regulation and environment management, or 
re-designing the functions of the current pricing system (Shen and Liu, 2008). 
Furthermore, in principle, the establishment of a water market is now possible after the 
revised national Water Law came into force in late 2002 (Yuan and Chen, 2005). 
However, many regions still do not carry out the reform, and the functions of some 
existing Water Affairs Bureaus are still unfit for the complicated socio-economic and 
environmental affairs of water use. For example, when we were conducting the survey, 
a local government office (in Yingkou City, Liaoning Province) provided us with a 
notice about a series of agricultural prices including the price of agricultural water use 
(see Figure 3.11). The agricultural water use represents the water use of all agricultural 
sectors, including farming (irrigation), forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and the 
agriculture services. Its price is a guidance price regulated based on the volumetric 
pricing method, and the subsidy is still included in this price. The office staff claimed 
that this price level is same as in some other provinces, but in many provinces, this price 
is difficult to apply, and even in Liaoning Province, many regions also cannot put this 
price into practice. The main reason is a lack of metering equipment to measure the 
actual amount of agricultural water withdrawal, especially for the irrigation water 
withdrawal. Thus, the old pricing method, the irrigation water cost per area as 
mentioned previously, is still used by many local governments. 
At the current stage of the reform, the price of water for irrigation still contains the 
subsidy even though many existing studies argued that China should reduce this subsidy 
to save water and control agricultural pollution. For example, the World Bank stated 
(2002) that low charges and the lack of accurate water measurement and the volumetric 
water charging system results in the inefficient use of water. In future water pricing 
reform, China should continue to strengthen the reform and improve the function of the 
86 
WAB, and a volumetric pricing reform should be promoted for the use of both irrigation 
water and pipe water (see Figure 3.10). As a result, both irrigation water and pipe water 
would be priced according to their social marginal costs 
[1]
 (World Bank, 2007; Webber 
et al., 2008; Xie, 2009; Rong, 2011; Nitikin et al., 2012).  
Additionally, Huang et al. (2006) established an effective water pricing policy 
where the water price is increased to the level of the marginal cost. They found that the 
water pricing policy has great potential to curb demand and help policy makers address 
the emerging water crisis; however, dealing with the negative production and income 
impacts of the higher irrigation cost will pose a number of challenges to policy makers. 
Furthermore, in the further reform to the water pricing system, Zhou (2010) suggested 
that the subsidy of irrigation water should be undertaken by all sectors including 
production sectors and households who consume agricultural products. Thus, the 
subsidy should be imposed on the price of agricultural products, and the price of 
agricultural products will be increased to promote the water savings and to protect the 
water resources. 
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3.4 Summary 
Despite the implementation of several means of protecting farmers from drought, such as 
agricultural insurance and subsidies, all of the interviewed farmers complained that the 
compensation was too low. However, it is also difficult for the government to measure the 
actual losses in farmers’ welfare. Therefore, it is meaningful to model the occurrence of 
drought and derive the actual impacts on the agricultural and rural economy. In this way, the 
negative effects of drought on different crop productions and the welfare of rural household in 
different affected regions can be measured. The computable general model can achieve these 
measurements. 
Based on a literature review and an interview survey of rural households, we found that 
the present pricing processes for irrigation water and pipe water are parallel due to the 
fragmented water management system (creating a water parallel pricing system). The main 
reason for the current parallel system is the fragmented water management system, which has 
been working to promote industrialization and protect agricultural production from natural 
hazards, especially drought. However, this water parallel pricing system caused serious price 
distortions between the irrigation water and pipe water across different regions. Therefore, the 
central government should reconstruct the current water management system to make it 
integrated, such that both irrigation water and pipe water are priced together according to their 
social marginal costs, increasing the efficiency of the water management and distribution. 
Moreover, rural households would be better off selling their water rights to industrial and 
other users, as in the water market experiment in Zhangye City. Furthermore, households 
from both urban and rural areas will benefit from more water resources.  
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End note: 
[1]: In the current water parallel pricing system, the supply curve of irrigation water is 
depicted in the right side of the upper half of the following figure as a vertical line, and the 
irrigation price is determined by the government, which involves the subsidy. The right side 
of the upper half of the following figure shows the determination of the pipe water price, 
where the pipe water price is higher than the marginal cost and equal to the social marginal 
cost when the environment cost is included. In the current reform of the water pricing system 
(see the middle part of the following figure), the integrated water price contains both the 
irrigation water price and the pipe water price, which means that both irrigation water and 
pipe water will be priced with the volumetric method. Thus, their prices will be equal their 
social marginal costs (see the bottom half of the following figure), and the price of water for 
irrigation will still contain a subsidy to protect the agriculture and farmers. In the further 
reform of the water pricing system, the integrated water will be priced at its social marginal 
cost level as undertaken by all water demand sectors, and the subsidy will be imposed on the 
prices of agricultural products so that the actual prices of agricultural products will be lower 
than their marginal costs level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S’ 
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Note: Q = water amount; P = water price; S = water supply curve; S’ = water supply curve with the 
externalities; D = water demand curve;               = price of agricultural products;               = 
amount of agricultural products;               = supply curve of agricultural products;                = 
demand curve of agricultural products 
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Chapter 4 
Social Accounting Matrix of China’s Macro Economy for 2007 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The social accounting matrix (SAM) as a general equilibrium data system captures 
the circular interdependence of characteristics of any economic system among (a) 
production activities, (b) the distribution of value added generated by each production 
activity and (c) the income distribution among institutions. A SAM is defined by Round 
(2003) as “a particular representation of the macro and micro economic accounts of a 
socio-economic system, which capture the transactions and transfers between all 
economic agents in the system” (see Table 4.1). In previous studies, SAMs were used to 
address poverty and income distribution and related policies and plans (Pyatt and 
Thorbecke, 1976; Pyatt and Roe, 1977), to complement the multiplier model and 
structural path model (Powell and Round, 1998; Round, 2003) and to consider national 
development and the related policy recommendations (Morilla, Díaz-Salazar and 
Cardenete, 2007). Lasmono and Tokunaga (2010) used an accounting multiplier 
decomposition and structure path analysis to study biodiesel production in Indonesia. 
Based on a two-region SAM (Shanghai/other regions), Zhong and Tokunaga (2014) 
applied the structure path analysis to measure the influences of water supply in 
Shanghai on other sectors in Shanghai and in other regions and to identify the paths 
with significant influences in detail. 
In this study, the modifications based on Ge (2011)’s SAM are shown in Figure 4.1. 
First, we construct a basic macro-SAM by introducing the pipe water, which is defined 
in the Input-Output Tables of China 2007 as the sector “water production and 
distribution”, and modify the agricultural labor and the non-agricultural labor as 
mentioned above. Second, we introduce the 16 regions’ irrigation water and their 
relative subsidie. The result is the macro-SAM with 16 regions’ irrigation water 
(SAM-16R), as shown in Table 4.4 and presented in detail in Appendix 4. Third, we 
aggregate the regional values into the macro level and construct macro-SAMs with the 
water parallel pricing system (SAM-WPP) and with the water pricing system (SAM-WP) 
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(the detailed SAMs are presented in Appendix 5 and Appendix 6, respectively).  
Furthermore, based on the SAM-16R, SAM-WPP and SAM-WP, we construct four 
different SCGE models for simulation. First, based on the SAM-16R, we construct a 
SCGE model with 16 regions’ irrigation water (SCGE-16R) to simulate the drought of 
the year 2000 in China. Second, the SAM-WPP and SAM-WP are applied in our other 
three SCGE models respectively to contribute to the policy analysis by identifying the 
superior pricing system for agricultural production and rural households. Precisely, the 
SAM-WPP is used in the SCGE model with the water parallel pricing system 
(SCGE-WPP); the SAM-WP is used in the two SCGE models with the water pricing 
system under two cases including the case of current reform (SCGE-WP_A) and 
another case of further reform (SCGE-WP_B). The following section will discuss the 
construction of the SAMs in detail. Those SCGE models and simulation will be 
discussed in Chapters 5 and Chapter 6.  
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4.2 Modification of Macro-SAM 
4.2.1 Basic Macro-SAM with the Pipe Water 
The data set essentially has the form of the 2007 SAM for China contributed by Ge 
(2011) (see Table 4.2). A detailed explanation can be found in Ge (2011). The 
multi-regional factors obtained from Ge (2011) include agricultural labor, croplands and 
rural households, which are divided into 16 regions as follows: Guangdong, Jiangxi, 
Hainan, Yunnan, Guangxi, Henan, Jilin, Anhui, Heilongjiang, Hebei, Hubei, Chongqing, 
Sichuan, Inner Mongolia, Shandong and “other” (see Figure 4.2). 
 
4.2.1.1 Modification of Agricultural Labor 
The information on regional inputs for sectoral cropland and agricultural labor 
required for the disaggregation are calculated using the area planting data from the 
China Agricultural Yearbook 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008) and the National Agricultural 
Production Cost and Revenue Information Summary 2008 (NDRCC, 2008). These data 
are used to establish the cost structure of regional inputs of cropland and agricultural 
labor, and the regional inputs of agricultural labor are calculated according to the input 
coefficient derived by adopting the regional labor cost per mu and cultivated area (Ge, 
2011).  
Overall, the estimated cropland input costs are equal to the cropland cost per mu 
times the cultivated area (mu) (see equation 4.1), where the subsidies for cultivation are 
already involved. Thus, the input costs of regional cropland are much lower than the 
equilibrium rent, which is determined at the level that farmers are willing to pay, and the 
estimated cropland inputs are very small (see Figure 4.3). More precisely, the sectoral 
cropland inputs were subtracted from the initial sectoral capital inputs, which were also 
discussed by Ge (2011).  
         
ij ij
ij
yuan
Cropland input costs yuan Cropland cost per area Cultivated area mu
mu
   
    (4.1) 
Where: i = crops; j = regions. 
Furthermore, Ge (2011) argued that agricultural labor includes only the labor 
provided by rural households and non-agricultural labor only that provided by urban 
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households. In addition, agricultural labor is employed by agricultural sectors and the 
construction sector. Thus, the agricultural labor input costs of agricultural sectors are 
calculated based on the agricultural labor cost per area and the cultivated area, which is 
similar to the cropland, as follows: 
 
 
   
      
ij
ij
ij
Agricultural labor input costs yuan
yuan
Agricultural labor cost per area Cultivated area mu
mu
   
        (4.2) 
Where: i = crops; j = regions. 
Moreover, the agricultural labor inputs of construction sector were estimated by Ge 
(2011) based on the China Labor Statistical Yearbook (NBSC, 2003 and 2008). This 
sector is included because, every year, many farmers move from rural areas to urban 
areas to find short-term jobs during the non-farming season and these short-term jobs 
are mainly in the construction sector due to the rapid urbanization creating a need for 
porters, welders and other manual workers. However, according to the official 
explanation from China Rural Statistical Yearbook (NBSC, 2000-2012b), these manual 
workers should be defined as non-agricultural labor; thus, rural households would earn 
labor income from both the agricultural and non-agricultural labor supply. Therefore, in 
the SAM, we modified Ge (2011)’s SAM by adding the agricultural input of 
construction (cell “16AGRLB-OTH” = 5036 of Table 4.2) into the initial 
non-agricultural input of construction (cell “NAGRLB-OTH” = 77830 of Table 4.2, 
where “OTH” includes the construction sector) to obtain the actual non-agricultural 
input of construction (cell “NGRLB-OTH” = 82621 = 5036+77830 of Table 4.3). We 
should then move the initial value of the agricultural input of construction into the 
account of rural households’ non-agricultural revenue (see cell 
“16HHDRUAL-NAGRLB” of Table 4.3) and subtract 5036 from the initial agricultural 
labor income (see Figure 4.4). In reality, rural households also obtained non-agricultural 
income from other production sectors, but those data are limited in the current database. 
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Figure 4.2 The 16 regions considered in this study 
Source: constructed by author 
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Figure 4.3 Estimation of cropland by Ge (2011) 
Source: constructed by authors 
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ij
ij
Cropland input costs yuan
Cropland cost per area yuan mu
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
   
Where: i = crops; j = regions. 
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Very small values of 
cropland input costs 
Equilibrium rent  
Cropland cost per area 
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Figure 4.4 Modification of agricultural labor and non-agricultural labor 
Source: constructed by authors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ge (2011) Modification in this study 
Agricultural labor inputs 
(‘31599’, see the cell 
“16ARGLB-Total” of Table 4.2) 
Agricultural production sectors 
(‘26564’, see the cell 
“16ARGLB-AGR” of Table 4.2) 
Construction sectors 
(‘5036’, see the cell 
“16ARGLB-OTH” of Table 4.2) 
Agricultural labor income of rural 
households: from ‘31599’ to ‘26564’ see 
the cell “16HHDRUAL-16ARGLB” of 
Table 4.3) 
Non-agricultural labor income of rural 
households: from ‘0’ to ‘5036’ see the 
cell “16HHDRUAL-NARGLB” of Table 
4.3) 
Non-agricultural labor inputs of 
construction: (from ‘377830’ to ‘82621’, 
see the cell “NARGLB -OTH” of Table 
4.3) 
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4.2.1.2 Modifications of Production Activities 
We divide the production sectors into three categories: i) farming sectors (10 crops, 
including paddy, wheat, corn, vegetable, fruit, oil seed, sugarcane, potato, sorghum and 
other crops), allocated across the 16 regional agricultural labor, cropland and irrigation 
water inputs that this study focuses on; ii) non-farming sectors, which include animal 
husbandry, forestry, fishery and the agriculture services employing capital and 
non-agricultural labor as well as 16 regional agricultural labor inputs; and iii) “other” 
sectors including the construction, industrial and service sectors.  
The modifications in the production sectors based the SAM of Ge (2011) include 
the following. First, in the farming sectors, cassava is aggregated into “other crops” due 
to the limited availability of its water input data. Second, “alcohol, drinks and tobacco 
production” and “a part of alcohol production” are aggregated into the new sector 
“alcohol, drinks and tobacco production”. Third, “oil product production” and “gasoline 
blended with 10% ethanol production” are aggregated into the new sector “gasoline and 
other oil production”. Finally, “automobile production” and “other manufacturing” are 
aggregated into the new sector “other manufacturing” (see Figure 4.5). In addition, the 
account settings in this study corresponding to the Input-Output Table of China 2007 
(NBSC, 2009) are shown in Table 4.3. 
Furthermore, the SAM presented by Ge (2011) uses an aggregated account, 
Electrical, Gas and Water; thus, the first step is to extract the water account from this 
aggregated account. Moreover, because the Input-Output Table of China 2007 only uses 
one sector, called the Agricultural Sector, to present the aggregated farmers sectors, we 
have to assume that among all farming sectors, there is a constant share of electric 
power and gas within the initial aggregated account of Electrical, Gas and Water of 
99.36% (see Table 4.4). We then use this share value to separate the sectoral water 
inputs and the aggregated electric power input. Specifically, the estimated sectoral water 
inputs in the farming sectors derived from the Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 
2009) are too small and are defined as the Production and Distribution of Water. In other 
words, this is the pipe water input of farming sectors (Table 4.5). 
Moreover, the input-output values of the above two accounts, the water account 
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and the aggregated account of electric power and gas, are all collected from the 
Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009), including (i) their intermediate inputs, 
labor inputs and capital inputs (Table 4.6); (ii) the production of the non-farming, 
industrial and service sectors, for which they act as inputs (Table 4.7); and (iii) the final 
consumption of investment (= zero), government (= zero) and urban households (Table 
4.8). Additionally, the water consumption of 16 regions’ rural households is derived 
from the China Regional Input-Output Table (NBSC, 2011). In other words, for both 
urban and rural households, their previous aggregated consumption of electric power, 
gas and water should be separated into water consumption and the aggregated 
consumption of electric power and gas (see Figure 4.6). 
Accordingly, the basic macro-SAM with pipe water represented by the simplified 
format is shown in Table 4.9. 
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Production sectors given from Ge (2011) Production sectors defined in this study 
1. Farming sectors 
---Paddy 
---Wheat 
---Corn 
---Vegetable 
---Fruit 
---Oil seed 
---Sugarcane 
---Potato 
---Sorghum 
---Cassava 
---Other crops 
 
2. Non-farming sectors 
 
3. The Production and Supply of  
Electricity, Gas and Water 
 
4. Alcohol, Drinks and Tobacco production 
5. A part of Alcohol production 
 
6. Oil Products Production 
7. Gasoline Blended with 10% Ethanol Production 
 
8. Automobile Production 
9. Other Manufactures 
 
10. Other sectors 
1. Farming sectors 
---Paddy 
---Wheat 
---Corn 
---Vegetable 
---Fruit 
---Oil seed 
---Sugarcane 
---Potato 
---Sorghum 
---Other crops 
 
 
2. Non-farming sectors 
 
3. Production and Supply of Electricity and Gas 
4. Production and distribution of water (pipe water) 
 
5. Alcohol, Drinks and Tobacco production 
 
 
6. Gasoline and Other Oil products 
 
 
10. Other Manufactures 
 
 
5. Other sectors 
Figure 4.5 Modifications of the productions sectors 
Source: constructed by author 
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Figure 4.6 Modifications of the water consumption of households 
Source: constructed by author. Note: (1) households include urban households and the rural 
households of 16 regions; (2) the water consumption of urban households is obtained from the 
Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009); (3) the water consumptions of the rural 
households of 16 regions are given from the China Regional Input-Output Table (NBSC, 2011).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ge (2008):  
Aggregated consumption of 
electric power, gas and water  
This study: 
(1) Aggregated electric power and gas 
consumption 
(2) Water consumption; 
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Table 4.3 Production and its relative commodity sectors classification 
Sectors in Input-Output Tables of China 
2007 (NBSC, 2009) 
Classification 
Code (II level) 
Sectors in the aggregated SAM Abbreviation 
Farming, Forestry, Animal Husbandry & 
Fishery 
001 Paddy PDR 
Wheat WHT 
Corn CORN 
Vegetables VEG 
Fruits FRU 
Oil Seeds OSD 
Sugarcane SUR 
Potato POT 
Sorghum SOR 
Other crops OCR 
003 Animal Husbandry ANM 
002 Forestry FRS 
004 Fishery FSH 
005 Services in Support of Agriculture 
(Agriculture Services) 
ASER 
Mining and Washing of Coal 006 Coal COAL 
Extraction of Petroleum and Natural Gas 007 Petroleum OG 
Other Mining 008-010 Other Mining OMN 
Manufacture of Foods and Tobacco 015 Meat MT 
013 Vegetable oil VOL 
019 Milk MIL 
011, 012 Grain products PCR 
014 Sugar SGR 
016-018, 020, 021 Other food OFD 
022-024 Alcohol, Drinks and Tobacco ADT 
Processing of Petroleum, Coking, 
Processing of Nuclear Fuel 
037 Gasoline and other oil products GAO 
Other Manufactures 025-036, 038-091 Other manufactures OTM 
Construction 095 Construction CNS 
Wholesale and Retail Trades; 
Hotels and Catering Services 
108-110 Trade TRD 
Traffic, Transport and Storage 096-102 Transport TRS 
Financial Intermediation 111, 112 Insurance and Finance I_F 
Information Transmission, Computer 
Service and Software 
105,106 Communication and Computer CMC 
Other Services 
103, 104, 107, 
113-135 
Other Services OTS 
Production and Supply of Electric Power 
and Heat Power as well as Gas; 
092, 093 Energy ELG 
Production and Distribution of Water 094 
Water 
(pipe water / integrated water) 
WAP/WAT 
Source: constructed by author refers to Ge (2011)  
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Table 4.4 Inputs of water and the aggregated electric power and gas in agricultural production 
Sectors in  Input-Output 
Table of China 2007 
(NBSC, 2009) 
Classification 
Code 
The values of the inputs 
in agricultural sector (ten 
thousand yuan) 
The share of these input 
in their aggregated 
account (A1) 
Production and Supply of 
Electric Power* 
23 3553636 99.08% 
Production and Supply of 
Gas* 
24 10222 0.28% 
Production and Distribution 
of Water (pipe water)* 
25 22931 0.64% 
Aggregated account 1 (A1): 
Electric power, Gas and 
Water (Ge, 2011)** 
 3586790 100% 
Aggregated account 2 (A2): 
Electric power and Gas*** 
 3563858 99.36% 
Water account***  22931 0.64% 
Source: *Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009); **Ge (2011); ***estimated by 
author. 
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Table 4.5 Inputs of aggregated electric power and gas and water in farming sectors 
Farming Sectors 
Unit: 10 thousand yuan 
Inputs of aggregated 
electric power, gas and 
water (EGW)* 
Inputs of aggregated 
electric power and gas 
(ELG)** 
Inputs of water 
(WAP)** 
PDR 642773 638664 4109 
WHT 403633 401052 2581 
CORN 231383 229904 1479 
VEG 217590 216199 1391 
FRU 446901 444044 2857 
OSD 48968 48655 313 
SUR 11157 11086 71 
POT 9596 9535 61 
SOR 643 639 4 
OCR 1574145 1564081 10064 
Total 3586789 3563858 22931 
Source: * Ge (2011); ** estimated by author, where each value of ELG = EGW - WAP. 
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Table 4.6 inputs in the productions of aggregated electric power and gas and water 
Unit: 10 thousand yuan Sectors EGW* ELG*** WAP** 
In
te
rm
ed
ia
te
 i
n
p
u
ts
 
PDR 101 101 0 
WHT 93 93 0 
CORN 803 803 0 
VEG 1 1 0 
FRU 1 1 0 
OSD 33 33 0 
SUR 0 0 0 
POT  7 7 0 
SOR 0 0 0 
OCR 3634 3634 0 
ANM 237 237 0 
FRS 764 764 0 
FSH 40 40 0 
ASER 0 0 0 
COAL 33731747 33719380.57 12366 
OG 9158837 9136450.718 22386 
OMN 83968 82808.98259 1159 
MT 0 0 0 
VOL 4210 4105.143171 105 
MIL 0 0 0 
PCR 0 0 0 
SGR 74 27.09866238 47 
OFD 0 0 0 
ADT 1005351 972516.414 32835 
GAO 12970040 12868918.92 101121 
OTM 37016023 35447586.67 1568436 
CNS 116620 102567.844 14052 
TRD 3503438 3339154.834 164283 
TRS 3958707 3856064.893 102642 
I&F 12105172 11482720.91 622451 
CMC 1858416 1813875.637 44540 
OTHSER 9102755 8240552.19 862203 
EGW* 117310386 
  
ELG 
 
113943998 2350193 
WAP 
 
607377 408817 
Value added 
NAGRLB 24354364 21911509.48 2442855 
CAP 59107040 56817081.92 2289958 
Indirect tax ATAX 12338181 11590369 747812 
Rest of world ROW 179857 179857 0 
Total output 337910900 326122638.1 11788262.42 
Source: *Ge (2011); **Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009). 
Note: *** Each value of ELG = EGW - WAP 
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Table 4.7 Inputs of aggregated electric power, gas and water in other sectors 
Non-farming, industrial 
and service sectors  
Unit: 10 thousand yuan 
Inputs of aggregated 
electric power, gas and 
water (EGW)* 
Inputs of aggregated 
electric power and gas 
(ELG)*** 
Inputs of water 
(WAP)** 
ANM 434057 423137 10920 
FRS 60712 53354 7358 
FSH 347892 338689 9203 
ASER 262788 222310 40478 
COAL 6188438 6066419 122019 
OG 6921698 6794049 127649 
OMN 11471999 11320341 151658 
MT 211652 189773 21879 
VOL 404458 376525 27933 
MIL 210846 197720 13126 
PCR 1152558 1096329 56229 
SGR 135758 132535 3223 
OFD 1871646 1829174 42472 
ADT 1039776 934677 105099 
OTM 124590649 120468113 4122536 
CNS 8572397 8339772 232625 
TRD 9375892 8642198 733694 
TRS 4038411 3792739 245672 
I&F 1816038 1681787 134251 
CMC 2366482 2194496 171986 
OTHSER 14025744 12635414 1390330 
EGW* 117310386   
ELG  113943998 1786288 
WAP  607377 406379 
Source: *Ge (2011); **Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009). 
Note: the each value of ELG = EGW – WAP. 
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Table 4.8 Households’ consumption for aggregated electric power and gas and water 
Unit: 10 thousand 
yuan  
Households 
Consumption for 
EGW* 
Consumption for 
ELG**** 
Consumption for 
WAP** 
1
6
 R
eg
io
n
's
 r
u
ra
l 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s 
Guangdong 370998 335383 35615 
Jiangxi 179792 130200 49592 
Hainan 16039 15761 278 
Yunnan 256834 253010 3824 
Guangxi 231303 213555 17748 
Henan 534123 533908 215 
Jilin 71171 68906 2265 
Anhui 264035 255613 8422 
Heilongjiang 160361 153703 6658 
Hebei 387942 377893 10049 
Hubei 193710 182225 11485 
Chongqing 51736 48393 3343 
Sichuan 273787 266010 7777 
Inner Mongolia 80071 76145 3926 
Shandong 524492 520651 3841 
other regions 2461508 2110448 351060***** 
Urban households*** 23912717 21207728 2704989 
Source: *Ge (2011);**China Regional Input-Output Table (NBSC, 2011); *** Input-Output 
Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009). Note: ****Each value of ELG = EGW-WAP; *****the 
water consumption of rural households’ from other regions = total water consumption of rural 
households (given from Input-Output Table of China 2007 (NBSC, 2009)) – the sum of given 
15 regions’ water consumption of rural households. 
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4.2.2 Macro-SAM with 16 Regions’ Irrigation Water 
Based on the basic macro-SAM with the pipe water, we introduce the actual 
irrigation water input costs and their subsidies for the farming sectors for the same 16 
regions defined above. In detail, the differences (Table 3.29, irrigation water input costs) 
between the equilibrium irrigation water input costs and their subsidies are subtracted 
from the sectoral capital inputs given by Ge (2011) (see Figure 4.7). Furthermore, total 
amount of the equilibrium irrigation water input costs and their subsidies of 16 regions 
are collected by government revenue accounts, as shown in the cell ‘GOV’-‘16WAR’ 
and the cell ‘GOV’-‘16SUBWAR’ respectively in Table 4.12, which is defined as the 
water parallel pricing system, where irrigation water and pipe water are priced by the 
government and the pipe water producer, respectively. To keep the government account 
balanced, we add a value equal to the total amount of irrigation water into the account 
of government savings (see Figure 4.8). The equilibrium irrigation water input costs and 
their subsidies of 16 regions are shown in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 and are the same as 
those in Tables 3.32 and 3.33, respectively.  
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Figure 4.7 Modifications of the factors and indirect tax 
Source: constructed by the author 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Factors in Ge (2011)’s SAM: 
(1) 16 regions’ croplands; 
(2) 16 regions’ agricultural labor; 
(3) Non-agricultural labor; 
(4) Capital (initial) 
Modified SAM of this study: 
(1) 16 regions’ croplands; 
(2) 16 regions’ agricultural labor; 
(3) Non-agricultural labor; 
(4) 16 regions’ irrigation water 
(Equilibrium irrigation water 
input costs minus their subsidies) 
(5) Capital (new) 
Modification 
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Figure 4.8 Modification of the accounts of government revenue and expenditure 
Source: constructed by the author 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total value of equilibrium 
irrigation water input costs (cell 
‘16WAR’-‘Total’) and total 
subsidy for irrigation water (cell 
‘16SUBWAR’-‘Total’) 
Account of government revenue 
(cell ‘GOV’-‘16WAR’ and cell 
‘GOV’-‘16SUBWAR’) 
Government expenditure: 
Government saving (cell 
‘S-I’-‘GOV’) adds the 
value equal to the 
differences between the 
total actual irrigation water 
input costs and total 
subsidy on irrigation water 
For balancing 
Added into 
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4.2.3 Macro-SAM with the Water Parallel Pricing System 
The modification beginning with the SAM-16R is explained by Figure 4.9. In 
detail, we combine the 16 regions’ rural households into the macro level. Furthermore, 
we aggregate the 16 regions’ agricultural labor, croplands and irrigation water input 
costs as well as their subsidies into the macro level. The cropland is then divided into 
irrigation land and non-irrigation land based on the irrigation rates of crop productions 
in China given by the GTAP-Water model (Calzadilla, Rehdanz and Tol, 2011) (see 
Table 4.13). Moreover, we separate the initial enterprise sector of SAM-16R into two 
enterprise sectors: non-water production enterprise and water production enterprise 
which are indicated by the ‘ENT-NWAP’ and ‘ENT-WAP’ respectively in the 
SAM-WPP. Specially, the capital income of the water production enterprise is equal to 
the capital input of the water production sectors with the assumption that this enterprise 
benefits from all capital inputs without any income distribution to other institutions. 
This assumption is acceptable because the water production enterprises are mainly the 
state-owned enterprises in China. The capital income of non-water enterprises is the 
difference between the capital income of the initial enterprise and that of the water 
production enterprise. The shares of capital incomes of these two enterprises are used to 
divide the initial expenditure of the enterprise including the transfers to households, 
direct tax and savings (see Table 4.14).  
In addition, the setting in the SAM-WPP is same to the SAM-16R, where the 
irrigation water and the pipe water are supplied by the government and the pipe water 
production respectively. In detail, Total amount of sectoral irrigation water is collected 
by the government revenue account to reflect the fact that government regulate the 
irrigation water supply directly, so that the supply of irrigation water curve are vertical. 
The pipe water is one of production sectors; thus its input-output values are given from 
the basic macro-SAM as mentioned in the section 4.2.1. The simplified SAM of the 
SAM-WPP is presented by Table 4.15.
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Figure 4.9 Modifications of the social accounting matrix 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table 4.13 Irrigation rates of crop productions in China 
Crops Paddy Wheat Corn Vegetable Fruit 
Irrigation rate 1 0.859 0.733 0.27 0.27 
Crops Oil seed Sugarcane Potato Sorghum Other crops 
Irrigation rate 0.468 0.417 0.827 0.733 0.827 
Source: Calzadilla, Rehdanz and Tol (2011) 
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Table 4.14 Modification on the capital income and the expenditure of enterprise 
Income and 
Expenditure 
Initial 
enterprise 
Enterprise of non-water 
production 
Enterprise of water 
production 
Capital income 
(Unit: 0.1 billion) 
106560 106331 229 
Shares (%) 1 99.8% 0.2% 
Expenditure (Unit: 0.1 billion) 
-Transfer to rural 
household 
8105 8088 17 
-Transfer to urban 
household 
20512 20468 44 
-Direct tax 8779 8760 19 
-Saving 69163 69015 149 
Source: estimated by authors 
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4.2.4 Macro-SAM with the water pricing system 
In the SAM-WP, we assume that both irrigation water and pipe water are supplied 
by the integrated water production sector and thus the irrigation water inputs and pipe 
water inputs should be combined into the water inputs supplied by the integrated water 
production. Due to the data limitation for irrigation water production, we have to 
assume that, compared with the pipe water production in the water parallel pricing 
system, the integrated water production would only increase its capital inputs to supply 
the irrigation water for farming sectors. In other words, no additional intermediate 
inputs and labor inputs are employed in the integrated water production. Accordingly, 
the capital income of the water production enterprise should be increased by the same 
value, equal to the total amount of irrigation water, and then the direct tax of the water 
production enterprise should be also increased by the same value to keep the SAM-WP 
balanced (see Figure 4.10). This setting assumes that the government would increase the 
direct tax for the water production enterprise to guarantee the balance of its revenue and 
expenditure. The other data are the same as those in the SAM-WPP. Moreover, the 
non-water production enterprise and the water production enterprise are represented by 
the ‘ENT-NWAT’ and ‘ENT-WAT’ in the SAM-WP, respectively (see Table 4.16).  
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Figure 4.10 Modifications beginning from SAM-WPP to SAM-WP 
Source: constructed by author 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Irrigation water supply (WAR): 1823 
(Unit: 0.1 billion yuan)  
Total pipe water supply (WAP): 1179 
(Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
Total water supply: 3001  
(Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
Total integrated water supply (WAT): 
3001. (Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
M
o
d
ificatio
n
 
SAM-WPP 
SAM-WP 
Increase in the capital inputs of 
integrated water production (cell 
‘CAP’-‘WAT’): 1823 + 229 = 2052 
(Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
Increase in the capital income of the 
water production enterprise (cell 
‘ENT-WAT’-‘CAP’): 1823 + 229 = 
2052 (Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
Decrease in the direct tax of water 
production enterprise (cell 
‘DTAX’-‘ENT-WAT’):  19 + 1823 = 
1841 (Unit: 0.1 billion yuan) 
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Chapter 5 
Static CGE Model for China’s Macro Economy 
 
5.1 Introduction 
By relying on social accounting matrices (SAMs), CGE models operate at a higher 
aggregation in terms of industries and products (Palatnik and Roson, 2012). To 
understand the application of CGE models to developing countries, it is useful to place 
them along two continua: i) analytic to applied, corresponding to the spectrum from 
theoretical models to simulation models, and ii) reduced form to deep structural, which 
refers to the way in which economic theory is reflected in the model structure linking 
endogenous and exogenous variables (Devarajan, 2013). In the last decade in particular, 
different attempts have been made to extend top-down CGE models to allow for more 
detailed analyses of agricultural industries. The Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) 
is currently one of the most employed CGE models. The G-CUBED (Agriculture) 
model (McKibbin and Wang, 1998) was primarily designed to analyze the impacts of 
international and domestic shocks on US agriculture, such as the APEC trade liberation 
and the Asian economic crisis (McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 1999). Keeney and Hertel 
(2005) offer a special-purpose version of the GTAP model for agriculture, called 
GTAP-AGR, focusing on factor markets and playing a critical role in determining the 
incidence of producer subsidies. For food products and their trading, Akune (2012) 
introduced a two-region CGE model to evaluate the effect of interregional agri-food 
clusters trading under different competitions on regional economy. 
In the study of water issues using the CGE model, Diao and Roe (2003) applied an 
inter-temporal CGE model for Morocco focusing on water and trade policies. Gómez, 
Tirado and Rey-Maquieira (2004) analyze the welfare gains by improved allocation of 
water rights for the Balearic Islands. For China, Berrittella, Rehdanz and Tol (2006) 
defined a “non-market solution” and “market solution” by contrasting three alternative 
groups to estimate the impact of the South-North Water Transfer Project on the 
economy of China and the rest of the world. Feng et al. (2007) used a recursive dynamic 
CGE model to assess the economic implications of the same project. 
One important contribution in the area of drought simulation using the CGE model 
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can be attributed to Horridge, Madden and Wittwer (2005). They modeled the 
2002-2003 Australian drought by applying The Enormous Regional Model (TERM) and 
developed an estimation formula that computed the productivity loss for each 
agricultural industry in each region. Zhong, Okiyama and Tokunaga (2014c) constructed 
a standard CGE model for China’s agricultural economy based on the work of Akune, 
Okiyama and Tokunaga (2011); Hosoe, Gasawa and Hashimoto (2010); and Tokunaga, 
Resosudarmo, Wuryanto and Dung (2003). This study also references Okiyama and 
Tokunaga (2010); Ge, Lei and Tokunaga (2014); Zhong (2014); Zhong, Okiyama and 
Tokunaga (2014a; 2014b); and previous CGE water models, such as the GTAP-Water 
model (Calzadilla, Rehdanz and Tol, 2011). 
Four static CGE models (SCGE) were used in this study: i) the SCGE with 16 
regions’ irrigation water (SCGE-16R) used for the simulation of the drought of 2000; ii) 
the SCGE with the water parallel pricing system (SCGE-WPP) and other two SCGE 
with the water pricing system under two cases including and the case of current reform 
(SCGE-WP_A) and another case of further reform (SCGE-WP_B) were used for the 
simulations of severe drought.  
The nested structures of the CES production function for different production 
sectors differ based on the required input factors in these sectors. Same to the definition 
of categories in Chapter 4, we divide the production sectors into three categories. The 
first category contains farming sectors, including paddy, wheat, corn, vegetable, fruit, 
oil seed, sugarcane, potato, sorghum and other crops, allocated across the 16 regions’ 
agricultural labor, croplands and irrigation water. Here, the subsidy rate for irrigation 
water should also be included in the production functions. The second category contains 
non-farming sectors, including animal husbandry, forestry, fishery and the agriculture 
services. Finally, the third category contains “other” sectors, including construction, 
industrial and service sectors, which only employ non-agricultural labor and capital.  
Additionally, it is assumed that each sector produces one type of good and that all 
sectors make production decisions in accordance with the law of constant returns to 
scale to minimize production costs (Ge, 2011). The other assumptions are as follows: (a) 
perfect competition for both the factors and the output market; (b) the suitability of the 
nested constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function type; (c) no 
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substitution between value-added factors and intermediate inputs; (d) composites are 
bundled, where the labor composite, land-water composite, regional land-water 
composite and agricultural labor composite are assumed to represent the nested 
production technology, which are accompanied by agricultural labor and 
non-agricultural labor, regional land-water bundle, regional cropland and irrigation 
water, and regional agricultural labor; (e) exogenously given labor, cropland and 
irrigation water and full employment; (f) freely mobile capital and labor among all 
production sectors and the free distribution of cropland and irrigation water among 
farming sectors; (g) immobile agricultural labor, cropland and irrigation water among 
regions; and (h) basic values of outputs are only functions of the input prices as a result 
of constant returns to scale and zero-pure-profit conditions.  
Furthermore, the following production structures also refer to the MIT EPPA 
model (Schaefer and Jacoby, 2005; Jacoby et al., 2006). The MIT EPPA model is a 
recursive-dynamic multi-regional CGE model, and version 4 was documented by 
Paltsev et al. (2005). The key substitution in the production structure of this model is 
that between energy and value added (labor and capital). This energy-related 
substitution is important, as its values of elasticity exert the most direct influence on the 
cost of carbon control policies (Bakiker, M. H. et al., 2001). Instead of energy, we 
introduce a key substitution between water and value-added to describe the influence of 
water control policy on production sectors, as shown in equation (5.1). This form is very 
suitable for representing the characteristics of China’s water-use efficiency: water-use 
efficiency is highly relevant to value-added input, especially in industry; thus, the 
government uses “water-use per unit of industrial value added” to represent water-use 
efficiency (NBSC, 2000-2012a). 
1
(1 )
(1 )
ncpinse
ncpinse
ncpinse
ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse
tva VA
VAW
WAP
 




  
 
  
    
 
       (5.1) 
where            indicates the sectoral composite demand of value-added and pipe 
water and            and            are the value-added and pipe water, 
respectively, in the sectors “ncpinse” (including non-farming and others).             is 
the rate of net production tax on value added;           is scale the efficiency 
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parameters of CES function;          is the value-added share parameter.          
               is the substitution parameter between value added and water. Because 
of data limitations, we set a lower value for the substitution of value added and water, 
where         = 0.5. 
Within these four SCGE models, the maximized subject to the utility function of 
households and the minimized subject to the production function are all satisfied. For 
simplicity, all prices of commodities and factors in the base year are assumed to equal 
one. Hence, we calculate the changes in the equilibrium price (we call quasi shadow 
price) of irrigation water using two SCGE models with the water parallel pricing system 
[1]
. Precisely, it should be noted the differences about the price of water in the four 
models: (1) in the SCGE-16R and the SCGE-WPP, the price of irrigation water is given 
at the level that farmers willing to pay; and the price of pipe water is determined by 
market demand and supply, which is equal to the marginal cost of the pipe water 
production; and (2) in the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE_WP_B, the price of integrated 
water is also equal to the marginal cost of the integrated water production, which 
determined by market demand and supply. The simplified calculations for the prices of 
the irrigation water and pipe water within the SCGE-16R and the SCGE-WPP as well as 
the integrated water within the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B can be found in 
Appendix 9. 
In general, a standard CGE model is composited of eight blocks including 
production, trade, households, government, saving/investment, enterprise, market 
condition and macro closure. The main originalities in this study are mainly located in 
the production and the government. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, the following 
discussion focuses on the production block and the other blocks differing in each model, 
such as trade, households and market condition (see Table 5.1). Moreover, within these 
four SCGE models, we exclude the non-agricultural labor market to follow Walras’ law, 
and the wage of non-agricultural labor is exogenously fixed as the numeraire price 
index. Exogenous parameters used for different functions within these four CGE are 
based on previous studies (see Table 5.2). 
As mentioned before, the water parallel pricing system is presented by WPP and 
the water pricing system by WP. The SAM-WPP is for the CGE model with water 
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parallel pricing system (SCGE-WPP); the SAM-WP is equipped into two SCGE models: 
the SCGE model with the water pricing system under case A (SCGE-WP_A), where 
irrigation subsidy is imposed on the input price of integrated water (called current 
reform); and the SCGE model with the water pricing system under case B 
(SCGE-WP_B), where the irrigation subsidy is undertaken by the producer price of 
farming products (called further reform). There are many differences between these 
three models. The main difference is that the SCGE-WPP has two water sectors, the 
pipe water (WAP) as a production sector and the irrigation water (WAR) as a factor, 
while the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B has only one water sector (WAT). Thus, 
in the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B, it should be noted: 1) the integrated water is 
a production sector; 2) there is no equation describing the market clearing of irrigation 
water; 3) the water production enterprise earns all of the capital income from the 
integrated water supply; and 4) the government do not collect any income from the 
irrigation water supply. In the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B for farming sectors, 
the values of integrated water are equal the sum of initial irrigation water and the initial 
pipe water; and for other sectors, those are same to the initial pipe water. Moreover, 
because of data limitation, for farming productions, we set a lower value for the 
substitution between irrigation land and irrigation water in the SCGE-WPP (or between 
irrigation land and integrated water in the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B), 
where        , which is same to the setting in SCGE-16R.  
The calibration method allows us to estimate the model with only one period of 
data, while it is often criticized because the robustness of the parameters cannot be 
tested objectively (Hosoe, Gasawa and Hashimoto, 2010). To address this critique, the 
sensitivity analysis for the basic model SCGE-WPP is provided in the Appendix 8 for 
the sake of brevity, where the values of the key elasticity parameters           and 
    will be varied to test the robustness of simulation results. 
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Table 5.2 Exogenous parameters in the production functions of different sectors 
34 sectors 
Abbreviat
ions 
Tariff 
rate 
(%)* 
Armington 
elasticity   ** 
CET 
Elasticity 
  *** 
   
**** 
A
g
ri
cu
lt
u
re
 (
fa
rm
in
g
 a
n
d
 n
o
n
-f
ar
m
in
g
 s
ec
to
rs
) 
Paddy PDR 0.081 5.1 -3.6 1 
Wheat WHT 0.081 4.5 -3.6 1 
Corn CORN 0.081 1.3 -3.6 1 
Vegetable VEG 0.032 2.5 -3.6 1 
Fruits FRU 0.037 2.5 -3.6 1 
Oil seed OSD 0.032 2.5 -3.6 1 
Sugarcane SUR 0.077 2.5 -3.6 1 
Potato POT 0.02 2.5 -3.6 1 
Sorghum SOR 0.005 2.5 -3.6 1 
other crops OCR 0.033 2.5 -3.6 1 
Livestock ANM 0.033 1.5 -3.6 1 
Forestry FRS 0.028 2.5 -3.6 1 
Fishery FSH 0.029 1.3 -3.6 1 
Service for Agricultural ASER 0 2.5 -3.6 1 
In
d
u
st
ri
al
 s
ec
to
rs
 
Coal COAL 0.011 3.1 -4.6 2.182 
Petroleum products: Oil and Gas Exploitation OG 0.016 7.4 -4.6 2.182 
Other Mining OMN 0.003 2.8 -4.6 2.182 
Meat Processing MT 0.047 2.6 -4.5 0.435 
Vegetable Oils Processing VOL 0.027 3.3 -4.5 0.435 
Milk Processing MIL 0.024 2.6 -4.5 0.435 
Grain and Feed Processing PCR 0.027 2.6 -4.5 0.435 
Sugar Processing SGR 0.064 2.7 -4.7 0.435 
Other Food Processing OFD 0.035 2.2 -4.5 0.435 
Alcohol, Drinks and Tobacco production ADT 0.082 1.2 -4.7 0.435 
Gasoline and Other Oil Products GAO 0.009 2.1 -3.8 0.435 
Other Manufactures OTM 0.023 2.8 -4.6 0.435 
Electricity and GAS ELG 0 2.8 -3.8 2.541 
Water production and distribution (pipe water 
in water parallel pricing system) 
WAP 0 2.8 -2.8 2.541 
Water production and distribution ( integrated 
water in water pricing system) 
WAT 0 2.8 -2.8 2.541 
C
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
 a
n
d
 S
er
v
ic
e 
Construction CNS 0 1.9 -3.8 0.262 
Trade TRD 0 1.9 -2.8 0.727 
Transportation TRS 0 1.9 -2.8 0.727 
Insurance and Finance I_F 0 1.9 -2.8 0.727 
Communication and Computer CMC 0 1.9 -2.8 0.727 
Other Service OTHSER 0 1.9 -2.8 0.727 
Source: adapted from Ge and Tokunaga (2011)*; Willenbockel (2006)**; Zhai and Hertel 
(2005)***; Zhao and Wang (2008)****. 
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5.2 SCGE Model with 16 Regions’ Irrigation Water  
Figure 5.1 shows the model structure for farming products within the SCGE-16R. 
In this model, five fixed supplies are defined including 16 regions’ irrigation water, 16 
regions’ cropland, non-agricultural labor and 16 regions’ agricultural labor as well as 
capital. Sectoral demand for above supply will be combined to become the factor 
demand of production activity. Production activity provides the domestic output, which 
will be separated to be the export and to meet the domestic demand. And then the 
domestic demand will be combined with the import to become the domestic supply of 
given commodity, which is to satisfy the total demand of given commodity from 
households, government and investment. On the demand side, households’ consumption 
is limited by the their income, which is determined by the capital return and the wage of 
labor; the government consumption is determined by the government revenue which is 
collected from the taxes on value-added and from the income of irrigation supply; the 
investment comes from the total saving covering the saving from different institutions 
including government, households and enterprise. 
This structure is similar for other products with only two differences including: (1) 
non-farming production does not employ the irrigation water and cropland; (2) the 
productions of other production sectors do not employ the irrigation water, cropland and 
agricultural labor. Furthermore, the SCGE-16R plays as the basic model, because other 
three SCGE models are extended from this model. Therefore, the model structures of 
the same products of other three SCGE models are also similar with some differences 
which is explained in the following sectors as shown in Table 5.1. 
In this single-country and open-economy CGE model based on a small-country 
assumption, the world prices of imports and exports are exogenously fixed. The 
domestic prices of imports and exports are in Chinese yuan (RMB). Similar to most 
CGE models, domestic production of each commodity is allocated between domestic 
and export markets through a constant elasticity of transformation (CET) function 
(represented by    in Figure 5.2-5.4). The domestic consumption of each commodity 
is obtained based on the Armington assumption (1969), in which each commodity is 
composed of domestic products and imports according to the CES function (represented 
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by    in Figure 5.2-5.4). The values of elasticity in the above functions are given from 
previous studies of Zhai and Hertel (2005) and Willenbockel (2006) (see Table 5.2). The 
import tariff for each sector is estimated by Ge and Tokunaga (2011) (see Table 5.2). 
Together with the estimated values of the substitution elasticities obtained from the 
literature, the equilibrium is calibrated based on the underlying dataset. The surplus 
between total exports and imports is exogenous, namely, foreign saving. The equations 
can be expressed in A7.1.2 of Appendix 7. 
The consumption behaviors of urban and multi-regional rural households (16 
regions, corresponding to the water, agricultural labor and land regions) and one urban 
household are defined by the Cobb-Douglas function. The Hicksian equivalent variation 
(EV) measures household welfare changes: if EV is positive, the simulation increases 
welfare; and if it is negative, the simulation decreases welfare. Furthermore, Households’ 
income are the sum of the incomes from agricultural labor, non-agricultural labor, 
capital return, cropland’s return and the transfers from government and enterprise as 
well as the income from foreign countries; enterprise only earns the income from capital 
return. Moreover, the households’ saving and enterprise’s saving are defined by the 
constant share functions. The equations are shown in A7.1.3 of Appendix 7: 
As shown in A7.1.5 of Appendix 7, the investment demand is also assumed with 
the constant share function. The consumer price index will be changed to reflect the 
variation of the selling price of domestic commodities, where the selling price is 
represented by the Armington price. 
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Figure 5.1 Model structure for farming products in the SCGE-16R 
Source: constructed by author 
Note: C-D, Cobb-Douglas function; Leontief, Leontief function; Armington: the constant 
elasticity of substitution function; CET, the constant elasticity of transformation (CET) function; 
exogenous variables are circled by     ; endogenous variables are circled by 
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5.2.1 Production Block 
The nesting CES production structure of the production sectors is shown in Figure 
5.2-5.4. According to Figure 5.2, the production structure of farming sectors (indicated 
by the set cro) in following functions is represented by five stages.  
At the first stage, the farming outputs,        is determined by Leontief function, 
which the value of substitution elasticity between the value-added,      , and 
intermediate inputs,      , is zero            , which means that the changes in the 
price level,         of value-added will not make any impact on the price level of 
intermediate inputs,       and vice versa. Hence, we have the following functions: 
5.2.1.1 Value-added demand in Leontief function for farming productions 
cro cro croVA iva XD                                 (5.2) 
5.2.1.2 Intermediate demand except water in Leontief function 
,sec ,sec secnwa nwaIO iio XD                              (5.3) 
5.2.1.3 Relationship between the producer price, the price of value-added and the price 
of intermediate inputs for productions 
,
(1 )
nwa cro
nwa
cro cro cro cro nwaPD iva PVA tva P iio     
          (5.4) 
where the set nwa indicates the production sectors only except pipe water and the set 
sec represent the all production sectors;        and        are the Leontief coefficients 
for value-added and intermediate inputs, respectively;       is the producer price of 
faming outputs; and        is the tax rate of the taxes on value-added. 
Furthermore, for non-farming sector and other sectors, which are represented by 
the set ncpinse, the value added is combined with the pipe water to become to 
composite inputs of value-added and pipe water,             so that the equations are 
also changed: 
5.2.1.4 Composite value-added demand in Leontief function for non-farming and 
“other sectors” 
ncpinse ncpinse ncpinseVAW iva XD                          (5.5) 
5.2.1.5 Relationship between the producer price, the price of value-added and the 
price of intermediate inputs for Non-farming and “other sectors” 
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,(1 )ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse nwa nwa ncpinse
nwa
PD iva PVAW tva P iio     
       (5.6) 
where             is the price level of composite inputs of value-added and pipe 
water. 
At the second stage, for farming sectors, composite land-water bundle,        
capital,      and labor,       are defined by the Cobb-Douglas function to derive the 
value-added, where the value of substitution elasticity among them is one          . 
5.2.1.6 Capital demand in Cobb-Douglas function within farming productions 
 /cro cro cro croK FK PVA VA PK                         (5.7) 
5.2.1.7 Labor demand in Cobb-Douglas function within farming productions 
/cro cro cro cro croL FL PVA VA PL                        (5.8) 
5.2.1.8 Composite land-water demand in Cobb-Douglas within farming productions 
/cro cro cro cro croLW FLW PVA VA PLW                    (5.9) 
5.2.1.9 Value-added demand in Cobb-Douglas function in farming productions 
 cro cro croFK FL FLWcro cro cro cro croVA bF K L LW
  
                (5.10) 
where the               and        indicate the price levels of labor, capital and 
composite land-water bundle, respectively;                 and          are the 
Cobb-Douglas powers of above three inputs, which are equal to the shares of these three 
inputs in value-added respectively in the case of a constant returns to scale; and       
represents efficiency parameter for value-added in Cobb-Douglas function. 
For the non-farming and other sectors, the value-added and the pipe water, 
          , are defined by CES function to construct the composite inputs of 
value-added and pipe water, where        is the price level of pipe water. 
5.2.1.10 Value-added demand in CES function for non-farming and “other sectors” 
" "
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  (5.11) 
5.2.1.11 Pipe water demand in CES function for non-farming and “other sectors” 
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5.2.1.12 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the pipe water demand and 
value-added demand of non-farming and “other sectors” 
" " (1 )ncpinse ncpinse WAP ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse ncpinsePVAW VAW P WAP tva PVA VA          (5.13) 
On the third stage, for farming sectors, multi-regional land-water is allocated by 16 
regions’ land-water bundles,                regarding the Cobb-Douglas assumption; 
for agricultural sectors including farming and non-farming sectors, labor is composited 
of non-agricultural labor,        and multi-regional agricultural labor,        following 
CES function. It should be noted that for non-farming sectors, labor determined by 
non-agricultural labor and multi-regional agricultural labor is located at the fourth stage. 
5.2.1.2.13 Regional demand of multi-regional land-water in Cobb-Douglas function for 
farming productions 
, , ,_ / _reg cro reg cro cro cro reg croLW REG LW PLW LW PLW REG            (5.14) 
5.2.1.2.14 Composite land-water demand in Cobb-Douglas function for farming 
productions 
,
,_
reg croLW
cro cro reg cro
reg
LW bFLWR LW REG

 
 
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 

                (5.15) 
5.2.1.15 Non-Agricultural Labor in CES function 
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5.2.1.16 Multi-regional agricultural Labor in CES function 
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5.2.1.17 Zero profit condition in CES Function for the labor 
 agc agc agc agc agcPL L PLF LF PLE LE                        (5.18) 
where                 PLE, and        are indicate the price levels of 16 regions’ 
land-water bundles, non-agricultural labor and multi-regional agricultural labor. The agc 
is the set covering both farming and non-farming sectors. 
One the other hand, non-farming productions do not employ multi-regional 
land-water bundle, so that their format of Cobb-Douglas function should be changed: 
5.2.1.18 Capital demand in Cobb-Douglas function for non-farming productions 
 /ncro ncro ncro ncroK FK PVA VA PK                       (5.19) 
5.2.1.19 Composite labor demand in Cobb-Douglas function for non-farming 
productions 
/ncro ncro ncro ncro ncroL FL PVA VA PL                       (5.20) 
5.2.1.20 Value-added demand in Cobb-Douglas function for non-farming productions 
 ncro ncroFK FLncro ncro ncro ncroVA bF K L
 
                     (5.21) 
Moreover, value-added within the production structure of other sectors is defined 
by the CES function, and the values of substitution elasticity for different sectors are 
given from previous studies as shown in the column    of Table 5.2. The equations are 
listed in following text, where        is the non-agricultural labor inputs of other sectors. 
5.2.1.21 Capital demand in CES function for the productions of “other sectors” 
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5.2.1.122 Non-agricultural labor demand in CES function for the productions of “other 
sectors” 
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5.2.1.23 Zero-profit condition in CES function for value-added of other productions 
inse inse inse insePVA VA PK K PLE LE                          (5.24) 
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where the set inse indicates the other sectors including construction, industry and 
service;        is given from previous studies (see Table 5.2); and       and        are 
the share parameter and efficiency parameter used for CES function. 
On the fourth stage for farming sectors, which is same to the fifth stage for 
non-farming sectors, multi-regional agricultural labor is combined by 16 region’s 
agricultural labor,                 following the Cobb-Douglas function, where 
agricultural labor demand from other sectors is given to be zero, and the set “reg” 
indicates the 16 regions: 
5.2.1.24 Regional agricultural labor in Cobb-Douglas function 
, ,_ / _reg agc reg agc agc agc regLF REG LFR PLF LF PLF REG               (5.25) 
5.2.1.25 Composite regional agricultural labor in Cobb-Douglas function 
,
,_
reg agcLFR
reg agc
reg
agc agcLF bFLFR LF REG

 
 
 
 

                   (5.26) 
where the            is the price levels of 16 regions’ agricultural labor. 
Furthermore, 16 regions’ land-water bundles are defined by the CES function in 
terms of the 16 regions’ combinations of cropland,               , and irrigation 
water               . Moreover, the equilibrium irrigation water input costs as 
mentioned in Chapter 3 and 4 are represented as the irrigation water demand. 
               is the regional price level of irrigation water representing the 
equilibrium price, and then the irrigation water price undertaken by farmers is 
                      , where             is the subsidy rate imposed on 
irrigation water by the local government. Moreover, because of data limitation, for 
farming productions, we set a lower value for the substitution between cropland and 
irrigation water, where         . For 15 regions’ demand for cropland and irrigation 
water are shown in following: 
5.2.1.26 Regional irrigation water demand except “other regions” for farming 
productions 
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5.2.1.27 Regional cropland demand except “other regions” for farming productions 
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5.2.1.28 Zero-profit condition in CES Function for multi-regional land-water bundles 
except the other regions 
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where the             is the returns of 16 regions’ croplands. 
Indeed, for “other regions”, it is the composite water,           , combined 
with the related cropland,                           to follow the CES function, where 
the             is the price level of composite water: 
5.2.1.29 Composite water demand of “other regions” for farming productions  
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(5.30) 
5.2.1.30 Cropland demand of “other regions” for farming productions  
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5.2.1.31 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the multi-regional land-water bundles 
of “other regions” for farming productions  
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On the fifth stage, the pipe water used in farming sectors,        is combined 
with the irrigation water of “other regions”,                          , and then the 
composite water demand of “other regions”,           , would be defined by CES 
function, where the                         indicates the price level of irrigation 
water of “other regions”. The reason is that in China, the rural areas using pipe water for 
irrigation are those very close to urban areas, which are classified within “other regions” 
in our model. The value of substitution elasticity is given as 30 to represent the fact that 
there is no difference between pipe water and irrigation water for farming production: 
5.2.1.32 Irrigation water demand of “other regions” for farming productions  
"  ",
"  "
"  "
(1 )
(1 )
" "
_
_
_
_
(1 )
other regions cro
cro
other regions
other regions
WARP
WARP
WARPcro
WARP WARP
cro
cro
cro
cro
cro
cro cro
cro WAP
WAR REG
WARP OTH WARP
aWARP PWR REG
WARP PWR REG
WARP P



 





 


  
  
    
   
 
 
 

 
(1 )
WARP
WARP
cro
cro



       (5.33) 
5.2.1.33 Pipe water demand of “other regions” for farming productions  
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" "
(1 )
"  "
(1 )
" "
(1 )
_ 1
_
(1 )
cro
cro
cro
cro cro
cro
cro WAP
cro
WARPcro
crocro other regions
WARPcro
cro WAP
WARP
WARP
WARP
WARP
WARP
WARP OTH WARP
WAP
aWARP P
WARP PWR REG
WARP P














 


  
   
   
   
 
 
 
             (5.34) 
5.2.1.34 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the composite water demand of 
“other regions” for farming productions  
"  " "  ", " "
_ _
_ _
cro cro
other regions other regions cro WAP cro
WARP OTH PWRP OTH
PWR REG WAR REG P WAP
 
  
        (5.35) 
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5.2.2 Government Block 
The government’s consumption, CG, is represented by the constant share function, 
and government saving, SG, is regulated by a constant share of the total tax revenue, 
TAXR. The total amount of irrigation water  is exogenous to present the resource 
endowment owned by the government. Indeed, equation (5.39) represents the fact that 
the government collects the total payments of the 16 regions’ irrigation water according 
to the various prices at the regional level,                                        , where the 
set reg indicates the 16 regions and                               represents the given amount of the 
regional supply of irrigation water. Consequently, the government’s revenue is equal to 
the sum of the interest payment, IG, total taxes, TAXR, total payments of regional 
irrigation water and the income from foreign countries,               where the total 
values of subsidies on irrigation water, TSDWR, should be also added with the negative 
value. In addition, ER is the exchange rate. It should be noted that the set insd indicates 
the domestic institutions including households, government, enterprise, and the set 
insdng is contained in the insd except government; and thereby                    
represents the transfer from the government to domestic institutions. However, it should 
be noted that the transfers from the government to enterprise and to itself should be 
given to be zero. 
5.2.2.1 Government saving 
SG mpg TAXR                                     (5.36) 
5.2.2.2 Interest payments to government 
IG IG S                                        (5.37) 
5.2.2.3 Total subsidy for irrigation water 
, ,
,
"  ",
_ _
_ _
reg cro reg reg cro
reg cro
other regions cro cro
cro
TSDWR PWR REG WAR REG
PWRP OTH WARP OTH
tswr
tswr
 
  


        (5.38) 
It should be noted that in the equation (5.38), the set “reg” only includes the 15 
regions except the “other regions”. 
5.2.2.4 Government consumption 
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sec sec sec
," "
* _ _
*
regreg
reg
insd GOV
insdng
TAXR TSDWR IG ER RGF PWR REG IRWAG REG
P CG CG
PCINDEX TRI ER EGF SG

    
  
   
 
 
 
  
     


 
 (5.39) 
5.2.2.5 Total Tax Revenue 
 
   
secsec sec
sec
cro
ncro
cro cro cro cro cro cro
ncro cro cro cro inse inse inse
inse
insdng insdng
insdng
TAXR tva PL L PK K PLW LW
tva PL L PK K tva PLE LE PK K
tm pWmZ ER M ty Y
 
     
  
    
   
  

 
 
    (5.40) 
where       is the tariff rate on imports;                  is the given price level of 
commodities in foreign market; ER is the exchange rate;        is the income levels of 
domestic institutions and         is the rate of direct tax imposed in the income.  
 
5.2.3 Market Clearing Conditions and Macro Closure 
The last block represents the market clearing conditions, where the macro closure 
must be satisfied. Accordingly, the commodity market, labor market, capital market, 
cropland market, irrigation market and current international payment should be cleared 
in the model. The model is a standard CGE model as defined by Hosoe, Gasawa and 
Hashimoto (2010). The macro closure is set to ‘neoclassical closure’ with 
saving-investment balance (Robinson, 1989; Dewatripont and Michel, 1987).  
The other fixed variables include the agricultural labor supply of the 16 
regions,                                the non-agricultural labor supply,               , the capital 
endowment from enterprise, urban households and the 16 regions’ rural households, 
              cropland supply of the 16 regions                                   the transfers from 
enterprises and the government to the households and the 16 regions’ supplies of 
irrigation water,                              . The foreign savings,       , the foreign revenues of 
government and households,            and            capital supply from foreign 
countries,                and government expenditure to foreign countries,            are also 
exogenous in this model. And the set hou indicates the households including both 
urban and rural households.  
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5.2.3.1 Non-agricultural labor markets 
                                     (5.41) 
5.2.3.2 Agricultural labor markets 
,,_ _ insdng regreg cro
cro insdng
LF REG LSF REG 
               (5.42) 
5.2.3.3 Capital markets 
sec
sec
insdng
insdng
K KS KSRW  
                      (5.43) 
5.2.3.4 Cropland markets 
,,_ _ insdng regreg cro
cro insdng
LAD REG LADS REG 
              (5.44) 
5.2.3.5 Irrigation water markets 
,sec_ _
cro
regregWAR REG IRWAG REG
                    (5.45) 
5.2.3.6 Commodity markets: non-water (pipe water) 
, ,sec
sec
nwa hou nwa
hou
nwa nwa nwaX C I CG IO    
               (5.46) 
5.2.3.7 Commodity markets: pipe water 
sec
" " " ", " " " " sec
hou
WAP WAP hou WAP WAPX C I CG WAP    
           (5.47) 
5.2.3.8 Balance of international payments 
   
sec
sec
sec sec
sec
insdng
insdng
pWmZ M PK ER KSRW PK ER EGF
pWeZ E SF NFD RGF
    
    

 
         (5.48) 
5.2.3. 9 Gross domestic products (GDP) 
5.2.3.9.1 Nominal GDP 
,sec sec sec,
sec sec sec sec
,sec " " sec sec sec,
sec sec sec sec sec sec sec sec
nwa hou
nwa nwa WAP houNGDP P IO P WAP P C
P CG P I PE E PM M
     
       
  
   
          (5.49) 
5.2.9.2 Real GDP 
,sec sec sec,
sec sec sec sec
" " sec,sec sec sec,
sec sec sec secsec sec sec sec
nwa hou
nwa WAPnwa houRGDP PZ IO PZ WAP PZ C
PZ CG PZ I PEZ E PMZ M
     
       
  
   
       (5.50) 
where            is the initial price level of commodities;             and               are the initial 
price levels of imports and exports. These three prices are the fixed valuables in the baseline of 
simulations to derive the real GDP. 
sec
sec
insdng
insdngLE LSE 
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5.3 SCGE Model with the Water Parallel Pricing System 
As mentioned in Table 5.1, the following discussion for the SCGE-WPP focuses on 
the production block, the government block, and market condition, which are the main 
differences compared with those in the SCGE-16R. 
Furthermore, the SCGE-16R model uses the Cobb-Douglas utility function to 
describe the households’ consumption, which assumes unitary income elasticities of 
demand for all commodities. When income does not change significantly, this 
approximation may be adequate, but it is clearly inadequate for the case in which 
income changes over time (Devarajan and Robinson, 2013). Therefore, the consumption 
behaviors of households are presented by the Stone-Gary utility function (see equation 
5.2), in which the income elasticity for commodities does not equal one. This function 
leads to the linear expenditure system (LES) (see equation 5.3).  
  sec,sec, sec,
houHLES
hou hou houU C H

                         (5.51) 
sec, sec, sec, sec sec sec,
sec,
hou hou hou hou hou
hou
CBUD P HC H HLES P   
 
     
 

      (5.52) 
where      indicates the utility of households and “hou” is the set of households 
including rural and urban households,          presents the consumption of households, 
and           is interpreted as the minimum required quantity that the consumer 
purchases first.              is the marginal budget shares, and                   
 ;                                  is the consumption that remains after the 
consumer has purchased the minimum required quantities of commodities, called 
“supernumerary consumption”.      is the price level of the commodity, and         
is the total nominal consumption of households at the current price. One of the 
important parameters for calibration when using the Stone-Gary utility function is the 
Frisch parameter, which describes the relationship between the price elasticity and the 
income elasticity for each commodity (see Table 5.3). The value of the Frisch parameter 
is equal to -3.5 for both urban and rural households according to Zhao and Wang (2008).  
Suppose that we have two different policy regimes: the “benchmark equilibrium” 
and the “proposed change”. We use two monetary measures for this change in welfare: 
the equivalent variation (EV), which measures the income change at current prices that 
would be equivalent to the “proposed change” in terms of its impact on utility, and the 
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compensating variation (CV), which measures the income change that would be 
necessary to compensate the consumer for the price change induced by the “proposed 
change” (EcoMod Modeling School, 2013). Similar to other CGE analyses, we focus on 
the EV when measuring the monetary change in the welfare of households compared 
with the “benchmark equilibrium” and the “proposed change”: if the EV is positive, the 
simulation increased welfare, and if it is negative, the simulation decreased welfare. The 
detailed equations can be found in A7.2.2 of Appendix 7. 
Same to the SCGE-16R, the consumption behavior of the bank (investment) is 
presented by the constant share function, the savings of all institutions are controlled by 
the constant share of their revenue, and the SCGE-WPP also follows the neoclassical 
closure. Moreover, the setting for trade is also same as in the SCGE-16R. Therefore, the 
equations representing above blocks are omitted in the text.  
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Table 5.3 Income elasticity of commodities for rural and urban households 
34 sectors 
Abbreviat
ions 
Income Elasticity of 
Commodities  
(Rural households) 
Income Elasticity of 
Commodities 
(Urban households) 
A
g
ri
cu
lt
u
re
 (
fa
rm
in
g
 a
n
d
 n
o
n
-f
ar
m
in
g
 s
ec
to
rs
) 
Paddy PDR 0.853 0.371 
Wheat WHT 0.853 0.371 
Corn CORN 0.853 0.371 
Vegetable VEG 0.853 0.371 
Fruits FRU 0.853 0.371 
Oil seed OSD 0.853 0.371 
Sugarcane SUR 0.853 0.371 
Potato POT 0.853 0.371 
Sorghum SOR 0.853 0.371 
other crops OCR 0.853 0.371 
Animal Husbandry ANM 0.858 0.383 
Forestry FRS 0.280 0.838 
Fishery FSH 0.994 0.919 
Agriculture Services ASER 0 0 
In
d
u
st
ry
 
Coal COAL 0.254 0.857 
Petroleum products: Oil and Gas Exploitation OG 0.254 0.857 
Gasoline and Other Oil Products GAO 0.937 0.813 
Other Mining OMN 0.254 0.857 
Electricity and GAS ELG 0.988 0.862 
Meat Processing MT 0.937 0.813 
Vegetable Oils Processing VOL 0.937 0.813 
Milk Processing MIL 0.937 0.813 
Grain and Feed Processing PCR 0.937 0.813 
Sugar Processing SGR 0.937 0.813 
Other Food Processing OFD 0.937 0.813 
Alcohol, Drinks and Tobacco production ADT 0.937 0.813 
Other Manufactures OTM 0.937 0.813 
Water production and distribution (pipe water in 
the water parallel pricing system) 
WAP 0.988 0.862 
Water production and distribution ( integrated 
water in the water pricing system) 
WAT 0.988 0.862 
C
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
 a
n
d
 S
er
v
ic
e 
Construction CNS 1.230 1.230 
Trade TRD 0.849 1.220 
Transportation TRS 0.664 0.862 
Insurance and Finance I_F 1.274 0.820 
Communication and Computer CMC 1.077 0.820 
Other Service OTHSER 1.077 0.820 
Source: Zhao and Wang (2008). 
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5.3.1 Production Block 
The production structures of farming and non-farming are shown in Figures 5.5-5.6. 
For “other” sectors, including construction, industrial and service sectors, their 
production structures are same to those in SCGE-16R as shown in Figure 5.4. Indeed, 
compared with those in SCGE-16R, the production structures of farming and 
non-farming sectors only have four stages.  
For farming sectors, the main differences are located in the second stage, where 
four inputs are allocated into value-added,          with respect to Cobb-Douglas 
function, including capital,       labor,     , non-irrigation land,      , and composite 
irrigation land-water,      . Because the equation forms of               and 
       are not changed from the former equations (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) respectively in 
the SCGE-16R models, the following equations will only show the equations about the 
      and         which are recorded at (5.53) and (5.10)’, and the latter one is 
modified from the equation (5.10). 
5.3.1.1 Non-irrigation land demand in Cobb-Douglas function for farming productions 
/cro cro cro croLD FLD PVA VA PLD                        (5.53) 
5.3.1.2 Value-added demand in Cobb-Douglas function for farming productions 
 cro cro cro croFK FL FLW FLDcro cro cro cro cro croVA bF K L LW LD
   
             (5.10)’ 
where PLD is the return of non-irrigation land, and others are same as in the 
SCGE-16R. 
On the third stage for farming sectors and on the fourth stage for non-farming 
sectors, labor is composited of agricultural labor,        and non-agricultural labor 
       at the macro level to follow CES function, where the set agc indicates the 
agricultural sectors including farming and non-farming sectors. PLF and PLE represent 
the wages of agricultural labor and non-agricultural labor, respectively. It should be 
noted that the following equations are modified from the equations (5.16), (5.17) and 
(5.18), where only one wage level of agricultural level, PLF, is defined in this model 
due to the only one agricultural labor, same as in SCGE-WP_A and SCGE-WP_B. 
5.3.1.3 Non-agricultural labor in CES function for agricultural productions 
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(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
agc
agc agc
agc agc
agcagc agc
agc
agc agcagc
agc
L
L L
L L
L L
L PLEL L
LE
aL PLE
L PLF

 
 
 






  
  
 
     
      
    
       (5.16)’ 
5.3.1.4 Agricultural labor in CES function for agricultural productions 
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
1
(1 )
agc
agc agc
agc agc
agcagc agc
agc
agc agcagc
agc
L
L L
L L
L L
L PLEL L
LF
aL PLF
L PLF

 
 
 






 
  
 
     
      
    
     (5.17)’ 
5.3.1.5 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the labor in agricultural productions 
 agc agc agc agcPL L PLF LF PLE LE                          (5.18)’ 
On the third stage for farming sectors, irrigation land,        and the composite 
water,         are regulated by CES function to derive the composite irrigation 
land-water, where the value of substitution elasticity is given to be 0.2,            . 
In addition, PLR and         are the return of irrigation land and the price level of 
composite water, respectively; and the subsidy rate on irrigation water is along with the 
price level of composite water: 
5.3.1.6 Composite water demand in CES function for farming productions 
 (1 ) (1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
cro
cro cro
cro
cro cro cro
cro
cro cro crocro cro cro
cro cro
cro
LW
LW
LW LW LW
LW LW
LW LW
WARP
aLW tswr PWRP
LW tswr PWRP
LW PLR


  
 



 

 
 
  

  
   
   
   
 
 
 
             (5.54) 
5.3.1.7 Irrigation land demand in CES function for farming productions 
 (1 ) (1 )
(1 )
1
(1 )
(1 )
cro
cro cro
cro
cro
cro
cro cro crocro cro cro
cro cro
cro
LW
LW
LW LW LW
LW LW
LW LW
LR
aLW PLR
LW tswr PWRP
LW PLR


  
 



 


 
  

  
   
  
  
 
 
 
            (5.55) 
5.3.1.8 Zero-profit condition in CES function for composite irrigation land-water in 
farming productions 
(1 )cro cro cro cro cro croPLW LW tswr PWRP WARP PLR LR                  (5.56) 
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On the fourth stage for farming sectors, the value of substitution elasticity between 
irrigation water,        and pipe water,       is set as 30 to reflect the lack of 
difference between pipe water and irrigation water. And then the composite 
water,         would be derived from CES function. Moreover, the subsidy rates are 
imposed on the price of irrigation water, and thus the price of irrigation water 
undertaken by farmers is lower than the equilibrium price determined by market. 
5.3.1.9 Irrigation water demand in CES function for farming productions 
" "
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
cro
cro cro
cro
cro
cro
cro cro
crocro
cro cro
cro WAP
WARP
WARP
WARP WARP
WARP
WARP WARP
WARP WARP
WAR
aWARP PWR
WARP PWR
WARP P


 

 






 


  
   
   
  
 
 
 
           (5.57) 
5.3.1.10 Pipe water demand in CES function for farming productions 
" "
" "
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
1
(1 )
cro
cro cro
cro
cro WAP
cro
cro cro
crocro
cro cro
cro WAP
WARP
WARP
WARP WARP
WARP
WARP WARP
WARP WARP
WAP
aWARP P
WARP PWR
WARP P


 

 







 


  
   
   
   
 
 
 
          (5.58) 
5.3.1.11 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the composite water of farming 
productions 
" "cro cro cro WAP croPWRP WARP PWR WAR P WAP                (5.59) 
Additionally, the non-agricultural labor,          is combined with the capital in 
the production structures of other sectors, and the equation formats is not changed from 
the equation (5.22) and (5.23) within the SCGE-16R model. Hence, the production 
structures of other sectors are some to those in the SCGE-16R as shown in Figure 5.4. 
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5.3.2 Government Block 
Because the 16 regions’ irrigation water inputs are aggregated into the macro 
level, the equation of total subsidy on irrigation water, TSDWR, should be changed; 
and the equation of government consumption,      , should be also changed, in which 
the income from irrigation water supply,                , is represented by                    . 
The modified equations are listed in following: 
5.3.2.1 Total subsidy for irrigation water 
cro cro
cro
TSDWR tswr PWR WAR 
                         (5.38)’ 
5.3.2.2 Government consumption 
sec sec sec
" ",
insdng
GOV
TAXR TSDWR IG PWR IRWAG ER RGF
P CG CG
PCINDEX TRI ER EGF SGinsdng

     
  
    
 
 
  
    

    (5.39)’ 
Moreover, the equations for total taxes revenue, TAXR, should be modified from 
the equation (5.40) because the non-irrigation land, PLD and       is involved. 
5.3.2.3 Total taxes revenue of government 
 
   
sec
secsec sec
cro
ncro inse
insdng
cro cro cro cro cro cro cro
ncro ncro ncrp ncro inse inse inse
insdng insdng
TAXR tva PL L PK K PLW LW PLD LD
tva PL L PK K tva PLE LE PK K
tm pWmZ ER M ty Y
        
         
     

 
 
 (5.40)’ 
 
5.3.3 Market Clearing Condition 
Similar to SCGE-16R, Market clearing conditions should be required in the 
agricultural labor market, non-agricultural labor market, irrigation water market, 
irrigated land market and non-irrigated land market. This model also has some fixed 
variables, including agricultural labor supply,                  non-agricultural labor 
supply,                  capital supply,               non-irrigation land supply,                  
irrigation land supply,                 irrigation water supply,                  and others, such as 
foreign saving “SF”, foreign capital supply “KSRW” and foreign transfers to the 
government “TGF”. The modified and new equations and are listed below: 
5.3.3.1 Agricultural labor markets 
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agc insdng
insdngagcLF LSF 
                        (5.42)’ 
5.3.3.2 Irrigation water markets 
cro
croWAR IRWAG
                          (5.45)’ 
5.3.3.3 Irrigation land markets 
cro insdng
insdngcroLR LRS 
                        (5.60) 
5.3.3.4 Non-irrigation land markets 
cro insdng
insdngcroLD LDS 
                        (5.61) 
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5.4 SCGE Model with the Water Pricing System under Current Reform 
In the SCGE-WP_A model, the irrigation water and pipe water are pricing together 
regarding an assumption that they all come from the integrated water production sector. 
So that the irrigation water and pipe water are deleted from this model. Moreover, the 
irrigation water marketed is dropped out. The SCGE-WPP model and the SCGE-WP_A 
model are similar only except the equations related to water. Therefore, the following 
text only discusses those equations different from the SCGE-WPP model. 
 
5.4.1 Production Block 
Compared with SCGE-WPP, farming productions only have three stages, and main 
differences are located at the third stage (see Figure 5.7), where the integrated water 
used in farming sector,        is combined with the irrigation land to derive the 
composite irrigation land-water as shown in following, where the subsidy rate follows 
the price level of integrated water,       . The modified equations are listed below, 
which are modified from the equations (5.54), (5.55) and (5.56) of the SCGE-WPP.  
5.4.1.1 Integrated water demand in CES function for farming productions 
 
" "
" "
(1 ) (1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
cro
cro cro
cro
cro cro WAT
cro
cro cro crocro cro WAT
cro cro
cro
LW
LW
LW LW LW
LW LW
LW LW
WAT
aLW tswr P
LW tswr P
LW PLR


  
 



 

 
 
  

  
   
   
   
 
 
 
             (5.54)’ 
5.4.1.2 Irrigation land demand in CES function for farming productions 
 " "
(1 ) (1 )
(1 )
(1 )1
(1 )
cro
cro crocro crocro cro WATcro cro
cro
cro crocro
cro
LW
LW LWLW LW
LW LW
LW tswr PLW LW
LR
aLW PLR
LW PLR

  
 


 

  
  
  
 
           
 
  (5.55)’ 
5.4.1.3 Zero-profit condition in CES function for composite irrigation land-water for 
farming productions 
" "(1 )cro cro cro WAT cro croPLW LW tswr P WAT PLR LR                 (5.56)’ 
For non-farming and other sectors, the modified equations can be found in the 
second stage and their production structures are shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9, where the 
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initial pipe water is replaced by the integrated water,             with the same value, 
and the following equations are modified from the equations (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) of 
the SCGE-16R. 
5.4.1.4 Value-added demand in CES function for “Other” productions 
" "
" "
(1 )
(1 )
1
(1 ) (1 )
ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse
ncpinse WAT
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse WAT
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse
VAW
VAW VAW
VAW VAW
VAW VAW
VA
aVAW P
VAW P
VAW tva PVA

 
 






 


    
   
    
  
 


     
(1 )
ncpinse
ncpinse
VAW
VAW





(5.11)’ 
5.4.1.5 Integrated water demand in CES Function for “Other” productions 
 
" "
" "
(1 )
(1 )
(1 ) (1 )
ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse
ncpinse WAT
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse WAT
ncpinse ncpinse
ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse
VAW
VAW VAW
VAW VAW
VAW VAW
WAT
aVAW P
VAW P
VAW tva PVA

 
 





 


    
   
    
  
 
 

     
(1 )
ncpinse
ncpinse
VAW
VAW




(5.12)’ 
5.4.1.6 Zero-profit condition in CES function for composite demand of water and 
value-added for “Other” productions 
" " (1 )ncpinse ncpinse WAT ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse ncpinsePVAW VAW P WAT tva PVA VA          (5.13)’ 
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5.4.2 Government Block 
The equations of total subsidy and government consumption as well as the total 
taxes revenues should be modified from the equations (5.38)’ and (5.39)’, where the 
income from total irrigation water supply should be deleted. 
5.4.2.1 Total subsidy for the integrated water inputted in farming productions 
" "WAT cro
cro
TSDWR tswr P WAT  
                       (5.38)’’ 
5.4.2.2 Government consumption 
sec sec sec
" ",
insd
GOVPCINDEX TRIinsd
P CG CG TAXR IG TSDWR ER RGF
ER EGF SG


       
  
  
  
  
  

  
(5.39)’’ 
 
5.4.3 Market Conditions 
The equation of irrigation water market should be deleted. The equation of 
commodity market of integrated water should be modified from that of initial pipe 
water in the SCGE-16R as well as in the SCGE-WPP. Accordingly, the following 
equation (5.47)’ is modified from the equation (5.47) of the SCGE-16R, 
where        indicates the total demand of integrated water. 
sec
" " " ", " " " " sec
hou
WAT WAT hou WAT WATX C I CG WAT    
             (5.47)’ 
 
5.5 SCGE Model with the Water Pricing System under Further Reform 
In the CGE model with the water pricing system under case of further reform 
(SCGE-WP_B), the irrigation subsidy is undertaken by the producer price of farming 
products (see Figure 5.10). Furthermore, the main differences among three the models 
are: (1) in the SCGE-WPP and in the SCGE-WP_A, the subsidy is imposed on the input 
price of water including the irrigation water of SCGE-WPP and the integrated water of 
SCGE-WP_A, respectively; thus the input price of water paid by farming sectors in the 
SCGE-WPP and the SCGE-WP_A is lower than that in the SCGE-WP_B 
because                                               . In the 
SCGE-WP_B, however, this subsidy is undertaken by the producer price of farming 
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products so that the initial values of farming products (       ) in SCGE-WP_B is 
higher than those in the SCGE-WPP and SCGE-WP_A. On the other hand, the initial 
values of domestic supply (     ) in these three models are equal (see Figure 5.11). 
 
5.5.1 Production Block 
The main difference in the production block is that the subsidy rate is moved out 
from the price of integrated water, so the following equations (5.54)’’, (5.55)’’ and 
(5.56)’’ are modified from the equations (5.54)’ (5.55)’ and (5.56)’ of the SCGE-WP_A. 
5.5.1.1 Integrated water demand in CES function for farming productions 
" "
" "
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
cro
cro crocro
crocro WATcro cro
cro
cro crocro WAT
cro
LW
LW LWLW
LW
LW LW
LW PLW LW
WAT
aLW P
LW PLR

 

 






  
  
     
          (5.54)’’ 
5.5.1.2 Irrigation land demand in CES function for farming productions 
" "
(1 )
(1 )
(1 )
1
(1 )
cro
cro crocro crocro WATcro cro
cro
cro crocro
cro
LW
LW LWLW LW
LW LW
LW PLW LW
LR
aLW PLR
LW PLR

  
 






  
  
 
     
      
  (5.55)’’ 
5.5.1.3 Zero-profit condition in CES function for composite irrigation land-water for 
farming productions 
" "cro cro WAT cro croPLW LW P WAT PLR LR                      (5.56)’’ 
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Figure 5.11 Definitions of the value of farming products with the zero-profit condition 
Note: cro =farming production sectors; nwa = all production sectors only except the water 
production sector, WAP or WAT;        = price of composite water;        =composite 
water;       =return of irrigation land;      =irrigation land;       =return of 
non-irrigation land;      =non-irrigation land;       =price of value added;      =value 
added;     =price of intermediate inputs;          =intermediate inputs;      =producer 
price of farming products;      =output of farming products;        =subsidy rates; 
    =price of domestic supply;     =domestic supply. 
Source: constructed by author 
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5.5.2 Trade Block and Government Block  
The zero-profit condition in CET function within the SCGE-16R, SCGE-WPP and 
SCGE-WP_A was given as following, which can be also found in Appendix 7. 
5.5.2.1 Zero-profit condition in CET function within SCGE-16R, SCGE-WPP and 
SCGE-WP_A 
cro cro cro cro cro croPD XD PE E PDD XDD                 (A7.38) 
In this model, the subsidy is imposed on the producer price of farming 
outputs,        so that the following equation of the zero-profit condition in CET 
function of trade block should be modified from above equation, where the difference 
between the equations (A7.38) and (A7.38)’ is very clear. 
5.5.2.2 Zero-profit condition in CET function 
(1 )cro cro cro cro cro cro crotswr PD XD PE E PDD XDD               (A7.38)’ 
Accordingly, for government block, the equation of total subsidy on the integrated 
water for farming productions should be also changed from previous equation (5.38)’’. 
5.5.2.3 Total subsidy on the integrated water used in farming productions 
cro cro cro
cro
TSDWR tswr PD XD  
                       (5.38)’’’ 
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End note: 
[1] There have been many estimations of the water shadow price in China, such as 
Zhang (1990); Jiang (1998); Wang, Wang and Yin.(1999); Yuan et al.(2002); Wu (2004); 
He, Chen and Shi. (2006); He et al. (2007); and Liu, Chen and Wang. (2009). Overall, 
there are five methods to calculate the shadow price of water resources in China: (1) the 
marginal price (Chen, Yang and Xu, 2003), which is equal to the derivative prices of the 
production function; (2) the value marginal product (Huang et al., 2006), which should 
be equal to the marginal cost and in which the shadow price is defined as the gap 
between the willingness of households to pay for water and the actual amount they paid 
for water; (3) the equilibrium price in an I-O table (Zhong, 1984) and linear 
programming (LP) model (Liu and Chen, 2003), where the input-output analysis is 
combined with an objective function to yield the shadow price from the optimal solution 
of a dual problem according to the water resources constraint; (4) the static computable 
general equilibrium (SCGE) model (Shen et al., 2001), where the shadow price is the 
equilibrium price between the supply and the demand and where the price of the output 
of the water resource sector is equal to the price of the input of the water resource of the 
non-water resource sector; and (5) the dynamic computable general equilibrium (DCGE) 
model, which is constructed by a large linear programming (He, Chen and Shi, 2006; 
He et al., 2007) based on the dynamic I-O model and Turnpike model to derive the 
dynamic shadow price of water resources, where the shadow price is represented by the 
Lagrange Multiplier according to the following simplified equation (1):  
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,
. .
0
w w
MaxZ CX
AX b
s t A X b
X




                                 (1) 
where       is the water resources constraint in the original linear programming. 
The optimal basis B is given, and then the shadow price of the water resources of    is 
equal to the optimal solution of the dual problem   
 , and thus: 
*
*
i
i
Z
y
b


   i = 1, 2, …, m                    (2) 
*
*
w
w
Z
y
b


                                   (3) 
In a word, the shadow prices of water resources   
  are the changed amount of the 
objective function when the resources    are changed. For example, the amount of GDP 
is set as the objective function: if the water resources increase one m
3
, the GDP will 
increase one yuan, and so the unit of shadow prices for water resources is yuan/m
3
. 
In this study, instead of estimating the shadow price of irrigation water, we 
calculate the changes in the equilibrium price (we call quasi shadow price) of irrigation 
water using the SCGE model. 
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Chapter 6 
Simulation Analysis of the Effects on Agricultural Economy and Rural Households 
from Drought  
 
6.1 Purpose, Hypotheses and Simulation Design of Drought of 2000 
To simulate the drought of 2000, the modeling of crop production is suitable for 
considering the changes in cropland supply and irrigation water supply for different 
crops in different regions (see Figure 6.1). By applying the static CGE model with 16 
regional sectors, this analysis aims to test the following hypotheses for the 2000 drought. 
In addition, the subsidy rates on irrigation water are fixed as the given parameters. And 
the changes in agricultural water given from Table 6.1 represent the changes in 
irrigation water supply as an assumption because of data limitation. 
Hypothesis 1 (H1): all agricultural production will be significantly stressed, 
particularly farming production; thus, domestic outputs and exports will decrease, and 
imports will increase. Hypothesis 2 (H2): at the macro level, households will experience 
declines in welfare, income and total consumption, particularly food consumption, and 
rural households will suffer more than urban households.  
The year 2007 served as the baseline to simulate the drought of 2000. We use the 
simulated rates of the regional cropland supply and the agricultural water supply based 
on the following equations, and these values are shown in Table 6.1:  
(1) For the regional supply of irrigation water: 
 
 
 
 
3
3
       
     2007
   2000
   2007
     2000
j
j
j
j
j
Simulated rate of regional supply of irrigation water
Water used in agriculture of m
Cultivated land of ha
Cultivated land of ha
Water used in agriculture of m


  (6.1) 
(2) For the regional supply of cropland: 
 
 
   2000
   2000
   2000
j
j
j
Affected area of ha
Affected rate of
Cultivated area of ha

          (6.2) 
where an the affected area is defined by the National Bureau of Statistics as an area with 
more than 30% harvest loss (CIESIN and SEDAC, 1997-2009); and j = 16 regions. And 
then, we have:  
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   
 
      
   2007    2007    2000 0.3
   2000
j
jj j
j
Simulated rate of regional supply of cropland
Cultivated area of ha Cultivated area of ha Affected rate of
Cultivated area of ha

  
 
(6.3) 
According to the simulated rate of regional agricultural water supply, we found that 
the drought of 2000 mainly occurred in the northern part of China, with Jilin being the 
most affected region. In Jilin, the agricultural water declined by 27.4% compared with 
the 2007 level. In the second and third worst regions, Inner Mongolia and Henan, 
agricultural water supplies declined by 20.1% and 16.5%, respectively, compared with 
2007 levels. It should be noted that there are seven southern regions in which the 
agricultural water supplies in 2000 exceed those in 2007, including Guangdong, Jiangxi, 
Hainan, Guangxi, Anhui, Chongqing and the “other region” category. It is believed that 
the year 2000 was not the worst year of drought for these regions; thus, they could 
increase their irrigation water supplies to protect their productions from drought. 
Accordingly, some of these regions may not suffer reductions in welfare during the 
drought of 2000. 
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Figure 6.1 Simulation design for the 2000 drought in China 
Source: constructed by the author 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Region’s croplands supply decrease (see Table 6.2 left part) 
Simulation design: 
Drought of 2000 Region’s irrigation water supply decrease (see Table 6.2 
right part) (except seven regions where their irrigation water 
supplies are more than the level of 2007) 
Subsidy rates on irrigation water are fixed 
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Table 6.1 Simulated rates for the regional supplies of croplands and irrigation water 
 
Simulation for region’s cropland supply Simulation for regions’ irrigation water supply 
 
Cultivated area 
of farming 
2007, unit: 
1000 ha 
Affected 
rate of 
2000 
drought 
Simulated 
rate 
Water 
withdrawals in 
agriculture 2007 
Unit: 0.1 billion 
m3 
Water 
withdrawals in 
agriculture 2000 
Unit: 0.1 billion 
m3 
Simulated 
rate 
Guangdong 4363.10 1.551% 0.995 224.84 258.42 1.028 
Jiangxi 5245.10 11.096% 0.967 151.35 152.79 1.067 
Hainan 754.30 0.000% 1.000 35.84 35.43 1.215 
Yunnan 5801.90 1.953% 0.994 105.95 111.80 0.945 
Guangxi 5594.40 8.641% 0.974 208.39 224.70 1.038 
Henan 14087.80 10.048% 0.970 120.07 134.10 0.835 
Jilin 4944.00 54.819% 0.836 67.53 85.42 0.726 
Anhui 8853.90 24.984% 0.925 120.56 121.31 1.011 
Heilongjiang 11898.50 23.999% 0.928 214.75 185.58 0.907 
Hebei 8652.70 18.173% 0.945 151.59 161.74 0.978 
Hubei 7030.00 19.383% 0.942 132.65 164.90 0.868 
Chongqing 3134.70 5.291% 0.984 18.75 18.54 1.158 
Sichuan 9278.20 7.940% 0.976 118.71 132.30 0.929 
Inner 
Mongolia 
6761.50 37.197% 0.888 141.77 155.13 0.799 
Shandong 10724.40 18.892% 0.943 159.71 175.92 0.944 
Other regions 46339.40 17.632% 0.947 1627.03 1665.45 1.047 
Data source: China Agricultural Yearbook 2001 and 2008 (NBSC, 2001-2008); China Statistic 
Yearbook on Environment 2001 and 2008 (NBSC & NBEPC, 2000-2012), estimated by authors. 
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6.2 Simulation of Severe Drought for Policy Analysis 
6.2.1 Fixed Total Water Supply 
In this simulation, we fix the total water supply. In the water parallel pricing 
system, the total irrigation water supply is fixed by introducing the market clearing 
equation of irrigation water (see equation (5.45)’). In both the water parallel pricing 
system and the water pricing system, we fix the output of the water production sector 
(water supply),                     : under the water parallel pricing system, it is the output 
of the pipe water production sector (WAP); under the water pricing system, it is the 
output of the integrated water production sector (WAT). In this setting, we introduce an 
endogenous parameter to represent the “effective” water production as shown in the 
following equation, which refers to Berrittella, Rehdanz and Tol (2006).  
This setting is used because, in the CGE model, the number of variables should 
always be equal to the number of equations. Therefore, when we fix the initial 
endogenous variable as an exogenous one, we should define another initial exogenous 
variable as an endogenous one. In this simulation, we are going to fix the water supply 
                , which is the initial endogenous variable defined in the model, and 
then the initial exogenous variable                   is selected to be endogenous to 
represent the “effective” water production, as mentioned above (see Table 6.2). In this 
way, the number of variables will continue to be equal to the number of equations in the 
simulation.  
Here,                   and another endogenous variable, the composite inputs of 
value-added and water inputs                   will be determined by  
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT
VAW
iva
XD

                  (6.4)                     
 
" " " "
" " " "
" " " "
1/
" " " " " " " "
" " " " " " " " " " " "
" " " "
(1 )
" " " "
WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT WAP or WAT
WAP or WAT WAP or WAT WAP or WAT
WAP WAT
VA
VAW a
WAP or WAT






   

 
 
 
 
   (6.5) 
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Table 6.2 Model setting for Simulation on severe drought 
Initial model setting Endogenous variables Exogenous variables 
SCGE-WPP                  
SCGE-WP_A                  
SCGE-WP_B                  
Model setting in Simulation Endogenous variables Exogenous variables 
SCGE-WPP                  
SCGE-WP_A                  
SCGE-WP_B                  
Source: constructed by author  
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6.2.2 Simulation Design for Severe Drought 
To compare the efficiencies of the economy under the water parallel pricing system 
(WPP) and the water pricing system under two cases (WP_A and WP_B), we designed 
a simulation of severe drought, in which we consider the total water supply to decrease 
by 10, 20 and 30%. In the WPP, this is the irrigation water supply and pipe water supply 
decrease. In the WP_A and WP_B, it is the integrated water supply decrease (see Table 
6.3). Overall, we want to identify the superior system for farming productions and rural 
households among these three water management systems. 
As mention in Chapter 5, the values of the outputs               defined in 
these three models cannot be compared. Thus, the following analysis will focus on the 
domestic supply of farming commodities            .  
Additionally, the subsidy rates are set to be exogenous within these three CGE 
models, and the values of them will be various because of calibration, but the total 
amount of subsidy is constant in the baseline equilibrium of these models. 
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6.3 Effects of the 2000 Drought on the Agricultural Economy 
6.3.1 Effects on Macro Economy and Agricultural Products 
The simulation predicted an insignificant effect on the nominal and real values of 
the national gross domestic product (GDP). The worst effect occurred in the total output 
of farming products as well as agricultural outputs, which decrease by 0.078% and 
0.052%, respectively. Furthermore, total consumption, including food consumption, was 
affected negatively to different extents. One projected positive value is the price index, 
which is the primary reason for the decrease in consumption (see Table 6.4). 
According to Table 6.5, we can test H1 based on the following finding: the outputs 
and exports of all agricultural crops decreased significantly. The three worst crops in 
terms of output are sorghum, wheat and oil seed, which decrease by 2.278%, 0.407% 
and 0.295%, respectively, which are mainly cultivated in northern area of China. Their 
imports thus increase more significantly than those of other crops, except for oil seed 
imports. For most crops, the obvious decline in their inputs of composite land and water 
is the main reason for their decrease in output and their increases in the inputs of capital 
and labor. The only exceptions are oil seed and sorghum, for which the inputs of capital 
and labor decrease. Therefore, at the national level, drought would significantly reduce 
the output and export of agricultural crops, leading their imports to increase. Thus, the 
H1 hypothesis can be accepted. In addition, their producer prices increase significantly; 
the greatest increases were observed for sorghum, wheat and corn, whose prices rose by 
0.974%, 0.385% and 0.338%, respectively.  
Indeed, farming sectors increase their agricultural labor inputs only, with the 
exception of sorghum, oil seed and other crops, which increase their imports instead. 
Accordingly, the agricultural labor inputs in non-farming sectors decline significantly, 
and the regional wages of agricultural labor also increase markedly (see Table 6.6). On 
the other hand, the changes in the returns of regional croplands vary; thus, their regional 
inputs in the production of different crops vary as well (see Table 6.7). The effects on 
the irrigation water prices of the 16 regions were closely related to the changes in their 
irrigation water supply. Except for six regions with high irrigation water supplies and 
low price levels, a decrease in irrigation water supply increases prices. Moreover, the 
effects on irrigation water in the 16 regions differ greatly (see Table 6.8).  
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Table 6.4 Changes in macro economy and price indexes 
Changes in macro indexes 
 
Nominal GDP, % 0.013 
Real GDP, % -0.001 
Total output of crops, % -0.078 
Total output of agriculture, % -0.052 
Total consumption , % -0.012 
Total food consumption, % -0.068 
Total change in welfare of households, 10 million yuan -116.036 
Changes in price indexes, % 
 
Consumer price index, % 0.028 
Capital return, % 0.009 
Exchange rate, % 0.010 
Pipe water price, % 0.006 
Source: derived from model simulation. 
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6.3.2 Effects on Urban Households and Rural Households in 16 Regions 
Both urban and rural households are projected to suffer a significant reduction in 
their welfare, income, total consumption and total food consumption. Indeed, 
hypothesis H2 is also accepted. The drought-induced decreases in welfare, total 
consumption and food consumption in both the urban households and rural households 
in 16 regions are significant, despite the fact that most of them benefit from the 
additional income. The main reasons for these declines are the higher prices, especially 
for the agricultural products, as shown in Table 6.5. The estimated reductions in welfare 
and consumption as well as the food consumption were more significant in rural 
households than in urban households. At the macro level, the welfare of rural 
households decreased by 149.52 million yuan, and the decreases in total consumption 
and food consumption are -0.006% and 0.086%, respectively (see Table 6.9).  
Among the 15 regions’ rural households, those in Henan, Sichuan, Hubei, 
Guangdong, Inner Mongolia, Yunnan and Jilin experienced the worst declines in welfare, 
with decreases of more than 10 million yuan. These worst rural households are from 
both northern and southern areas of China. We also notice that this drought would have 
significant negative effects on food consumption in the rural households in all 16 
regions studied, particularly Hubei, Jilin, Sichuan, Inner Mongolia, Guangdong and 
Yunnan, with decreases of more than 0.1%. Therefore, these negative effects on food 
consumption are the primary reason for the declines in welfare, income and total 
consumption for all regional rural households. It reflects the fact that rural households 
experiencing declining welfare were marked by an analogous change in their food 
consumption (see Table 6.9).  
Figure 6.2 presents a chart summarizing the impacts of the drought of 2000. When 
the drought just as that of 2000 occurred and reduced the supplies of irrigation water 
and cropland, agricultural outputs decreased, and then the prices of agricultural products 
increased. Rural households would lower their food consumption so that their utility 
levels as well as their welfare decreased. Decreasing supplies of cropland and irrigation 
water would increase the return of cropland. And the wage of labor would be also higher 
due to the increasing demand of labor; thus rural households would benefit from higher 
income. However, additional income could not compensate their losses in consumption. 
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Table 6.9 Changes in welfare, income and consumption of urban and rural households 
Unit: for welfare, 10 million Yuan; 
for income and consumption, % 
Welfare Income Consumption Food consumption 
1
6
 r
eg
io
n
al
 R
u
ra
l 
h
o
u
se
h
o
ld
s 
Guangdong -3.754 0.033 -0.026 -0.103 
Jiangxi -0.638 0.064 -0.007 -0.099 
Hainan 0.125 0.080 0.009 -0.077 
Yunnan -1.985 0.037 -0.024 -0.103 
Guangxi -0.571 0.061 -0.006 -0.091 
Henan -9.280 -0.053 -0.069 -0.087 
Jilin -1.970 0.008 -0.041 -0.127 
Anhui 0.566 0.053 0.005 -0.086 
Heilongjiang -0.492 0.036 -0.008 -0.089 
Hebei 1.941 0.048 0.017 -0.041 
Hubei -5.489 0.011 -0.049 -0.145 
Chongqing 0.718 0.083 0.016 -0.066 
Sichuan -7.767 0.018 -0.048 -0.124 
Inner Mongolia -2.393 -0.022 -0.055 -0.124 
Shandong 1.674 0.036 0.009 -0.050 
Other regions 14.365 0.059 0.014 -0.069 
Total change in rural households -14.952 0.037 -0.006 -0.086 
Urban household -101.085 0.007 -0.014 -0.057 
Source: derived from model simulation. Note: “food” in this chapter includes the 10 crops as 
mentioned above and products from food industries, including the following five types of 
products: meat, milk, vegetable oil, gain, sugar, and other food 
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Figure 6.2 Flow chart of the impact of the drought of 2000 
Source: constructed by the author 
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labor  
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6.4 Policy Analysis: the Water Parallel Pricing System vs. the Water Pricing System 
6.4.1 Impacts on Rural Households and Domestic supply of Farming Commodities  
The results of Table 6.10 show that the WPP is still better than the WP_B in 
protecting the domestic supply of farming commodities from severe drought because 
the decline in this supply is less. However, the losses in welfare for rural households in 
the WPP are worse than those in the WP_B. Moreover, the WP_A is the worst case for 
rural households because the loss of their welfare is worse than in the WPP and WP_B. 
Additionally, the integrated water price in the WP_A is higher than the irrigation water 
price but lower than the pipe water price in the WPP. Furthermore, this price is also 
higher than that derived from the WP_B.  
In detail, when the total water supply decreases by 30% because of drought the 
following holds: in the WPP, the welfare of rural and urban households decreases by 
2122.18 and 7276.51 ten million yuan, respectively, and the domestic supply of farming 
commodities decrease by 0.43%; in the WP_B, the welfare of rural and urban 
households decreases by 1042.13 and 7403.34 ten million yuan, respectively, while the 
domestic supply of farming commodities decreases by 0.79%. In addition, we found 
that the increase in the integrated water price of the WP_B (this price increases by 
75.13%) is lower than the increases in both the pipe water price and irrigation water 
price in the WPP (these two prices increase by 95.81% and 142.12%, respectively). 
Therefore, the WP_B will be the superior option for rural households but nor for the 
domestic supply of farming commodities. In addition, water users will be benefit from 
the lowest increase in the water price in this system. 
We will give a detailed analysis in the following sections, where we will focus on 
the results derived from the case where the total water supply decreases by 30% 
(Drought-30%). 
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6.4.2 Effects on Water Sectoral Distribution and Macro Economy 
Table 6.11 shows that the decline in the water demand of farming productions in 
the WP_B is lower than in the WPP and the WP_A, which is the reason for the more 
significant decreases in the domestic supply of farming commodities in the WP_B than 
in the WPP and the WP_A. However, households’ water consumption decreases by 
17.20% in the WPP, which is lower than that in the WP_A and the WP_B (where it 
decreases by 15.60% and 12.68%, respectively). Accordingly, the WP_B is the best 
option for households because it provides more water for consumption with the lowest 
increase in the water price when serve drought occurs.  
In addition, the WP_A would cause a more serious decline in the Real GDP than 
would the WPP and the WP_B: the Real GDP in the WPP, the WP_A and the WP_B 
decrease by 0.46%, 0.93% and 0.69%, respectively. Moreover, rural households’ income 
increases more significantly in the WP_B than in the other two systems (by 0.32%, 0.82% 
and 1.15% in the WP_B, the WPP and the WP_A, respectively), and the decreases in 
their consumption, including food consumption, are also less in the WP_B (by 0.41%) 
than in the WPP and the WP_A (by 0.83% and 0.95% respectively). A greater increase 
in income and less decrease in consumption are the main reasons for households’ better 
situation in the WP_B than in the WPP and the WP_A.  
Moreover, we also notice that the total subsidy, which is given the same value in 
the baseline of three simulations, does not increase much more significantly (by 1.84%) 
in the WP_B than that in the WPP and the WP_A (by 36.68% and 41.20%, respectively). 
Therefore, we can conclude that the WP_B will lead to a better situation for the macro 
economy than would the WPP or the WP_A, especially for rural households (see Table 
6.11). Furthermore, we find that the wage of agricultural labor and the return to 
non-irrigation land increase more significantly in the WP_B (by 1.62% and 3.69%, 
respectively) than in the WPP and the WP_A (by 0.22% and 0.50% in former one as 
well as 0.62% and 0.98% in latter one, respectively). The return to irrigation land in the 
WP_B, however, decreases by 80.66%, which is much lower than that in the WPP and 
the WP_A, where this return decreases by 54.37% and 59.72%, respectively. 
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Table 6.11 Results of the Drought-30% on water distribution and the macro economy 
Unit, % WPP WP_A WP_B 
Change in water distribution 
Total water demand in farming sectors -30.09 -33.25 -36.52 
Total water demand in industrial sectors -28.28 -28.12 -22.64 
Total water demand in service sectors -35.88 -31.62 -24.52 
Total water consumption of households -17.20 -15.60 -12.68 
Total water supply -30.00 -30.00 -30.00 
Changes in macro economy, % 
Nominal GDP 0.46 0.93 0.69 
Real GDP -0.59 -0.93 -0.64 
Outputs of Industrial and Service Products -0.50 -0.84 -0.54 
Average Producer Price of Industrial and Service Products 
(except product of water production: pipe water or integrated water) 
0.75 1.45 1.06 
Domestic Supplies of Industrial and Service Commodities -0.62 -0.97 -0.65 
Average Price of Domestic Supplies of Industrial and Service Commodities 
(except commodities of water production: pipe water or integrated water) 
0.90 1.59 1.13 
Total subsidy for irrigation 36.68 41.20 1.84 
Rural households’ Income 0.32 0.82 1.15 
Urban households’ Income 0.35 0.53 0.40 
Rural households’ consumption -0.83 -0.95 -0.41 
Urban households’ consumption -0.97 -1.37 -1.01 
Rural households’ food consumption -0.77 -0.89 -0.57 
Urban households’ food consumption -0.77 -1.10 -0.84 
Consumer price index 1.37 1.95 1.48 
Exchange rate 0.95 1.63 1.15 
Return to Capital 0.30 1.56 0.95 
Wage of agricultural labor 0.22 0.62 1.62 
Return to irrigation land -54.37 -59.72 -80.66 
Return to non-irrigation land 0.50 0.98 3.69 
Note: (1) total water demand of farming sectors of the WPP indicate the composite water 
demand,               which is combined by the irrigation water and pipe water; (2) “food” 
in this study includes the 10 crops mentioned above and products from food industries including 
the following five types of products: meat, milk, vegetable oil, grain, sugar, and other food. 
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6.4.3 Effects on Agricultural Production and Households 
Overall, according to Table 6.12, Table 6.13 and Table 6.14, severe drought 
narrows the output of crop products so that their exports decrease. Because of the 
decrease in the water supply, farmers must employ more capital, labor, and 
non-irrigation land. Table 6.12 shows the detailed effects on farming products and 
domestic supplies. The changes in their outputs are incomparable. Thus, we will focus 
on the changes in the domestic supplies of farming commodities. In detail, the domestic 
supplies of farming commodities in the WP_B are worse than those in the WPP and the 
WP_A, and thus their selling prices also increase more significantly in the former than 
in the other two. In all three simulations, the worst three crops with the most loss of 
domestic supplies are sorghum, paddy and wheat. Thus, their selling prices also increase 
more significantly than do other crops.  
Furthermore, it should be noted that the changes in both the exports of farming 
products and the imports of farming commodities are more significant in the WP_B 
than in the WPP or WP_A: almost all of the crops can significantly increase their 
imports and decrease their export in the WP_B except for oil seed and “other crops,” 
which decrease their imports; in the WPP and WP_A almost all of the crops decrease 
their imports and exports with only two exceptions: potato’s export and sorghum’s 
import. The higher increase in the price of farming products in the WP_B is the main 
reason for the higher increase in the import of farming commodities in this system. For 
example, the producer price of sorghum increases by 24.16% in the WP_B, while this 
price increase by only 2.38% and 3.17% in the WPP and in the WP_A, respectively; 
thus the impost of sorghum increases by 22.52% in the WP_B, whereas this import 
increase by only 0.98% and 0.91% in the WPP and the WP_A, respectively. This 
finding indicates a possibility that China can significantly narrow their exports and 
expend their imports during the drought period in the further reform of the water pricing 
system for almost all crops (see Table 6.13). 
 Moreover, the decreases in the domestic supply of farming commodities are more 
significant in the WP_B. Thus, the farming productions must employ more capital and 
labor, which is the reason for the higher wage level of agricultural labor and the higher 
returns of capital and non-irrigation land in the WP_B (see Table 6.14).  
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The flow charts for the impact of Drought on the WPP, WP_A and WP_B are shown in 
Figure 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. These flow charts are focus on the total level of farming 
production and consumption rather than a specific crop. The story is similar but the changing 
level is different among these three systems.  
For example in WPP, when the irrigation water supply and the pipe water supply decrease 
because of drought, their prices increase significantly. Accordingly, the water demand from 
agricultural, industrial and service production decrease, which significantly increase the prices 
of their products. Lower output and higher prices would limit the households’ consumption, and 
then their welfare will decrease. However, the higher prices of irrigation water and pipe will 
make farming, industrial and service productions employ more labor and capital. Thus the 
capital return and the wage of agricultural labor will increase. Moreover, the decrease in the 
demand of composite irrigation land-water will motivate the demand for non-irrigation land, but 
the input of non-irrigation land cannot increase due to the fixed amount of total supply, and then 
its return will increase. The higher return to capital and non-irrigation land as well as the higher 
wage of agricultural labor will increase the income of rural households. However, the additional 
income cannot compensate for the decline in rural households’ consumption, and so their 
welfare will decrease.  
For the simulation of the WP_A and WP_B, the irrigation water supply and the pipe water 
supply should be changed to the integrated water supply. In particular, the total imports of 
farming commodities increase in the WP_B but decrease in the WPP and the WP_A, which 
means that based on this system, it is more likely to increase the imports of farming 
commodities to protect households’ welfare from the drought because of the highest increases in 
the price of farming products. Moreover, in Figure 6.5, we can still find that the losses in the 
rural households’ welfare in WP_B are less than in the WPP and the WP_B. That’s because they 
benefit from highest increase in their income and less decrease in their consumption in the 
WP_B. Precisely, highest increase in their income in this system results from the second higher 
increases in the return to the capital and the highest increases in the return to non-irrigation land 
as well as in the wage of agricultural labor. The increases in the return and the wage in the WPP 
and the WP_A, however, are less; thus the decrease in their welfare will be more significantly. 
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6.6 Summary Analysis 
In the simulation of drought 2000, the macroeconomic results indicated that the 
effects on nominal and real GDP, total imports, exports and consumption were negative 
but insignificant. However, the decline in the output of some crops was significant and 
varied. All crop outputs and exports decreased, particularly for sorghum, wheat and oil 
seed, which are mainly cultivated in northern areas. Thus, their imports increased. 
Furthermore, most crop production would employ more capital and labor to sustain 
output because of the decline in cropland supply and irrigation water supply. 
Households, especially rural households, suffered significant losses in welfare, total 
consumption and food consumption. Rural households from both northern and southern 
areas including Henan, Sichuan, Hubei, Guangdong, Inner Mongolia, Yunnan and Jilin 
experienced the most significant declines in welfare. Additionally, the change in food 
consumption was the most significant change for all households in both urban and rural 
areas. This exemplifies the close relationship between food consumption and welfare. 
The simulations aimed to select the superior policy option between the water 
parallel pricing system and the water pricing system when a severe drought occurs. 
Overall, the results derived from those simulations show that the domestic supply of 
farming commodities would be narrowed and their selling price would be higher in the 
case of a severe drought that decreased the total water supply. Accordingly, farmers 
must employ more capital, labor and non-irrigation land, and then the wage of 
non-agricultural labor and the returns of capital and non-irrigation land would be higher, 
which would increase households’ income, especially rural households. However, 
higher income could not compensate for the losses in households’ welfare. Furthermore, 
the water pricing system under the case of further reform is better for rural households 
but worse for the supply of farming commodities. This is because households in this 
system would benefit from a higher increase in income and less decrease in 
consumption, especially for their consumption of food and water. However, the decrease 
in the farming water demand was more significant. Moreover, the results derived from 
this system indicated that China would decrease their exports and increase their imports 
of almost all crops during the drought period. In addition, water users in this system 
would benefit from the lowest increase in the water price. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Study 
 
China has transformed from an agricultural-based economy to the manufacturing 
workshop of the world on an unprecedented scope and timeframe. The associated water 
resource issues have had a significant impact on the agricultural economy, especially on 
rural households. The greatest challenge ahead for China’s government will be to craft 
policies and rules within China’s complex cultural and legal administrative system that 
provide incentives for users to increase water-use efficiency. By applying a CGE model, 
the objective of this study is to provide a better understanding of water resource issues 
in context of China’s economic growth to address water problems in China and provide 
some insights and policy recommendations. 
     
7.1 Main Findings 
The objective of this study is to measure the impacts of an irrigation water shortage 
caused by drought regarding the constant water supply within different water 
management systems. Firstly, we measured the effects of the 2000 drought on the 
agricultural economy; secondly, we evaluated the impacts of severe droughts under the 
constant water supply within different water management systems. Precisely, Policy 
analysis focused on the results derived from three CGE models respectively: the one 
model with the water parallel pricing system, and the other two models with the water 
pricing system under two cases including the case of current reform and another case of 
further reform. The question was: which one is the superior system for agricultural 
economy and rural households. 
Chapter 2 presented a literature review focusing on issues regarding water supply 
and demand, drought, economic growth and water pricing in China. In summary, water 
pricing in China is implemented as parallel pricing for irrigation water and 
urban-industrial water. However, it is unclear how to best measure this inefficient water 
management. This study attempted this measurement in the following chapters. 
Chapter 3 presented i) an overview of the impacts of drought in China in year 2000; 
ii) a survey with respect to drought, including data survey on the drought of 2007 and an 
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interview survey on rural households; and iii) background information on the water 
parallel pricing system and the water pricing system, where the water price distortion 
between irrigation water price and pipe water price was also discussed. First, we 
conducted an interview survey on farmers living Jilin and Liao. Second, we estimated 
the equilibrium irrigation water input costs and their subsidies at the national and 
regional level, which would be introduced into the social accounting matrix (SAM). 
Furthermore, based on a literature review and an interview survey of rural households, 
we found that the present pricing processes for irrigation water and pipe water are 
parallel due to the fragmented water management system (namely the water parallel 
pricing system). This water parallel pricing system has been working to promote 
industrialization and protect agricultural production from natural hazards, especially 
drought. However, this system caused significant price distortions between irrigation 
water and pipe water across different regions. Therefore, during these years, the central 
government has been making efforts on reconstructing the current water management 
system to make it integrated, such that both irrigation water and pipe water are priced 
together according to their social marginal costs, increasing the efficiency of the water 
management and distribution. In practice, rural households would be better off selling 
their water rights to industrial and other users, as in the water market experiment in 
Zhangye City. Furthermore, it was projected that households from both urban and rural 
areas will benefit from more water resources. In addition, it was also suggested that the 
initial subsidy on irrigation water price should be moved out to be imposed on the price 
of agricultural products as in the further reform of the water pricing system. 
Chapter 4 explained i) the estimation of multi-regional irrigation water introduced 
into the macro-SAM of China and ii) the modification of the SAMs to yield a SAM 
with 16 regions’ irrigation water, a SAM with the water parallel pricing system and a 
SAM with the water pricing system. First, we constructed a basic macro-SAM by 
introducing the pipe water, and modified the agricultural labor and the non-agricultural 
labor. Second, we introduced the 16 regions’ irrigation water and their relative subsidies. 
The result was the macro-SAM with 16 regions’ irrigation water (SAM-16R). Third, we 
aggregated the regional values into the macro level and construct two macro-SAMs 
with the water parallel pricing system (SAM-WPP) and with the water pricing system 
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(SAM-WP), respectively.  
In Chapter 5, we introduced a key substitution between water demand and 
value-added demand to describe the influence of water control policy on production 
sectors. Furthermore, by relying on the SAM-16R, the SAM-WPP and the SAM-WP, 
we constructed four different static CGE models for two simulations of drought. First, 
based on the SAM-16R, we construct a static CGE model with 16 regions’ irrigation 
water (SCGE-16R) to simulate the drought of the year 2000 in China. Second, the 
SAM-WPP and the SAM-WP were applied in our other three static CGE models 
respectively to contribute to the policy analysis by identifying the superior pricing 
system for agricultural economy and rural households, where the SAM-WPP was used 
in the static CGE model with the water parallel pricing system (SCGE-WPP); the 
SAM-WP was used in the two static CGE models with the water pricing system under 
two cases including the case of current reform (SCGE-WP_A), where irrigation subsidy 
is imposed on the input price of integrated water; and another case of further reform 
(SCGE-WP_B), where the irrigation subsidy is undertaken by the producer price of 
farming products. In detail, the main originalities in these models are mainly located in 
the production and the government blocks: firstly, the main difference was that 
SCGE-WPP has two water sectors, the pipe water (WAP) as a production sector and the 
irrigation water (WAR) as a factor, whereas the SCGE-WP_A and the SCGE-WP_B has 
only one water sector (WAT); secondly, in SCGE-WP_A and SCGE-WP_B, it should be 
noted: 1) the integrated water was a production sector; 2) there was no equation 
describing the market clearing of irrigation water; 3) the enterprise of water production 
would collect capital income from all of the water supply; and 4) the government would 
not earn any income from the irrigation water supply. In the SCGE-WP_A and the 
SCGE-WP_B for farming sectors, the values of integrated water were equal the sum of 
initial irrigation water; and for other sectors including non-farming, construction, 
industrial and service sectors, the integrated water was equal to the initial pipe water. 
The first part of Chapter 6 simulated the drought of 2000 in China and then 
discussed the effects on agricultural economy and multi-regional rural households. The 
second part simulated a severe drought under constant water supply within different 
water management systems. The aim of these simulations was to identify the superior 
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water management system for rural households and agricultural economy.  
In the drought 2000 simulation, the macroeconomic results indicated that the 
effects on nominal and real GDP, total imports, exports and consumption were negative 
but insignificant. However, all crop outputs and exports decreased, and the decline in 
the output of some crops was significant and varied. Thus, their imports increased. The 
worst three affected crops were sorghum, wheat, and oil seed, of which their outputs 
decreased by 2.278%, 0.407% and 0.295%, respectively. Furthermore, most crop 
production would employ more capital and labor to sustain output because of the 
declines in cropland supply and irrigation water supply. Households were required to 
spend more on food consumption, decreasing consumption. The effects on both urban 
and multi-regional rural households reflected this point. Households, especially rural 
households suffered significant losses in welfare, total consumption and food 
consumption. At macro level, urban and rural households’ welfare decreased by 14.96 
and 101.09 ten million yuan, respectively. Rural households in Henan, Sichuan, Hubei, 
Guangdong, Inner Mongolia, Yunnan and Jilin experienced the most significant declines 
in welfare, and these regions are included in both northern and southern areas of China. 
We also found that the change in food consumption was the most significant change for 
all households in both urban and rural areas. This exemplifies the close relationship 
between food consumption and welfare. 
The simulations aimed to select the best policy option between the water parallel 
pricing system and the water pricing system when a severe drought occurs. Overall, the 
results derived from those simulations showed that the domestic supply of farming 
commodities would be narrowed and their selling price would be higher in the case of a 
severe drought that decreased the total water supply. Accordingly, farmers must 
employed more capital, labor and non-irrigation land, and then the wage of 
non-agricultural labor and the returns of capital and non-irrigation land would be higher, 
which would increase households’ income, especially rural households. However, 
higher income could not compensate for the losses in households’ welfare. 
On the one hand, the WP_B was better for rural households but worse for the 
domestic supply of farming commodities. For example, when a severe drought occurred 
and total water supply declined by 30%, rural households’ welfare decreased by 1042.13 
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ten million yuan in WP_B, however, in WPP and WP_A, their welfare decreased by 
2122.18 and 2421.30 ten million yuan, respectively. This was because households in 
WP_B would benefit from a higher increase in income and less decrease in 
consumption. Precisely, rural households’ income increased by 1.15%, 0.32% and 0.82% 
in the WP_B, the WPP and the WP_A, respectively; their consumption decreased by 
0.41%, 0.83% and 0.95% in the WP_B, the WPP and the WP_A, respectively. In 
addition, the integrate water price in the WP_B increased by 75.13%. This increase is 
much lower than that in the other two systems: the irrigation water price and pipe water 
price in the WPP increased by 95.81% and 142.12%, respectively; and the integrated 
water price in the WP_A increased by 111.56%. 
On the other hand, when the total water supply decreased by 30% because of 
drought, the domestic supply of farming commodities would decrease by 0.79% in the 
WP_B, while that would decrease by 0.43% and 0.59% in the WPP and the WP_A, 
respectively. The reason was that the decrease in the water demand of farming sectors 
was more significant in WP_B: the farming water demand decreased by 36.52% in 
WP_B, but that decreased by 30.09% and 33.25% in the WPP and the WP_A 
respectively. However, the decline in the water demand of other sectors including 
industrial and service as well as households in the WP_B was less than that in WPP and 
the WP_A. For example, the water demand of industrial sectors decreased by 22.64% in 
the WP_B, while it decreased by 28.28% and 28.12% in the WPP and the WP_A. For 
the water demand of service sectors and households, the story is the same. Thus we can 
conclude that more water would be reallocated from farming sectors to other sectors in 
this system when the drought occurred. Moreover, the results derived from the WP_B 
indicated that China would decrease their exports and increase their imports of almost 
all crops during the drought period. For example, the most significant increases can be 
found in sorghum, paddy and wheat, which increased their imports by 22.52%, 13.53% 
and 8.19%, respectively. 
In summary, we found that if the drought like that of 2000 happens again, all of 
agricultural outputs would decrease significantly, especially for farming outputs, in 
which the worst crops were sorghum, wheat and oil seed mainly cultivating in northern 
areas of China. However, the worst regions’ rural households with more losses in 
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welfare could be found in both northern and southern areas. The reasons for these losses 
were the higher increase in the prices of commodities, especially for food commodities, 
which would narrow households’ consumption including food consumption, and then 
households’ utility level as well as welfare would be decreased.  
Furthermore, policy analysis based on the simulation for the impacts of severe 
drought on different water management systems showed that the water pricing system 
under the case of further reform could be identified as the superior system for rural 
households, because their losses in welfare in this system are much less than those from 
other systems including the water parallel pricing system and the water pricing system 
under the case of current reform. That is because households would benefit from higher 
increase in their income and the decreases in their consumption were also less compared 
with those in other two systems. However, the declines in the domestic supply of 
farming commodities were more significant in this system due to more water moving 
out from farming sectors to other sectors. On the other hand, it was also more likely for 
this system to increase farming imports. Previous studies such as Lohmar et al. (2003) 
also suggested that China should relax its grain self-sufficiency policy so that farmers 
are not under pressure to produce grain. Therefore, additional policies for agricultural 
production are necessary. 
  
7.2 Directions for Future Research 
In our models, price of irrigation water is the equilibrium price in the water parallel 
pricing system, which is determined at the level the famers willing to pay. Moreover, all 
initial prices of commodities and factors were equal one for simplicity. And also the 
maximization problem solved in models was for households’ utility function rather than 
for social welfare function. Therefore, in our model, we did not estimate the value of 
shadow prices. In further, it is necessary to estimate the shadow price of irrigation water, 
which should be involved in the developed model where the maximization problem of 
social welfare function would be introduced and solved. 
Additionally, three main areas require further improvement in the future. 
First, several parameters used in all static CGE models of China’s macro economy 
were based on previous studies. We admit that several parameters might be too 
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imprecise to reflect the reality, such as the elasticity values of the CES function for the 
regional land and water composite, the Cobb-Douglas assumption for regional 
agricultural labor and composite cropland and water and the Frisch parameters used in 
the calibration of the Stone-Gary utility function. However, because of data limitations, 
we have to accept these parameters. Furthermore, the assumptions of perfect 
competition, constant returns to scale and full employment will also create differences 
from the real economy. 
Second, it is well known that drought is a seasonal problem that usually occurs for 
a very short period. Hence, the results derived from our simulation are based on an 
assumption for a very short term. However, it should be noted that our SAM is based on 
annual data and that seasonal data, especial for seasonal water supply, is still 
non-available in the official database. In future research, the water sector should be 
separated to represent seasonal changes in the water supply once the seasonal data for 
water supply are available. The results about water price would become more insightful 
for policy recommendation based on this. Furthermore, when more detailed data are 
available, we will extend the non-irrigated land, irrigated land and irrigation water into 
the regional level. 
Third, to measure the water use efficiency within various water management 
systems more clearly, it is useful to expend these static models to the dynamic model, 
especially in the context of the rapid industrialization and urbanization in China in the 
near future, where the conflicts between various water users, including industrial and 
agricultural users as well as urban and rural users, will be more significant. In addition, 
because the water scarcity in China is mainly represented by the uneven distribution of 
water resources between the Southern and Northern areas, it is also necessary to expend 
our SAM and related models to the South-North SAM and South-North CGE model, 
respectively.  
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Appendix 1: Map of Tuotai village and its farming area with irrigation system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: made by author. Location: Tuotai village, Yingkou City, Liaoning Province 
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Appendix 2: Agricultural insurance given from local government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Made by author. Location: Chaoyang City, Liaoning Province 
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Appendix 7: Model Equations  
A7.1 SCGE Model with16 regions’ irrigation water (SCGE-16R) 
A.7.1.1 Production Block 
A.7.1.1.1 Regional Agricultural Labor in Cobb-Douglas Function 
, ,_ / _reg agc reg agc agc agc regLF REG LFR PLF LF PLF REG              (A7.1) 
A.7.1.1.2 Composite Regional Agricultural Labor in Cobb-Douglas Function 
,
,_
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reg agc
reg
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
                  (A7.2) 
A.7.1.1.3 Non-agricultural Labor in CES function 
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    (A7.3) 
A.7.1.1.4 Multi-regional Agricultural Labor in CES function 
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A.7.1.1.5 Zero Profit Condition in CES Function for the Labor 
 agc agc agc agc agcPL L PLF LF PLE LE                         (A7.5) 
A.7.1.1.6 Irrigation Water Demand of “Other Regions” for Farming Productions 
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A.7.1.1.7 Pipe Water Demand of “Other Regions” for Farming Productions 
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A.7.1.1.8 Zero-profit Condition in CES Function for the Composite Water Demand of “Other 
regions” for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.9 Composite Water Demand of “Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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(A7.9) 
A.7.1.1.10 Cropland demand of “Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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  (A7.10) 
A.7.1.1.11 Zero-profit condition in CES Function for the multi-regional land-water bundles of 
“Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.12 Regional Irrigation Water Demand except “Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.13 Regional Cropland Demand except “Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.14 Zero Profit Condition in CES Function for multi-regional land-water bundles except 
the “Other Regions” for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.15 Regional demand of multi-regional land-water bundle in Cobb-Douglas function for 
Farming Production 
, , ,_ / _reg cro reg cro cro cro reg croLW REG LW PLW LW PLW REG           (A7.15) 
A.7.1.1.16 Composite Land-Water Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.17 Capital Demand in Cobb-Douglas function for Farming Production 
 /cro cro cro croK FK PVA VA PK                           (A7.17) 
A.7.1.1.18Composite Labor Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Farming production 
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A.7.1.1.19 Composite land-water demand in Cobb-Douglas for Farming production 
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A.7.1.1.20 Value-Added Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.21 Capital Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Non-farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.22 Composite Labor Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Non-farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.23 Value-Added Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function for Non-farming Production 
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A.7.1.1.24 Capital Demand in CES function for the Productions of “Other” Sectors”  
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A.7.1.1.25 Non-agricultural Labor Demand in CES function for the Productions of “Other” 
Sectors” 
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A.7.1.1.26 Zero Profit Condition in CES Function for value added of “Other Sectors” 
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A.7.1.1.27 Value-Added Demand in CES function for Non-farming and “Other Sectors” 
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A.7.1.1.28 Pipe Water Demand in CES function for Non-farming and “Other Sectors” 
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A.7.1.1.29 Zero Profit Condition in CES Function for the Pipe Water Demand and 
Value-added Demand of Non-farming and “Other Sectors” 
" " (1 )ncpinse ncpinse WAP ncpinse ncpinse ncpinse ncpinsePVAW VAW P WAP tva PVA VA          (A7.29) 
A.7.1.1.30 Intermediate Demand except Water in Leontief Function 
,sec ,sec secnwa nwaIO iio XD                             (A7.30) 
A.7.1.1.31 Vale-Added Demand in Leontief Function for Farming Sectors 
cro cro croVA iva XD                               (A7.31) 
A.7.1.1.32 Composite Vale-Added Demand in Leontief Function for Non-farming and “Other 
Sectors” 
ncpinse ncpinse ncpinseVAW iva XD                          (A7.32) 
A.7.1. 2 Trade Block 
A.7.1. 2.1 Import Demand in Armington Function 
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A.7.1. 2.2 Domestic Product Demand in Armington Function 
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A.7.1. 2.3 Zero-profit Condition in Armington Function 
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A.7.1. 2.4 Export Demand in CET Function 
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A.7.1. 2.5 Domestic Product Demand in CET Function 
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A.7.1. 2.6 Zero-Profit Condition in CET Function 
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A.7.1. 2.7 Import Price 
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A.7.1. 2.8 Export Price 
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A7.1.3 Blocks of Households and Enterprise 
A.7.1. 3.1 Household Consumption 
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A.7.1. 3.2 Hicksian equivalent variation (EV) 
A.7.1. 3.2.1 Initial utility level of households 
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A.7.1. 3.2.2 Proposed change in utility level of households 
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A.7.1. 3.2.3 Initial level of equivalent variation level 
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A.7.1. 3.2.4 Proposed change in the level of Equivalent variation 
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A.7.1. 3.2.5 Equivalent variation to measure the welfare changing of households 
hou hou houEV EP EPZ                                (A7.46) 
A.7.1. 3.6 Incomes of Household and Enterprise  
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A.7.1. 3.2.7 Savings of Household and Enterprise  
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A.7.1.4 Government Block 
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A.7.1. 4.2 Interest Payments to Government 
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A.7.1. 4.3 Total subsidy for irrigation water 
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It should be noted that in this equation, the set “reg” only includes the 15 regions except 
the “Other Regions”. 
A.7.1. 4.4 Government Consumption 
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A.7.1. 4.5 Total Tax Revenue 
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A.7.1.5 Saving/Investment  
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A.7.1.5.1 Total Saving 
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                     (A7.54) 
A.7.1.5.2 Sectoral Investment of Bank 
sec sec secP I I S                             (A7.55) 
A.7.1.6 Market Condition 
A.7.1.6.1 Consumer Price Index 
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A.7.1.6.2 Non-Agricultural Labor Markets 
                                       (A7.57) 
A.7.1.6.3 Agricultural Labor Markets 
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A.7.1.6.4 Capital Markets   
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A.7.1.6.5 Cropland Markets 
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A.7.1.6.6 Irrigation Water Markets 
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                      (A7.61) 
A.7.1.6.7 Commodity Markets: Non-Water (pipe water) 
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A.7.1.6.8 Commodity Markets: Pipe Water 
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A.7.1.6.9 Balance of International Payments 
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A.7.1.6.10 Gross Domestic Products (GDP) 
A.7.1.6.11 Nominal GDP 
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A.7.1.6.12 Real GDP 
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A7.2 SCGE Model with the water parallel pricing system (SCGE-WPP) 
A7.2.1 Production Block 
A7.2.1.1 Non-irrigation Land Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function in farming production 
/cro cro cro croLD FLD PVA VA PLD                          (A7.67) 
A7.2.1.2 Value-Added Demand in Cobb-Douglas Function in farming production 
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A7.2.13 Non-agricultural labor in CES function in agricultural production 
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A7.2.1.4 Agricultural labor in CES function in agricultural production 
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A7.2.1.5 Zero-profit condition in CES function for the labor in agricultural production 
 agc agc agc agcPL L PLF LF PLE LE                        (A7.71) 
A7.2.1.6 Composite water demand in CES function in farming production 
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A7.2.1.7 Irrigation land demand in CES function in farming production 
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A7.2.1.8 Zero-profit condition in CES function for composite irrigation land-water in farming 
production 
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(1 )cro cro cro cro cro croPLW LW tswr PWRP WARP PLR LR                (A7.74) 
A7.2.1.9 Irrigation water demand in CES function in farming production 
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A7.2.1.10 Pipe water demand in CES function in farming production 
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A7.2.1.11 Zero profit condition in CES Function for the composite water in farming production 
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A7.2.2 Blocks of Households and Enterprise 
A7.2.2.1 Household Consumption 
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A7.2.2.2 Household and Enterprise Income  
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Where households include urban and rural households; and enterprise contains both of the 
water production enterprise and the non-water production enterprise. 
A7.2.2.3 Households’ Nominal Consumption 
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A7.2.2.4 Equivalent variations (EV) 
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A7.2.2.5 Household and Enterprise Saving 
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A7.2.3 Government Block  
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A7.2.3.2 Government Consumption 
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A7.2.3.3 Total taxes revenue of government 
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A7.2.4 Market Condition 
A7.2.4 .1Agricultural labor markets 
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A7.2.4 .2 Irrigation water markets 
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A7.2.4 .3 Irrigation land markets 
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A7.2.4 .4 Non-irrigation land markets 
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A7.3 SCGE Model with the Water Pricing System under Current Reform (SCGE-WP_A) 
A7.3.1 Production Block 
A7.3.1.1 Integrated Water Demand in CES Function for farming production 
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A7.3.1.2 Irrigation Land Demand in CES Function for farming production 
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A7.3.1.3 Zero profit condition in CES function for composite irrigation land-water in farming 
production 
" "(1 )cro cro cro WAT cro croPLW LW tswr P WAT PLR LR                (A7.96) 
A7.3.1.4 Integrated water demand in CES Function for the sectors including non-farming, 
industry, construction and service 
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A7.3.1.5 Value-Added Demand in CES Function for Non-farming, Industry, Construction and 
Service 
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A7.3.1.6 Zero Profit Condition in CES Function for Composite Demand of Water and 
Value-added of Non-farming, Industry, Construction and Service 
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A7.3.2 Government Block 
5.4.2.1 Total Subsidy for the Integrated Water inputted in Farming Production 
" "WAT cro
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                   (A7.100) 
A7.3.2.2 Government Consumption 
sec sec sec
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A7.3.3 Market Conditions: Commodity Markets of Integrated Water 
sec
" " " ", " " " " sec
hou
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            (A7.102) 
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A7.4.1 SCGE Model with the Water Pricing System under Case of Further Reform 
(SCGE-WP_B) 
A7.4.1.1 Production Block 
A7.4.1.1 Integrated Water Demand in CES Function for Farming Production 
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A7.4.1.2 Irrigation Land Demand in CES Function for Farming Production 
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A7.4.1.3 Zero profit condition in CES Function for composite irrigation land-water for farming 
production 
" "cro cro WAT cro croPLW LW P WAT PLR LR                  (A7.105) 
A7.4.2 Trade Block and Government Block 
A7.4.2.1 Zero-Profit Condition in CET Function 
(1 )cro cro cro cro cro cro crotswr PD XD PE E PDD XDD             (A7.106) 
A7.4.2.2 Total subsidy on the integrated water used in farming production 
cro cro cro
cro
TSDWR tswr PD XD  
                 (A7.107) 
 
A7.5 Model Variables 
(1) Sets 
sec, secc Activities and commodities 
reg 
16 Regions’ factors including irrigation water, cropland and agricultural 
labor, which should be defined in equations respectively. 
agc: agc sec Agricultural sectors 
cro: cro sec; cro agc Farming sectors, 
ncro: ncro sec; ncro agc Non-farming sectors 
ncpinse: ncpinse sec Non-farming, construction, industrial and service sectors 
inse: inse sec; inse ncpinse Construction, industrial and service sectors 
insd Domestic institutions including government, enterprise and households 
insdng: insdng insd  Domestic institutions except government 
hou: hou insdng Urban and rural households 
(2) Variables in SCGE-16R 
PK Return to capital 
ER Exchange rate (RMB against U.S. dollar) 
PCINDEX Consumer price index (commodities) 
            Price level of composite water demand of “other regions” 
       Price level of composite irrigation water-cropland 
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                            Price level of regional composite irrigation water-cropland 
      Price level of composite labor 
PLE Wage rate of non-agricultural labor (fixed as the numeraire) 
       Price level of composite agricultural labor 
           Price level of regional agricultural labor 
           Price level of regional irrigation water 
            Regional return to cropland 
       Price level of value-added 
        Price level of composite demand of water and value-added 
     Price level of domestic sales of composite commodities 
      Price level of domestic output of firm 
       Price of domestic output delivered to home market 
       Import price with tariffs in local currency 
      Price of exports in local currency 
     Domestic sales of composite commodity 
       Gross domestic production (output) level firm 
        Domestic production delivered to home markets 
      Export demand 
           Import demand 
               Regional irrigation water demand 
               Regional cropland demand 
            Composite water demand of other regions for farming sector 
       Pipe water demand 
               Demand of regional composite irrigation water-cropland 
       Demand of total composite irrigation water-cropland 
               Regional agricultural labor demand 
       Composite agricultural labor demand 
       Non-agricultural labor demand 
      Composite labor demand 
      Capital demand 
       Value-added demand 
       Composite demand of pipe water and value-added 
            Intermediate input demand 
         Consumer households’ demand for commodities and leisure 
       Proposed change in utility level of households 
       Proposed change in the level of equivalent variation 
       Equivalent variation to measure the welfare changing of households 
     Investment demand 
      Interests payment to government 
       Government commodity demand 
TAXR Total tax revenue of government 
TSDWR Total subsidies on irrigation water 
         Households and enterprise savings 
        Income level of households and enterprise 
NGDP Nominal gross domestic products of macro economy 
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RGDP Real gross domestic products of macro economy 
             Transfers between institutions (exogenous) 
SF Foreign savings (exogenous) 
          Total non-agricultural labor supply(exogenous) 
                  Total regional agricultural labor supply(exogenous) 
         Total capital supply(exogenous) 
                   Regional total cropland available (exogenous) 
             Regional total water supply (exogenous) 
        Initial world price level of exports (exogenous) 
        Initial world price level of exports (exogenous) 
          Net revenue of factor from foreign market (exogenous) 
KSRW Foreign capital demand in local current (exogenous) 
RGF Foreign revenue of government  
EGF Foreign expenditure of government 
          Initial households’ consumer demand for commodities and leisure 
           Initial utility level of households 
        Initial level of equivalent variation 
      Initial price level of domestic sales of composite commodities 
        Initial import price with tariffs in local currency 
       Initial Price of exports in local currency 
(3) Parameters in SCGE-16R 
        Elasticity of substitution between cropland and irrigation water 
       Elasticity of substitution between agricultural and non-agricultural labor 
       Substitution elasticity of Armington function 
      Substitution elasticity of CET function 
           CES distribution parameter for land and water bundle 
       CES distribution parameter for composite labor 
      CES distribution parameter for Armington function 
      CES distribution parameter for CET function 
            Cobb-Douglas power of regional composite irrigation water-cropland bundle 
              Cobb-Douglas power of regional agricultural labor 
       Cobb-Douglas power of composite labor in value added bundle 
   
   
  Cobb-Douglas power of Capital in value added bundle 
         Cobb-Douglas power of composite irrigation water-cropland 
         Efficiency parameter for composite cropland-irrigation water bundle 
            Efficiency parameter for regional composite cropland-irrigation water bundle 
       c  Efficiency parameter for regional agricultural labor 
         Elasticity of substitution between the pipe water and irrigation water of Other Regions 
             CES distribution parameter for the pipe water and irrigation water of Other Regions 
             Efficiency parameter for the pipe water and irrigation water of Other Regions 
            Elasticity of substitution between the pipe water and value-added 
            CES distribution parameter for the pipe water and value-added 
            Efficiency parameter for the pipe water and value-added 
       Efficiency parameter for composite labor 
      Efficiency parameter for value-added bundle 
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       Elasticity of substitution between capital and non-agricultural labor 
       CES distribution parameter for the capital and non-agricultural labor 
       Efficiency parameter for the capital and non-agricultural labor 
 Asec Efficiency parameter of Armington function of commodity 
  sec Efficiency parameter of CET function of commodity 
   sec Technical coefficients of Leontief function for value-added 
i osec secc Technical coefficients of Leontief function 
          Power in in nested-ELES household utility function 
          Domestic institutions’ marginal propensity to save 
mpg Government's marginal propensity to save 
ty
      
 Tax rate on domestic institution’s income including households and enterprise 
tmsec Tariff rate for each import 
            Subsidy rates for irrigation water 
 Isec Cobb-Douglas power in the bank's utility function                 
       Net production tax on value-added                                             
 C sec Constant share of the government utility function (commodities) 
    Constant share of the interests payments of government 
(4) Variables in SCGE-WPP, SCGE-WP_A and SCGE-WP_B 
PK Return to capital 
ER Exchange rate (RMB against U.S. dollar) 
PCINDEX Consumer price index (commodities) 
        Price level of composite demand of irrigation water and pipe water 
       Price level of composite irrigation water-cropland 
      Price level of composite labor 
PLE Wage rate of non-agricultural labor (fixed as the numeraire) 
       Price level of composite agricultural labor 
           Price level of regional agricultural labor 
PWR Price level of regional irrigation water 
PLR Return to irrigation land 
PLD Return to non-irrigation land 
       Price level of value-added 
        Price level of composite demand of water and value-added 
     Price level of domestic sales of composite commodities 
      Price level of domestic output of firm 
       Price of domestic output delivered to home market 
       Import price with tariffs in local currency 
      Price of exports in local currency 
     Domestic sales of composite commodity 
       Gross domestic production (output) level firm 
        Domestic production delivered to home markets 
      Export demand 
           Import demand 
       Irrigation water demand only used in the WPP 
      Irrigation land demand  
      Non-irrigation land demand 
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        Composite water demand of other regions for farming sector (in the WPP) 
       Pipe water demand only used in the WPP 
       Integrated water demand only used in the WP 
       Demand of total composite irrigation water-cropland 
       Composite agricultural labor demand 
       Non-agricultural labor demand 
      Composite labor demand 
      Capital demand 
       Value-added demand 
       Composite demand of pipe water and value-added 
            Intermediate input demand 
         Consumer households’ demand for commodities and leisure 
       Proposed change in utility level of households 
       Proposed change in the level of equivalent variation 
       Equivalent variation to measure the welfare changing of households 
     Investment demand 
      Interests payment to government 
       Government commodity demand 
TAXR Total tax revenue of government 
TSDWR Total subsidies on irrigation water 
         Households and enterprise savings 
        Income level of households and enterprise 
NGDP Nominal gross domestic products of macro economy 
RGDP Real gross domestic products of macro economy 
             Transfers between institutions (exogenous) 
SF Foreign savings (exogenous) 
          Total non-agricultural labor supply(exogenous) 
   insdng Total regional agricultural labor supply(exogenous) 
  insdng Total capital supply(exogenous) 
 R insdng reg Total irrigation land available (exogenous) 
 D insdng reg Total non-irrigation land available (exogenous) 
IRWAG Total irrigation water supply (in the WPP) (exogenous) 
pWe 
sec
 Initial world price level of exports (exogenous) 
pWm 
sec
 Initial world price level of exports (exogenous) 
N Dinsdng Net revenue of factor from foreign market (exogenous) 
KSRW Foreign capital demand in local current (exogenous) 
RGF Foreign revenue of government  
EGF Foreign expenditure of government 
C sec hou  Initial households’ consumer demand for commodities and leisure 
    hou  Aggregate price level for the “proposed change” 
     1 hou  Index of aggregate price level 
 Ihou  upernumerary income for the “proposed change” 
  hou Equivalent variation of the “proposed change” 
C hou Compensating variation of the “proposed change” 
  sec Initial price level of domestic sales of composite commodities 
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   sec  Initial import price with tariffs in local currency 
   sec Initial Price of exports in local currency 
(5) Parameters in SCGE-WPP & SCGE-WP 
 R Wsec Elasticity of substitution between cropland and irrigation water 
  sec  Elasticity of substitution between agricultural and non-agricultural labor 
 Asec  Substitution elasticity of Armington function 
 Tsec Substitution elasticity of CET function 
  W
reg sec
 CES distribution parameter for land and water bundle 
  
sec
  CES distribution parameter for composite labor 
 A
sec
 CES distribution parameter for Armington function 
 T
sec
 CES distribution parameter for CET function 
  W
reg sec
  Cobb-Douglas power of regional composite irrigation water-cropland bundle 
   R
reg sec
   Cobb-Douglas power of regional agricultural labor 
   
sec
 Cobb-Douglas power of composite labor in value added bundle 
   
sec
  Cobb-Douglas power of Capital in value added bundle 
   W
sec
  Cobb-Douglas power of composite irrigation water-cropland 
b  WRsec Efficiency parameter for composite cropland-irrigation water bundle 
 R Wreg sec Efficiency parameter for regional composite cropland-irrigation water bundle 
b   Rsec  Efficiency parameter for regional agricultural labor 
 WAR cro Elasticity of substitution between the pipe water and the irrigation water (in the WPP) 
 WAR 
reg sec
 CES distribution parameter for the pipe water and the irrigation water (in the WPP) 
 WAR reg sec Efficiency parameter for the pipe water and the irrigation water only (in the WPP) 
  AWncpinse Elasticity of substitution between the pipe water and value-added 
  AW
ncpinse
 CES distribution parameter for the pipe water and value-added 
  AWncpinse Efficiency parameter for the pipe water and value-added 
  sec  Efficiency parameter for composite labor 
b sec Efficiency parameter for value-added bundle 
       Elasticity of substitution between capital and non-agricultural labor 
       CES distribution parameter for the capital and non-agricultural labor 
       Efficiency parameter for the capital and non-agricultural labor 
 Asec Efficiency parameter of Armington function of commodity 
 Tsec Efficiency parameter of CET function of commodity 
ivasec Technical coefficients of Leontief function for value-added 
iiosec secc Technical coefficients of Leontief function 
 Hsec hou  Power in in nested-ELES household utility function 
mps
insdng
 Domestic institutions’ marginal propensity to save 
mpg Government's marginal propensity to save 
ty
insdng
 Tax rate on domestic institution’s income including households and enterprise 
tmsec Tariff rate for each import 
ts rcro Subsidy rates for irrigation water 
 Isec Cobb-Douglas power in the bank's utility function                 
tvasec Net production tax on value-added                                             
 C sec Constant share of the government utility function (commodities) 
 I  Constant share of the interests payments of government 
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Appendix 8: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
In this study, four CGE models are used. Most of the parameters are obtained by 
calibration rather than by econometric methods. Thus, the estimated models are based 
on only one period of data. Some key parameters are necessarily tested by conducting a 
sensitivity analysis (Hertel, 1999). Some key parameters that may significantly change 
the results are modified to test the robustness of the simulation results (Hosoe, Gasawa 
and Hashimoto, 2010).  
To perform sensitivity analysis, Hosoe, Gasawa, and Hashimoto (2010) provided 
the following criteria to evaluate the robustness of the simulation results: 
 
Criterion 1: whether the signs of sectoral output changes remain unchanged in 
all cases 
Criterion 2: whether the ordering of the output changes among sectors is 
maintained in all cases 
 
CGE-WPP is selected to simulate the case of drought _30% by varying the 
following three key parameters (see Table A4-1):  
(1) The elasticity value of substitution between agricultural and non-agricultural 
labor, where         is the baseline according to Ge (2011).  
(2) The elasticity value of substitution between composite water and irrigation, 
where         is the baseline based on our assumption. 
(3) The elasticity value of substitution between value added and pipe water, 
where          is the baseline based on our assumption. 
The succeeding discussion focuses on the changes in signs of some indicators of 
the macro economy, as well as the signs and sectoral ordering of changes in outputs. 
The values of (1) are assumed as 0.7, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.5. The differences in the signs 
of the indicators of the macro economy are the same (see Table 4A-1). Table 4A-2 
shows that the signs of some sectoral outputs changed. However, the change in the 
sectoral ordering among outputs is not significant. 
In the testing (2), the values are modified at ranges of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5. The results 
shown in Tables 4A-3 and 4A-4 indicate that the changes in macro economy and 
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outputs still follow the two previously mentioned criteria. The signs of indicators of the 
macro economy remain unchanged in all cases, and the changes in the sectoral ordering 
are similar. 
In the sensitivity analysis for (3), the low value of substitution between value 
added and pipe water is assumed. We therefore modified the value at ranges of 0.3, 05, 
and 0.7. Tables 4A-5 and 4A-6 show that when the value is lower than 0.5, the results 
approximately satisfy the two previously mentioned criteria. However, when the value 
is equal to 0.7, the differences in the signs and the ordering are significant compared 
with those in the former two cases, such as the positive signs for the welfare of 
households. The CES function is introduced for the first time to present the substitution 
between value added and water. In many previous CGE models in China, the water 
input in the production function is always set by the Leontief function, where the value 
of substitution elasticity between water and value added is assumed to be zero. Hence, 
0.5 is the projected maximum value. 
Therefore, abnormalities were not observed from the signs of main indicators, 
including GDP, total industrial outputs, total import and export, total consumption, 
consumer price indexes, and household welfare. The changes in the sectoral ordering of 
outputs are also not significant in all cases. Accordingly, although we cannot conclude 
that the simulation results are perfectly robust, such results are still valid and can be 
accepted. To improve our models, the first step is to estimate the given parameters, 
especially     , when related data are available. 
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Table A8-1 Changes in the macro-economy as a result of varying     
     0.7 0.8 1.2 1.5 
Nominal GDP, % 0.10 0.46 0.94 0.98 
Real GDP, % -0.78 -0.59 -0.31 -0.26 
Total Industrial Outputs, % -0.67 -0.51 -0.28 -0.24 
Total Imports, % -0.72 -0.53 -0.25 -0.20 
Total Exports, % -0.57 -0.42 -0.19 -0.16 
Total Consumption, % -1.03 -0.94 -0.83 -0.83 
Total subsidies on irrigation, % 36.58 36.88 36.42 35.90 
Consumer price index, % 1.19 1.37 1.53 1.51 
Exchange rate, % 0.77 0.95 1.15 1.15 
Return to Irrigation Land, % -54.46 -54.37 -54.48 -54.62 
Return to Non-irrigation Land, % 0.27 0.50 0.38 0.13 
Irrigation Water Price, % 95.38 95.81 95.15 94.41 
Pipe Water Price, % 141.60 142.12 141.33 140.4275 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -3907.88 -2122.18 -204.60 -275.62 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -6391.78 -7276.51 -8150.56 -8066.92 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table A8-2 Changes in farming outputs as a result of varying     
     0.7 0.8 1.2 1.5 
Unit: % Output Ordering Output Ordering Output Ordering Output Ordering 
PDR -2.15 2 -1.31 2 0.45 19 0.97 21 
WHT -1.61 4 -0.75 5 1.01 22 1.52 22 
CORN -1.38 5 -0.35 17 2.51 30 3.62 32 
VEG -1.75 3 -0.82 3 1.55 26 2.41 26 
FRU -0.87 12 -0.49 12 0.39 18 0.68 18 
OSD -1.14 7 -0.18 29 2.54 31 3.60 31 
SUR -0.67 22 -0.32 20 0.51 20 0.79 19 
POT -0.94 9 0.07 33 2.74 33 3.73 33 
SOR -3.76 1 -2.37 1 1.60 27 3.18 29 
OCR -0.89 11 0.02 31 2.56 32 3.55 30 
ANM -0.90 10 -0.25 28 1.41 24 2.01 24 
FRS -0.79 16 0.01 30 2.22 29 3.07 28 
FSH -0.99 8 -0.31 23 1.51 25 2.20 25 
ASER -1.16 6 -0.32 22 1.94 28 2.80 27 
COAL -0.45 29 -0.33 19 -0.16 12 -0.15 11 
OG 0.02 33 0.03 32 0.03 17 0.02 16 
OMN -0.44 30 -0.30 25 -0.13 15 -0.11 12 
MT -0.76 17 -0.56 9 -0.19 11 -0.11 14 
VOL -0.74 18 -0.51 11 -0.05 16 0.07 17 
MIL -0.74 19 -0.69 6 -0.56 2 -0.50 2 
PCR -0.84 14 -0.30 26 1.06 23 1.54 23 
SGR -0.67 21 -0.32 21 0.51 21 0.79 20 
OFD -0.70 20 -0.56 8 -0.27 5 -0.18 9 
ADT -0.58 26 -0.44 14 -0.25 6 -0.23 5 
GAO -0.45 28 -0.33 18 -0.14 13 -0.10 15 
OTM -0.60 25 -0.44 16 -0.21 9 -0.18 8 
CNS -0.84 15 -0.58 7 -0.24 7 -0.21 7 
TRD -0.60 24 -0.52 10 -0.40 3 -0.38 4 
TRS -0.40 31 -0.30 27 -0.13 14 -0.11 13 
I_F -0.38 32 -0.31 24 -0.22 8 -0.21 6 
CMC -0.48 27 -0.44 15 -0.39 4 -0.38 3 
OTHSER -0.63 23 -0.45 13 -0.20 10 -0.17 10 
ELG -0.86 13 -0.77 4 -0.64 1 -0.62 1 
WAP -30 --- -30 --- -30 --- -30 --- 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table A8-3 Changes in the macro-economy as a result of varying     
   = 0.2 0.3 0.5 
Nominal GDP, % 0.46 0.45 1.04 
Real GDP, % -0.59 -0.64 -0.50 
Total Industrial Outputs, % -0.51 -0.56 -0.10 
Total Imports, % -0.53 -0.59 0.00 
Total Exports, % -0.42 -0.47 -0.02 
Total Consumption, % -0.94 -1.01 -1.12 
Total subsidies on irrigation, % 36.88 65.35 66.61 
Consumer price index, % 1.37 1.43 1.65 
Exchange rate, % 0.95 0.97 1.53 
Return to Irrigation Land, % -54.37 -98.53 -99.90 
Return to Non-irrigation Land, % 0.50 0.36 0.80 
Irrigation Water Price, % 95.81 136.52 104.92 
Pipe Water Price, % 142.12 155.42 72.18 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -2122.18 -2572.67 -2349.93 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -7276.51 -7619.80 -8725.01 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table A8-4 Changes in farming outputs as a result of varying     
     0.2 0.3 0.5 
Unit: % Output Ordering Output Ordering Output Ordering 
PDR -1.31 2 -1.29 2 -0.75 3 
WHT -0.75 5 -0.44 16 0.06 22 
CORN -0.35 17 0.14 32 0.72 30 
VEG -0.82 3 -0.99 3 -0.77 2 
FRU -0.49 12 -0.56 10 -0.45 7 
OSD -0.18 29 0.13 31 0.60 29 
SUR -0.32 20 -0.30 24 -0.03 19 
POT 0.07 33 0.78 33 1.17 33 
SOR -2.37 1 -1.33 1 0.78 31 
OCR 0.02 31 0.09 30 0.30 25 
ANM -0.25 28 -0.24 27 -0.21 12 
FRS 0.01 30 0.04 29 0.45 28 
FSH -0.31 23 -0.31 22 -0.29 10 
ASER -0.32 22 -0.27 26 -0.21 13 
COAL -0.33 19 -0.38 17 0.45 27 
OG 0.03 32 -0.01 28 0.92 32 
OMN -0.30 25 -0.36 19 0.34 26 
MT -0.56 9 -0.61 7 -0.44 8 
VOL -0.51 11 -0.55 11 -0.37 9 
MIL -0.69 6 -0.75 5 -0.71 4 
PCR -0.30 26 -0.31 23 -0.17 15 
SGR -0.32 21 -0.30 25 -0.03 20 
OFD -0.56 8 -0.61 8 -0.53 6 
ADT -0.44 14 -0.50 12 -0.20 14 
GAO -0.33 18 -0.37 18 0.09 24 
OTM -0.44 16 -0.49 14 -0.04 18 
CNS -0.58 7 -0.62 6 -0.84 1 
TRD -0.52 10 -0.58 9 -0.25 11 
TRS -0.30 27 -0.33 21 -0.01 21 
I_F -0.31 24 -0.35 20 0.07 23 
CMC -0.44 15 -0.49 13 -0.15 17 
OTHSER -0.45 13 -0.45 15 -0.67 5 
ELG -0.77 4 -0.83 4 -0.15 16 
WAP -30 --- -30 --- -30 --- 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table A8-5 Changes in the macro-economy as a result of varying of      
      0.3 0.5 0.7 
Nominal GDP, % 26.04 0.46 -0.65 
Real GDP, % -6.46 -0.59 0.32 
Total Industrial Outputs, % -0.20 -0.51 0.26 
Total Imports, % 0.10 -0.53 0.42 
Total Exports, % -0.26 -0.42 0.34 
Total Consumption, % -16.34 -0.94 0.64 
Total subsidies on irrigation, % 61.45 36.88 11.44 
Consumer price index, % 33.17 1.37 -0.94 
Exchange rate, % 35.26 0.95 -1.00 
Return to Irrigation Land, % -44.79 -54.37 -17.99 
Return to Non-irrigation Land, % 20.45 0.50 -0.37 
Irrigation Water Price, % 130.96 95.81 25.30 
Pipe Water Price, % 185.69 142.12 2.64 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -26953.86 -2122.18 1238.03 
Rural households' welfare, ten million yuan -132795.42 -7276.51 5058.64 
Source: constructed by author 
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Table A8-6 Changes in farming outputs as a result of varying      
      0.3 0.5 0.7 
Unit: % Output Ordering Output Ordering Output Ordering 
PDR -4.34 8 -1.31 2 -0.20 6 
WHT -3.60 11 -0.75 5 -0.02 12 
CORN 3.78 25 -0.35 17 -0.38 3 
VEG 0.60 20 -0.82 3 -0.42 2 
FRU -3.71 10 -0.49 12 0.07 15 
OSD 5.14 29 -0.18 29 -0.30 4 
SUR -1.47 17 -0.32 20 0.16 22 
POT 2.15 22 0.07 33 -0.16 7 
SOR 9.06 31 -2.37 1 -1.32 1 
OCR 4.23 26 0.02 31 -0.14 8 
ANM -4.21 9 -0.25 28 0.16 20 
FRS 6.01 30 0.01 30 -0.03 11 
FSH -5.22 7 -0.31 23 0.15 19 
ASER -2.93 14 -0.32 22 0.10 16 
COAL 10.03 32 -0.33 19 0.03 13 
OG 17.79 33 0.03 32 -0.21 5 
OMN 5.09 28 -0.30 25 0.32 26 
MT -6.85 4 -0.56 9 0.41 31 
VOL -6.08 6 -0.51 11 0.39 30 
MIL -11.38 2 -0.69 6 0.54 32 
PCR -3.23 13 -0.30 26 0.19 23 
SGR -1.47 18 -0.32 21 0.16 21 
OFD -8.28 3 -0.56 8 0.38 28 
ADT -2.21 15 -0.44 14 0.26 24 
GAO 2.84 23 -0.33 18 0.11 18 
OTM -0.78 19 -0.44 16 0.39 29 
CNS -16.21 1 -0.58 7 0.67 33 
TRD -3.58 12 -0.52 10 0.35 27 
TRS 0.92 21 -0.30 27 0.11 17 
I_F 4.54 27 -0.31 24 -0.12 9 
CMC -1.92 16 -0.44 15 0.27 25 
OTHSER -6.32 5 -0.45 13 -0.04 10 
ELG 3.15 24 -0.77 4 0.05 14 
WAP -30 --- -30 --- -30 --- 
Source: constructed by author 
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Appendix 9: Calculations of the Water Prices 
In our model, both of utility maximization problem for households and cost minimization 
problem for water production, including pipe water and integrated water, are satisfied, so that 
we can calculate the prices of the irrigation water and pipe water within the water parallel 
pricing system as well as the integrated water within the water pricing system. 
 
A9.1 Prices of Irrigation Water and Pipe Water in Water Parallel Pricing System 
Firstly, we can calculate the equilibrium price of irrigation water (we call quasi shadow 
price) by solving the utility maximization problem of households in the following simplified 
SCGE-16R. This calculation is similar as in the SCGE-WPP, where the accounts of import and 
export, investment and saving, government, enterprise, as well as households’ income would not 
be considered. In addition within this model, there are three production activities and 
commodities, farming, pipe water and others; and also three four factors, labor, capital, land and 
irrigation water.  
We have two types of utility functions for households, the Cobb-Douglas function in 
SCGE-16R, and the Stone-Gary function in SCGE-WPP 
sec sec( ) ( )UU f C CobbDouglas C                                (A9.1) 
sec sec( ) ( )UU f C StoneGary C                                (A9.2) 
Subject to  
    (1) The production functions: 
( , , , ),cro cro cro cro cro cro croXD CES L K LAD WAR WAP                    (A9.3) 
" " " " " " " " " "( , , )WAP WAP WAP WAP WAPXD CES L K WAP                         (A9.4) 
( , , )others others others others othersXD CES L K WAP                       (A9.5) 
(2) The commodities market clearing function: 
cro croC XD                                          (A9.6) 
" " sec " "
sec
WAP WAPC WAP XD
                             (A9.7) 
others othersC XD                                       (A9.8) 
(3) The factor’s market clearing functions: 
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sec
sec
L LS
                                       (A9.9) 
sec
sec
K KS
                                      (A9.10) 
c
cro
ro
LAD LADS
                                    (A9.11) 
c
cro
ro
WAR WARS
                                    (A9.12) 
And then we define the Lagrangian in the following manner: 
 
sec sec
sec
" " " "
" " " " " "
( ) ( )
, , , , , , , , ;
, , , , , , ,
, , , ,
cro crocro WAP others cro WAP others
cro WAP others cro WAP others
cro cro cro cro cro cro cro cro
cro
XD XD XD C C C L K LAD WAR
XD XD XD C C C L K LAD WAR
f C XD CES L K LAD WAP WAR XD
         


 
 
 
   
 
 
 
" " " " " " " " " " " "
" " " " " "
sec
( , )
(
,
, , )
WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP
others others others others others others
others
cro cro cro
cro
WAP WAP WAP
others others o
others
XD CES L K WAP XD
XD CES L K WAP XD
C XD C
C XD C WAP
C XD C





 

 

  
  
 
   
 





  
sec sec
sec sec
thers
cro cro
cro cro
L LS L K KS K
LAD LADS LAD WAR WARS WAR
 
 
 
 
   
      
   
   
      
   
 
 
   (A9.13) 
So that in the first-order conditions, we derive: 
(1) The commodities’ prices: 
( )
0cro cro
cro cro
C
C
C C
f




  
                             (A9.14) 
" "
" "
" " " "
( )
0WAP WAP
WAP WAP
C
C
C C
f




  
                          (A9.15) 
( )
0cro others
others others
C
C
C C
f




  
                            (A9.16) 
(2) The producer prices, which are equal to their commodities’ price: 
0cro cro
cro
XD C
XD
 



   
                            (A9.17) 
" " " "
" "
0WAP WAP
WAP
XD C
XD
 



   
                         (A9.18) 
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0others others
others
XD C
XD
 



   
                         (A9.19) 
(3) The wage of labor: 
( , , , , )
0cro cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAP WAR
XD L
L L
 

 

   
    (A9.20) 
" " " " " " " "
" "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAP WAP WAP WAPWAP
WAP WAP
CES L K WAP
XD L
L L
 

 

   
       (A9.21) 
( , , )
0others others others othersothers
others others
CES L K WAP
XD L
L L
 

 

   
        (A9.22) 
(4) The capital return: 
( , , , ),
0cro cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAR WAP
XD K
K K
 

 

   
    (A9.23) 
" " " " " " " "
" "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAP WAP WAP WAPWAP
WAP WAP
CES L K WAP
XD K
K K
 

 

   
       (A9.24) 
( , , )
0others others others othersothers
others others
CES L K WAP
XD K
K K
 

 

   
       (A9.25) 
(5) The land return: 
( , , , , )
0cro cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAR WAP
XD LAD
LAD LAD
 

 

   
  (A9.26) 
(6) The price of irrigation water: 
( , , , , )
0cro cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAR WAP
XD WAR
WAR WAR
 

 

   
  (A9.27) 
We interpret the Lagrange multipliers appearing above as following: 
cro croXD PD                                       (A9.28) 
" " " "WAP WAPXD PD                                     (A9.29) 
others othersXD PD                                     (A9.30) 
cro croC P                                        (A9.31) 
" " " "WAP WAPC P                                      (A9.32) 
others othersC P                                      (A9.33) 
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L PL                                        (A9.34) 
K PK                                        (A9.35) 
LAD PLAD                                      (A9.36) 
WAR PWR                                       (A9.37) 
Hence, the price of irrigation water, PWR, is determined at the level that farmers’ willing to 
pay, which presents the equilibrium price of irrigation water. It should be noted that in our 
model, all of the prices are equal one in the baseline, so that instead of estimating the shadow 
price of irrigation water, we calculate the changes in equilibrium price (we call quasi shadow 
price) of irrigation water based on the simulations. 
Secondly, we can solve the cost minimization problem for pipe water production: 
" " " " " " " "WAP WAP WAP WAPCost PL L PK K P WAP                  (A9.38) 
Additionally, it can be also represented by the zero-profit condition, where the wage of 
labor, the capital return and the commodity price of pipe water are all determined by solving 
previous utility maximization problem: 
" " " " " " " " " " " "WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP WAPPD XD PL L PK K P WAP             (A9.39) 
Subject to the CES production function of pipe water,  
" " " " " " " " " "( , , )WAP WAP WAP WAP WAPCES L K WAP XD                 (A9.40) 
And then, we can define the Lagrangian in the following manner: 
 
" " " " " "
" " " " " " " "
" " " " " " " " " "
( , , ),
( , , )
WAP WAP WAP
WAP WAP WAP WAP
WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP
L K WAP
PL L PK K P WAP
XD CES L K WAP



     
               (A9.41) 
Its first-order conditions, presuming interior solutions, are: 
" " " " " " " " " "
( , , ) 0
WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP
XD CES L K WAP





 
               (A9.42) 
" " " " " " " "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAP WAP WAP WAP
WAP WAP
CES L K WAP
PL
L L


 

   
             (A9.43) 
" " " " " " " "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAP WAP WAP WAP
WAP WAP
CES L K WAP
PK
K K


 

   
             (A9.44) 
" " " " " " " "
" "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAP WAP WAP WAPWAP
WAP WAP
CES L K WAP
P
WAP WAP


 

   
          (A9.45) 
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We interpret the Lagrange multipliers appearing above as following: 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "
" " " "
" "
" " " " " " " "
" "
( , , ) ( , , )
( , , )
WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP WAP
WAP WAP
WAP
WAP WAP WAP WAP
WAP
PL PK
CES L K WAP CES L K WAP
P
CES L K WAP
WAP
L K






 

  
(A9.46) 
As mentioned before, producer price is equal to commodity price, so that the price of pipe 
water is given at the marginal cost of pipe water production: 
" "" " " " WAPWAP WAPPD P C                          (A9.47) 
Above solution is same to the prices of irrigation and pipe water in SCGE-WPP.  
 
A9.2 Prices of Integrated Water in Water Pricing System 
In the water pricing system, we can calculate the price of irrigation water by solving the 
utility maximization problem of households in the following simplified model of the 
SCGE-WP_A and SCGE_B. Households’ welfare is determined by Stone-Gary function utility 
function. 
sec sec( ) ( )UU f C StoneGary C                                (A9.48) 
Subject to  
    (1) The production functions: 
( , , ),cro cro cro cro cro croXD CES L K LAD WAT                         (A9.49) 
" " " " " " " " " "( , , )WAT WAT WAT WAT WATXD CES L K WAT                        (A9.50) 
( , , )others others others others othersXD CES L K WAT                      (A9.51) 
(2) The commodities market clearing function: 
cro croC XD                                          (A9.52) 
" " sec " "
sec
WAT WATC WAT XD
                             (A9.53) 
others othersC XD                                       (A9.54) 
(3) The factor’s market clearing functions: 
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sec
sec
L LS
                                       (A9.55) 
sec
sec
K KS
                                      (A9.56) 
c
cro
ro
LAD LADS
                                    (A9.57) 
And then we define the Lagrangian in the following manner: 
 
sec sec
sec
" " " "
" " " " " "
" " " "
( ) ( )
(
, , , , , , , ;
, , , , , , ,
, , ,
crocro WAT others cro WAT others
cro WAT others cro WAT others
cro cro cro cro cro cro
cro
WAT WAT
XD XD XD C C C L K LAD
XD XD XD C C C L K LAD
f C XD CES L K LAD WAT XD
XD CES L
        




 
 
 
   


 
   
 
" " " " " " " "
" " " " " "
sec
sec
sec
, )
(
,
, , )
WAT WAT WAT WAT
others others others others others others cro cro cro
others cro
WAT WAT WAT others others others
others
K WAT XD
XD CES L K WAT XD C XD C
C XD C WAT C XD C
L LS L
 
 


  

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 
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 
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 
 
 sec
sec
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K KS K LAD LADS LAD  
    
        
     
 
   
(A9.58) 
So that in the first-order conditions, we derive: 
(1) The commodities’ prices: 
( )
0cro cro
cro cro
C
C
C C
f




  
                             (A9.59) 
" "
" "
" " " "
( )
0WAT WAT
WAT WAT
C
C
C C
f




  
                          (A9.60) 
( )
0cro others
others others
C
C
C C
f



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  
                            (A9.61) 
(2) The producer prices, which are equal to their commodities’ price: 
0cro cro
cro
XD C
XD
 



   
                            (A9.62) 
" " " "
" "
0WAT WAT
WAT
XD C
XD
 



   
                         (A9.63) 
0others others
others
XD C
XD
 



   
                         (A9.64) 
(3) The wage of labor: 
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( , , , )
0cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAT
XD L
L L
 

 

   
        (A9.65) 
" " " " " " " "
" "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAT WAT WAT WATWAT
WAT WAT
CES L K WAT
XD L
L L
 

 

   
     (A9.66) 
( , , )
0others others others othersothers
others others
CES L K WAT
XD L
L L
 

 

   
        (A9.67) 
(4) The capital return: 
( , , , )
0cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAT
XD K
K K
 

 

   
       (A9.68) 
" " " " " " " "
" "
" " " "
( , , )
0WAT WAT WAT WATWAT
WAT WAT
CES L K WAT
XD K
K K
 

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
   
    (A9.69) 
( , , )
0others others others othersothers
others others
CES L K WAT
XD K
K K
 

 

   
      (A9.70) 
(5) The land return: 
( , , , )
0cro cro cro cro crocro
cro cro
CES L K LAD WAT
XD LAD
LAD LAD
 

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
   
     (A9.71) 
We interpret the Lagrange multipliers appearing above as following: 
cro croXD PD                                       (A9.72) 
" " " "WAT WATXD PD                                     (A9.73) 
others othersXD PD                                     (A9.74) 
cro croC P                                        (A9.75) 
" " " "WAT WATC P                                      (A9.76) 
others othersC P                                      (A9.77) 
L PL                                        (A9.78) 
K PK                                        (A9.79) 
LAD PLAD                                      (A9.80) 
Hence, the price of integrated water,       , is equal to the producer price of integrated 
water production. 
And then, we can solve the cost minimization problem of the integrated water production: 
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" " " " " " " "WAT WAT WAT WATCost PL L PK K P WAT                    (A9.81) 
Accordingly, it can be also represented by the zero-profit condition, where the wage of 
labor, the capital return and the commodity price of integrated water are all determined by 
solving previous utility maximization problem. 
" " " " " " " " " " " "WAT WAT WAT WAT WAT WATPD XD PL L PK K P WAT             (A9.82) 
Subject to the CES production function of integrated water,  
" " " " " " " " " "( , , )WAP WAP WAP WAT WATCES L K WAT XD                 (A9.83) 
And then, we can define the Lagrangian in the following manner: 
 
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XD CES L K WAT
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               (A9.84) 
Its first-order conditions, presuming interior solutions, are: 
" " " " " " " " " "
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We interpret the Lagrange multipliers appearing above as following: 
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(A9.89) 
Therefore, according to the equation (A9.64), producer price is equal to commodity price, 
so that the price of integrated water is given at the marginal cost of integrated water production. 
" "" " " " WATWAT WATPD P C                          (A9.90) 
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